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Chapter 1

Introduction

Contents

1.1 Challenges in health care delivery . . . . . 1

1.2 Hierarchical decision making and opera-
tions research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

1.3 Thesis structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

1.4 Applied research environment . . . . . . . . 9

1.5 Summary of content . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

1.1 Challenges in health care delivery

Health care constitutes the largest industry in many developed coun-
tries [36], and managing it is a complex task due to its importance to
society and the often politically charged atmosphere within which it
exists. Furthermore, the nature of health care delivery does not allow
the direct copying of success stories from the manufacturing industry,
where logistical optimization has a long history. Health care processes
and supply chains show considerable differences, such as a high degree
of uncertainty, the medical autonomy of clinicians, and the fact that
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patients cannot be treated as products. The evolution of management
philosophies seen over the past decades in the manufacturing industry
offers a glimpse into the changes required in health care delivery pro-
cesses. This is most evident in the change by modern manufacturers
from a reductionist approach to a systems approach to management.

The reductionist approach to management employs the principles of
F.W. Taylor, which sees management decisions being made by sepa-
rately analyzing component parts. Using this approach, manufactur-
ers can improve overall operations by decomposing work into specific
tasks and then improving the efficiency of these tasks. However, too
much emphasis on individual tasks can cause a loss of perspective of
the overall system. In contrast, the systems approach to management
focuses less on the individual tasks and more on their interactions.
In understanding how tasks affect each other, managers can create a
seamless environment where the overall work is completed in an effi-
cient manner. Finding the balance between these two approaches is a
challenge for managers and operations researchers alike.

As an example, consider the time required to changeover a machine
from producing one part to producing a different part (called setup
time). Managers using a reductionist approach determine the time
when the department should switch from producing one part to pro-
ducing another part, such that setup costs and inventory costs are
balanced (e.g. producing too many products before switching results
in large and expensive inventories, whereas switching too often is ineffi-
cient since no parts are produced while switching). The resulting opti-
mal “switching time policy” stipulates the production schedule for the
department. However, optimizing the switching time may not be the
best solution when adjacent departments are considered, as the switch-
ing time policy does not take into account the supply of raw materials
from any “upstream” departments or the needs of any “downstream”
departments. For example, producing parts according to an optimal
switching time policy may result in the department producing part
A when the downstream department needs part B. Managers using
a systems approach develop production schedules which account for
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the operations of the adjacent departments, although possibly at the
expense of the optimal switching time policy.

Since the 1980s, there has been a shift in the manufacturing industry
from predominantly using a reductionist approach to predominantly
using a systems approach. This switch has resulted in (among other
things) lower production costs and shorter production times. The
contrast in these management styles and their advantages and disad-
vantages are discussed in [95]. In the health care industry however,
the shift from a reductionist approach to a systems approach has been
lagging [193].

In health care there are natural pressures that cause managers to lose
sight of the overall perspective and take a reductionist (or individual
component) approach. Often “management does not consider the total
care chain from admission to discharge, but mainly focuses on the per-
formance of individual departments. Not surprisingly, this has often
resulted in diminished patient access without any significant reduction
in costs” [54]. This is further complicated because an “individual com-
ponent” in the health care context is a living and breathing patient.

As argued in Chapter 2, health care literature is rife with studies
on scheduling, resource utilization, and patient flow. However, these
studies are often confined to the operation of a single department and
ignore many of the complex relationships that exist between depart-
ments. As an example, patient arrival patterns are modelled with
statistical distributions instead of as a consequence of previous care.
This disjointed approach fails to offer coordinated patient trajectories
and essentially represents a hospital as a collection of processes receiv-
ing patients from, and feeding patients into, buffers. From industry,
we have learned that disjointed and unbalanced production lines lead
to high buffer volumes, much work in process, long product cycle times
and are plagued with inefficiencies [95].

It is my experience that the impact of disjointed operations are partic-
ularly serious in health care settings. Waiting patients, unlike waiting
products, may complain, be prioritized and reprioritized, require on-
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going care, and cause other excessive coordination and management
efforts. For inpatients, waiting costs are high and direct, making the
reduction of the length of stay of inpatients a priority in hospitals
and a common goal of many studies. For outpatients, the costs as-
sociated with waiting are not direct and often hidden. In addition to
the administrative costs, the quality of life costs for waiting outpa-
tients are substantial. Besides the obvious extended period of time in
poor health, there is anxiety associated with waiting, the possibility of
further health deterioration, the loss of confidence in the hospital or
physician and the compounded effect of all of these factors together.

Some headway toward modelling hospitals as a complete system is
evident in health care literature [75, 193]. Many models consider the
impact of their operations on downstream inpatient wards. Typical ex-
amples include bed occupancy dictated by the operating room sched-
ule, and emergency department congestion caused by an inability to
admit patients to an already overcrowded ward. There is also literature
concerning a hospital’s inability to discharge patients into long-term
care. Hospitals are developing ambulatory care centres that locate
multiple specialties together so that a patient’s ambulatory treatment
can, at the least, happen in the same space, and at the best, be effi-
ciently coordinated.

In Chapter 2 we present a review of models used to examine issues
related to patient flows, and illustrate the extent to which models
account for interactions between the main department under study
and adjacent departments. The review found only 88 papers describing
patient flow models that considered resources from multiple hospital
departments. This amount is consistent with findings of other authors
[74,110] who conclude that although there is an abundance of models
for health care processes, few consider multiple units or departments.

We conclude that researchers often model hospitals in a way that re-
flects the reductionist view of managers. Models often consider only
a single department and overlook the complex relationships that exist
between departments. We believe that this approach is in response to
two adverse but common characteristics of health care. The first is
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the complexity that is inherent in health care and the second is the
uncertainty in patient flows. The work in this thesis contributes to
health care logistics research by addressing a series of complex prob-
lems related to interacting hospital departments and uncertain patient
flows.

1.2 Hierarchical decision making and opera-
tions research

Competitive manufacturing companies make planning and control de-
cisions in a hierarchical manner [210]. Long term strategic decisions
are made at the highest hierarchical level and decisions relating to spe-
cific issues in real-time are made at the lowest hierarchical level. For
example, the decision of what products to manufacture is at the top
of the hierarchy and the decision of whether to discard a specific part
due to its quality is at the bottom of the hierarchy. It follows therefore
that decisions at the bottom of the hierarchy are guided by decisions
made at the top of the hierarchy. In general, this reliance of one de-
cision on another defines the hierarchy. Many planning and control
frameworks classify decisions into three hierarchical levels: 1) strate-
gic 2) tactical and 3) operational (as suggested first in 1965 in [5]). In
the field of health care, many similar hierarchical planning and control
frameworks have been proposed (see [88]).

As an example, consider a series of decisions related to the installation
of public heart defibrillators. Having heart defibrillators available in
public places allows prompt application which dramatically improves
the likelihood of survival (and neurological recovery) in the event of
cardiac arrest [104]. Typical decisions are as follows:

Strategic decisions: Should heart defibrillators be placed in public
places? How much money should be spent on heart defibrillators?

Tactical decisions: Once the decision to act has been made and the
amount of money to be spent is known, the tactical decisions can be
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addressed. Where should the heart defibrillators be installed to max-
imize the public benefit? How many should be installed in each city?
At what locations within cities (e.g. train stations, sport facilities, re-
tirement homes) should they be installed?

Operational decisions: Once the locations are known, operational de-
cisions can be addressed. How high should they be attached to the
wall? How should they be maintained? How can their locations be
clearly indicated?

For each decision at each level there are tradeoffs which need to be
considered before making a final decision. For example, at the strategic
level there is a direct tradeoff between the amount of money spent and
the expected number of lives to be saved. At the operational level, a
tradeoff exists between attaching the machines high enough to be out
of reach of children and low enough such that the majority of adults
can reach them. Evaluating these tradeoffs in a scientific manner to
support decision makers is one use of operations research models.

The decision of how high to attach the machine can be based on a
rather straightforward model. The modeller essentially uses histori-
cal population statistics to determine the percentage of children that
cannot reach a certain height and the percentage of adults that can.
Using historical population statistics to model the future population is
a relatively accurate (or concrete) way to represent the actual system.
The model assumes only that the future population will be similar (in
height) to the current population. To model other more complex sys-
tems (and decisions), requires more assumptions and a more abstract
view.

For example, to determine the appropriate investment in heart defib-
rillators, the modeller needs to determine the expected number of lives
to be saved for a given investment. For this, the modeller must make
assumptions about the future prevalence of heart disease, the proba-
bility of cardiac arrest happening within the vicinity of a machine, the
probability of someone finding and using a machine, etc. As such, this
decision requires more assumptions and as a result, the model becomes
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a more abstract representation of the actual system.

Leading thought on how to manage complex organizations suggests
that decisions be made in a hierarchical manner. Making decisions
however, requires evaluating the tradeoffs between two or more mea-
sures. Supporting decision makers to understand these tradeoffs and
the implication of certain actions, is the scientific discipline of opera-
tions research. Using operations research models to support logistical
decision making (at multiple hierarchical levels) within hospitals is the
underlying theme of this thesis.

1.3 Thesis structure

The work of this thesis is organized according to the hierarchical level
of the decision being addressed. Beginning in Chapter 3 (Chapter 2 is
a survey of literature), the hierarchical relationship of these decisions
is as follows. Chapter 3 addresses a strategic patient mix decision used
to determine which patient types should be treated at a hospital to
meet case mix and capacity restrictions. In Chapter 4, the patient mix
is assumed to be known and we consider the decision of whether (and
to what extent) to pool resources. In Chapter 5 we consider a spe-
cific case where the decision not to pool resources has been made and
answer the question of how many patients a single unpooled oncology
clinic can follow. In Chapter 6 the pooling and patient mix decisions
are assumed, and we answer the question of how two departments
which treat patients consecutively can do so in a seamless manner. In
Chapter 7, we also assume the pooling and patient mix decisions are
made and we answer the question of how two departments that treat
patients concurrently can do so in a seamless manner.

Similarly, the models of the initial chapters (and in particular Chap-
ters 3 and 4) are more abstract and encompass a larger portion of
the hospital. Chapter 3 models all departments but represents these
departments in an abstract manner (i.e. departments are modelled by
their monthly treatment volumes). Chapters 4 and 5 consider only
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Chapter title Departments Approach

2 Survey of literature
3 Patient mix

optimization
All Mathematical

programming and
queueing theory

4 Efficiency evaluation
for pooling resources

Consultation
departments

Queueing theory and
simulation

5 Panel sizing in
oncology

Consultation
departments

Queueing theory

6 Surgical scheduling
and inpatient wards

Operating room and
inpatient wards

Applied probability

7 Pharmacy policies to
reduce waiting times

Pharmacy and
consultation
departments

Queueing theory and
simulation

Table 1.1 – Chapter scopes and approaches

consultation departments (outpatient clinics) but model them more
explicitly by taking into account characteristics of the department,
such as the amount of resources, and treatment capacity per day. The
analysis and results are sufficiently general for any consultation depart-
ment regardless of the treatment being provided. Chapters 6 and 7
model the interactions between specific departments. Chapter 6 mod-
els the relationship between inpatient wards and the operating room
and Chapter 7 models the relationship between the chemotherapy de-
partment and the pharmacy.

The models employed and developed in this thesis relate in general to
the fields of queueing theory, mathematical programming and simu-
lation. Table 1.1 summarizes the departments to which each chapter
relates and also the modelling technique that is used (this classifica-
tion is consistent with the literature review of Chapter 2). Specifically,
we use G/G/c queueing models / Lindley’s recursion in Chapters 4,
5 and 7, infinite server queueing models in Chapters 3, 5 and 6 and
mathematical programming in Chapter 3.

The chapters in this thesis are written in a self contained manner.
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Each chapter (other than the survey of literature chapter) contains the
following four sections: 1) Introduction 2) Model description 3) Appli-
cation and 4) Discussion and where appropriate, additional sections
are used. In the Introduction the problem is introduced, literature
specific to the problem is reviewed, and the chapter’s goals and struc-
ture are stated. The contents of the Model description and Application
sections are self explanatory. In the Discussion section, main results
are summarized, and future research potential is discussed.

1.4 Applied research environment

The decisions modelled in this thesis are motivated by actual prob-
lems faced by two cancer hospitals. Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7 were mo-
tivated by problems at the Netherlands Cancer Institute - Antoni van
Leeuwenhoek Hospital (NCI). NCI is a comprehensive cancer centre,
which provides hospital care and research, and is located in Amster-
dam, the Netherlands. The hospital has 150 inpatient beds and the
outpatient department receives approximately 24,000 appointment re-
quests every year.

Chapter 5 is motivated by a problem at the British Columbia Can-
cer Agency (BCCA), Canada. BCCA operates five cancer hospitals
providing diagnostic services, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and
supportive care in British Columbia and the Yukon. This represents
a catchment population of approximately 4.6 million. The model in
Chapter 5 is applied at a cancer hospital located in Vancouver, British
Columbia.

The manner in which the research of each chapter has been applied
at the partner hospital varies. In Chapters 6 and 7 the best policies
that were found in the course of the research were implemented at the
partner hospitals and are used on a daily basis. The models of Chap-
ters 4 and 6 were implemented in decision support software and are
being used by hospital managers and staff. In particular, the model
of Chapter 6 is implemented in third-party commercial software (see
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Section 6.4). The results from Chapters 3, 4 and 5 led to manage-
ment recommendations and practice guidelines for achieving certain
objectives.

Although the models are motivated by cancer care, which is a special-
ized service, all models, except that of Chapter 7, are directly applica-
ble in general hospital settings as well. This is particularly apparent in
the involvement of Information Builders, a developer and distributer
of business intelligence software. Information Builders developed the
model of Chapter 6 into commercial software which is designed for
use in specialty hospitals (i.e. cancer hospitals) and in non-specialty
hospitals.

1.5 Summary of content

In Chapter 2 we review quantitative health care literature to illustrate
the extent to which models encompass multiple hospital departments.
We provide a general overview of the relationships that exist between
major hospital departments and describe how these relationships are
accounted for by researchers.

Chapter 2 is based on the following articles:

• Vanberkel P.T., Boucherie R.J., Hans E.W., Hurink J.L., Litvak
N. (2010) A survey of health care models that encompass multiple
departments. International Journal of Health Management and In-
formation, 1 (1), 37 - 69

• Vanberkel P.T., Hans E.W. (2009) Holistic healthcare modeling. A
viewpoint on managing the complete patient care chain. Contribu-
tion to the book: Operational Research Applied to Health Services
in Action (ISBN 978-83-7493-409-1)

In Chapter 3 we address the decision of choosing a patient mix that
leads to the most beneficial treatment case mix. We illustrate how
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capacity, case mix and patient mix decisions are interrelated and how
understanding this complex relationship is crucial for achieving the
maximum benefit from a fee-for-service financing system. Studies to
determine the case mix with maximum benefit exist in literature, how-
ever the hospital actions necessary to realize this case mix has received
less attention.

We model the hospital as an M/G/∞ queueing system to evaluate the
impact of accepting certain patient types. Using this queueing model
to generate parameters, an optimization problem is formulated. We
propose two methods for solving the optimization problem. The first
is exact but requires an integer linear programming solver whereas the
second is an approximation relying only on dynamic programming.

The model is applied to the department of surgery at NCI. The model
determines which patient types result in the desired growth in the pre-
ferred surgical treatment areas. The case study highlights the impact
of striving for a certain case mix without providing a sufficiently bal-
anced supply of resources. In the case study we show how the desired
case mix can be better achieved with certain capacity investments.

Chapter 3 is based on the following article:

• Vanberkel P.T., Boucherie R.J., Hans E.W., Hurink J.L. (2011) Op-
timizing the strategic patient mix. Memorandum 1935, Department
of Applied Mathematics, University of Twente, Enschede. ISSN
1874-4850

In Chapter 4 we address the decision of whether (and to what ex-
tent) to pool resources within a hospital. Hospitals traditionally pool
resources into centralized functional departments such as diagnostic
departments, ambulatory care centres, and nursing wards. In recent
years this organizational model has been challenged by the idea that
higher quality of care and efficiency of service delivery can be achieved
when services are organized and focused around patient groups. Ex-
amples include specialized clinics for breast cancer patients and clinical
pathways for diabetes patients. This leads to the question of whether
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to become more centralized to achieve economies of scale or more de-
centralized to achieve economies of focus. In this chapter we examine
service and patient group characteristics to study the conditions where
a centralized model is more efficient, and, conversely, where a decen-
tralized model is more efficient.

This relationship is examined analytically with a slotted queuing model
to determine the most influential factors and then with a simulation
to fine-tune the results. The tradeoffs between economies of scale and
economies of focus measured by these models are used to derive general
management guidelines.

The model is applied in the chemotherapy day unit (CDU) at NCI.
The study investigates the expected service performance associated
with a proposal to reallocate resources from a centralized (pooled)
chemotherapy department to a breast cancer focused factory (un-
pooled). We show that a decrease in performance is expected and
calculate the amount of additional resources required to offset these
losses.

Chapter 4 is based on the following articles:

• Vanberkel P.T., Boucherie R.J., Hans E.W., Hurink J.L., Litvak
N. Efficiency evaluation for pooling resources in health care. OR
Spectrum (forthcoming)

• Vanberkel P.T., Boucherie R.J., Hans E.W., Hurink J.L., Litvak N.,
van Lent W.A.M., van Harten W.H. (2009) Reallocating resources
to focused factories: A case study in chemotherapy. International
Perspectives on Operations Research and Health Care: Proceedings
of the European Working Group on Operational Research Applied
to Health Services

In Chapter 5 we address the panel size decision for a single oncol-
ogist’s practice (i.e. an unpooled practice). Panel size is defined as
the number of patients that a physician can effectively be accountable
for. Typically this is studied in general practice settings where gen-
eral practitioners want to know how ‘big’ their practice can be before
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the waiting times for appointments becomes too long or overtime too
frequent. Panel sizes in a hospital environment have been studied less
frequently, although there are similar concerns. The characteristics of
a hospital which distinguish it from a general practice include higher
turnover rates of patients and multiple patient and appointment types.
We extend the earlier panel size models to account for these differences
by modelling the panel size as the sum of patient type specific random
variables.

We formulate two queueing network models to define the panel size
random variables. The first queueing model is a multi-class open
queueing model that assumes a stationary setting. This model rep-
resents an established oncologist with a mature clinic, who sees on
average the same number of new patients per month. The second
queueing model is a network of M/G/∞ queues with a non-stationary
arrival rate. The non-stationary setting is used to represent a new
oncologist’s practice.

We apply the panel sizing model in an oncology clinic that is part of
the BCCA. We determine for a given patient mix the number of pa-
tients that can be seen in a stationary setting (i.e. by an established
oncologist) and in a non-stationary setting (i.e. by a new oncologist).
We combine both models to support long term capacity planning de-
cisions.

Chapter 5 is based on the following article:

• Vanberkel P.T., Puterman M.L., Litvak N. Panel sizing in oncology.
Working paper

In Chapter 6 we address the decision of how to schedule surgical spe-
cialties such that inpatient wards are not overwhelmed with patients.
No other department influences the workload of a hospital more than
the Department of Surgery, and in particular the activities in the oper-
ating room. These activities are governed by the master surgical sched-
ule (MSS), which states which patient types receive surgery on which
day. In this chapter we describe an analytical approach to project the
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workload for downstream departments based on this MSS. Specifically
the ward occupancy distributions, patient admission/discharge distri-
butions, and the distributions for ongoing interventions/treatments
are computed. Recovering after surgery requires the support of mul-
tiple departments such as nursing, physiotherapy, rehabilitation, and
long-term care. With our model, managers from these departments
can determine their workload by aggregating tasks associated with
recovering surgical patients.

We model a patient’s day-to-day recovery with binomial distributions
reflecting the day of recovery and the responsible surgical specialty.
Given that patients do not interfere with each other during their re-
covery, we model cohorts of patients independently. We then add the
resulting bed usage of each cohort (with discrete convolutions) to com-
pute ward occupancy distributions and other workload metrics.

The model was used to support the development of a new MSS at NCI
and provides the foundation for a decision support system. After eval-
uating and discussing a number of proposals, a new MSS was chosen
which was acceptable to operating room staff and which balanced the
ward occupancy. After implementing the new MSS, a review of the
bed use statistics validated the results.

The model has also been implemented in WebFOCUS, a commercial
business intelligence software developed by Information Builders. The
software supports health care managers in developing MSSs by report-
ing, for example, patient waiting times and ward occupancies. The
method used by the software to predict the ward occupancies associ-
ated with each MSS proposal is based on the research of this chapter.

Chapter 6 is based on the following articles:

• Vanberkel P.T., Boucherie R.J., Hans E.W., Hurink J.L., van Lent
W.A.M., van Harten W.H. An exact approach for relating recovering
surgical patient workload to the master surgical schedule. Journal of
the Operational Research Society (forthcoming)

• Vanberkel P.T., Boucherie R.J., Hans E.W., Hurink J.L., van Lent
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W.A.M., van Harten W.H. Accounting for inpatient wards when de-
veloping Master Surgical Schedules. Anesthesia & Analgesia (forth-
coming)

In Chapter 7 we address the decision of which (and to what extent)
expensive medications should be made in advance of patient appoint-
ments. We investigate the impact that pharmacy medicine preparation
policies have on patient waiting times. The chapter evaluates whether
a reduction in waiting time resulting from medication orders being
prepared in advance was justified, given that medications prepared in
advance have a risk of being wasted if patients arrive too sick to receive
treatment.

We derive explicit expressions to approximate patient waiting times
and wastage costs, allowing management to understand the tradeoff
between these two metrics. The explicit expressions allow the analysis
to be easily repeated when medication costs change or when new medi-
cations/protocols are introduced. Using a case study and a simulation
model, the approximations are evaluated.

This model was applied in the CDU at NCI and resulted in a new
policy at the cancer centre which is expected to decrease the waiting
time by half while only increasing pharmacy’s costs by 1-2%.

Chapter 7 is based on the following article:

• Masselink I.H.J., van der Mijden T.L.C., Litvak N., Vanberkel P.T.
(2010) Preparation of chemotherapy drugs: planning policy for re-
duced waiting times. Memorandum 1925, Department of Applied
Mathematics, University of Twente, Enschede. ISSN 1874-4850

In Chapter 8 we offer concluding remarks and discuss future directions
for operations research in health care.
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2.1 Introduction

In the 1980s it became clear that the reductionist method made famous
by F.W. Taylor was causing the American manufacturing industry to
lose perspective of their overall factory [95]. The approach, which
focused principally on analyzing individual components, failed to ac-
curately account for their interactions. This narrow view was further
compounded by the academic community which thrived on using re-
ductionism for analyzing complex systems, ever the while increasing
the gap between their research and actual practice [95].

Similar findings have been expressed about health care operations.
The following excerpt from [36] provides a summary with examples.
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“In my experience, one of the major causes of ineffi-
ciency in the health care system is what I call ‘localized
expertise.’ People working in the health care system are
very knowledgeable about their own area but have rela-
tively little understanding of what goes on in the next de-
partment. Doctors and nurses in the emergency depart-
ment or in operating rooms do not really understand or
sympathize with the problems faced by ward staff. People
in hospitals have little appreciation for issues in long-term
and home care. Occasionally, there are issues about ‘my
work is more important than yours’ or ‘my problems are
bigger than yours.’ More often, it is simply too difficult
for people to get a real handle on the whole ‘system.’ This
is where Operational Research professionals can play an
important role”.

In this review we want to deal with the potential of operations re-
search in more detail; the scope of health care models is examined
to determine the extent in which modellers account for the complex
interdepartmental relationships that are inherent in health care. The
chapter helps address the question: are researchers modelling hospitals
in a way that reflects the reductionist view of managers or are they
approaching hospital problems from a systems perspective?

All of the articles mentioned in this review are categorized in the online
literature database ORchestra. ORchestra provides a comprehensive
overview of scientific literature in the field of “Operations Research in
Health Care” and can be accessed at [43]. ORchestra is maintained
by the Center for Healthcare Operations Improvement and Research
(CHOIR) at the University of Twente.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 gives our definition for
“holistic models” and describes the methodology used to identify rel-
evant papers. Section 2.3 reviews models and broadly classifies them
according to application area within the hospital. The chapter con-
cludes with a discussion and summary in Section 2.4.
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2.2 Defining holistic models

Jun et. al. [110] surveyed discrete-event simulation models in health
care, citing over 100 articles and discussing the various applications in
clinical settings. This widely cited paper “focuses on articles that anal-
yse single or multi-facility health care clinics (for example, outpatient
clinics, emergency departments, surgical centres, orthopedic depart-
ment, and pharmacies).” With respect to patient flow and throughput,
the paper identifies three areas of impact; how patients are admitted or
scheduled; how patients are routed within the clinic; and how staff and
resources are scheduled to match demand. They (Jun et. al. [110]) con-
clude that “despite the upward trend of health care simulation studies
... there is still a void in literature focusing on complex integrated sys-
tems” and suggest that this “may be due to the associated complexity
issues and resource requirements.”

From the results presented in [110], it is clear that prior to 1999 simula-
tion was not widely used as a tool for modelling “complex integrated”
health care systems. When one considers the advances in computers
and simulation software since then, coupled with the ever increasing
pressure on hospitals, it begs the question of whether this void has
since been filled. In this section we investigate this question and fo-
cus on patient flow models with a scope that includes more than one
department or unit. Although “more than one department or unit”
is hardly a rigorous definition of a holistic health care model, it is
thought that the vague, but inclusive, definition allows for a more
complete review. In the interest of clarity, a short list of model types
that are excluded from this review follows.

• Developing a surgical schedule and only considering resources
within the department of surgery

• Models for medical decision making (e.g. comparing the effec-
tiveness of different treatment approaches)

• Scheduling of physicians or hospital staff within a single depart-
ment

As a starting point in identifying relevant literature, a list of all ar-
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ticles citing [110] was compiled. Using Google Scholar, 70 articles
were identified and classified as follows: 20 (28.6%) describe models
containing more than one department or unit; 15 (21.4%) are instruc-
tional/tutorial in nature; seven (10.0%) are surveys; and 28 (40.0%)
are applications and case studies within a single department or unit.
The remaining papers mentioned in this chapter either cite or are
cited by one of the 20 papers identified above as describing a model
containing more than one department or unit. In total, the system-
atic review resulted in 88 articles describing models that encompass
multiple hospital departments.

2.3 Common model scopes

Our review found that a substantial portion of the operations research
health care literature focuses primarily on surgery, emergency medical
care, inpatient wards, outpatient clinics and diagnostic imaging (DI),
laboratory medicine (LAB) and pharmacy services. As such, the fol-
lowing subsections describe models found in these focal areas and the
last subsection is used to describe other models which do not readily
fit this broad classification. The importance and influence of each area
on the hospital as a whole is discussed in the following paragraph.

The emergency department (ED), with its constant admission pres-
sures [33], is often described as in a crisis [87] and has even been
described as a threat to the future of the United Kingdom’s National
Health Service [24]. The surgery department and in particular “the
master surgical schedule (MSS) can be seen as the engine that drives
the hospital” [15]. The operation of both services depends heavily on
the available capacity of the downstream inpatient wards. Prompt
and efficient service within an outpatient facility can improve patient
satisfaction [53, 99] resulting in patients being more likely to follow
medical treatment plans [198] and thus reducing the need for patients
to have surgery or visit the ED. Furthermore, DI services must be
designed to examine patients with many different illnesses and “are
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utilized by almost every category of patient which enters the hospital
system. Hence, efficient utilization of x-ray facilities is a necessary
condition for overall hospital efficiency” [156].

2.3.1 Emergency medical care

When one thinks of the emergency medical care, the ED is usually
the first thing that comes to mind. However, there are a multitude of
external groups supporting the ED including the upstream paramedics,
the downstream wards, and the parallel stream support services such
as DI, LAB and pharmacy. For a more detailed account of these and
the many other service interactions within emergency medical care
see [21,74,86].

Most operational research studies of the ED relate to waiting time
and consider the layout of the ED, the prioritization of patients, and
congestion. The models have “generally assumed that the processes
outside the ED have little direct impact on its overall operations”
[37]. However, studies without an operational research focus, such
as [57,67], identified factors causing ED overcrowding that are outside
of direct control of the ED. These factors are mainly lack of beds
for patients admitted to the hospital, delays in service provided by
DI, LAB and ancillary services, difficulty in arranging follow-up care
and difficulty in the transfer process. Of the reviewed papers, only
12 describe models that explicitly account for processes outside of the
ED. The scope of these models and the techniques used are discussed
below.

All but one of the 12 papers explicitly consider the ED and ward
relationship in their models. In [8,180], the authors use discrete event
simulation to investigate the influence of the inpatient ward on ED
waiting times. Using a systems dynamics approach, this relationship
is also considered in [123]. In [37], the authors describe the use of
simulation to analyze the cause and relationship of overcrowding in
multiple EDs. The model described in [41] uses data mining techniques
to identify ED/ward bottlenecks. The model described in [4] uses
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discrete event simulation for a surgical ED which includes a regular-
care unit, a semi-intensive care unit, and an intensive care unit (ICU).
In addition to the wards, the models in [23, 49, 132, 170] consider the
relationship between the ED and DI or the LAB.

A model with a slightly larger scope is described in [54]. Their model,
although limited to cardiac care, incorporates both a normal inpa-
tient ward and an ICU. By studying this relationship with queuing
theory the authors contend that “raising occupancy rates of hospital
management is unrealistic and counterproductive” and relate refused
admission to the unavailability of downstream beds.

A “whole-system review of emergency and on-demand health care,”
described in [30], considers emergency medical care well beyond the
boundaries of the ED. The focus is on the complete emergency health
care system and therefore considers departments feeding the ED, such
as ambulance services and primary care; downstream departments in-
cluding wards and social services are also included. The systems dy-
namics model connects the departure rates (outflows) of one depart-
ment with the arrival rates (inflow) of other departments, resulting in
a model that is sensitive to the fact that a small change to one part
of the system can have considerable impact elsewhere. With this ro-
bust model the authors are able to recommend a variety of admission
practice approaches to reduce the demand for inpatient beds.

Table 2.1 summarizes the extent to which the papers in this subsection
explicitly model the surrounding processes. It is not surprising that
most of these papers include the downstream ward(s). Many studies
claim that the lack of down stream beds is the “primary reason hos-
pitals go into diversion” [103]. However, these studies and others [86],
insist that all inputs and outputs be considered when addressing pa-
tient flow issues. While studies on congestion [57,67] state that many
of the causes are outside of the ED, this review only identified 12
models that explicitly account for interactions between the ED and
adjacent departments.
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Paper Departments Approach

[41] ED, Wards Data mining
[49] ED, DI Petri nets
[54] ED, ICU, Wards Queueing theory
[30] Referrals, Ambulances, ED,

LAB/DI, ICU, Wards
Systems dynamics

[180] ED, Wards Simulation
[37] ED, Wards Simulation
[23] ED, LAB/DI, Wards Simulation
[170] ED, LAB/DI, Wards, OR Systems dynamics
[132] ED, LAB/DI, Wards Simulation
[123] ED, Wards Simulation
[8] ED, Wards Simulation
[4] ED, OR, ICU Wards Simulation

Table 2.1 – The extent to which departments surrounding the ED
are explicitly modelled

2.3.2 Surgical care services

Surgical care, like emergency care, does not operate in isolation, it “en-
compasses a continuum of activities through diagnostics, pre-operative,
operative, and post-operative stages” [176]. Details on these activities
are given in [160, 176]. For an up-to-date bibliography of operating
room (OR) management articles see [58].

In the literature on surgical care service two themes are recurrent.
First, a gate keeping system -the surgical schedule- is commonly used
for adjusting the function of the OR. By changing when and what
patients arrive, managers can control and possibly balance resource
usage. For an overview of how hospitals develop this schedule see
[20, 96, 190, 191, 197]. The second common theme is waiting list man-
agement. These models often consider how waiting patients are im-
pacted by resources levels, resource distribution and patient priority
schemes.

Scheduling systems, “which control the flow of patients into the sur-
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gical arena, are frequently cited as a primary means of improving
resource utilization” [130]. The development of a surgery schedule
and the planning of patients is often described as a multistage pro-
cess [14, 22] and, as is the case with ED models, often consider the
impact of downstream bed availability. In [112], the authors examine
the conflict created by elective patients being scheduled solely accord-
ing to surgeon and OR availability under the assumption that an ICU
bed will be available. The authors use a computer simulation to test
a quota mechanism that aims to more evenly distribute the elective
cases requiring admission to the ICU. In [37], the authors use sim-
ulation to model the patient flow starting from the surgical schedule
and continuing through the OR, the recovery room, the ICUs and the
regular inpatient wards. For various allocations of OR time, the model
in [37] forecasts resulting beds and nursing levels. Using a mixed inte-
ger programming model described in [171], the authors show that “by
reallocating the surgical specialties in the block schedule it is possi-
ble to reduce resource requirements needed to care for patients after
surgery, while maintaining the throughput of patients.”

A computer simulation that supports the care of patients with hip
fractures is described in [50]. The simulation includes patient’s pre-
senting with a hip fracture, preoperative care, surgery, postoperative
care, rehabilitation and discharge. The main objective of the model
is to “simulate hip fracture care delivery reconfigured to comply with
the national guideline on hip fracture care. This allowed exploration of
how service changes affected outcomes and patterns of resource use.”
Using a multi-agent model it is possible for the service to explore “sce-
narios depicting varying degrees of guideline compliance.”

Searching for articles that cite (or are cited by) the articles mentioned
above revealed an extensive literature on the subject of OR scheduling.
“A substantial and mature operations research literature describes
techniques for manipulating the MSS, or the order of cases on the
daily operating list, to maximize institutional goals or objectives” [22].
For an extensive bibliography on OR scheduling and planning see [34].
From this review of surgical scheduling models, it appears that studies
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often consider a multitude of factors that are internal to the services,
such as staffing and equipment, but usually only consider a single ex-
ternal factor, inpatient beds.

Other authors describe more general approaches to ensure the impact
of the surgery schedule on adjacent processes is accounted for. In [176]
a statecharts paradigm as a method “for constructing a discrete-event
simulation model of the perioperative process” is presented. They
argue this approach is a powerful method for “identifying likely re-
sponses to changes in the peri-operative process.” In [15], the authors
describe software for visually displaying the impact of the MSS on a
compilation of dependent resources, including beds, human resources
(e.g. nurses, anesthetists), specialized instruments and the radiology
department.

Higher resource utilization and less surgery cancellations can result
from careful scheduling and planning in the OR. This clearly has an
impact on throughput and correspondingly on elective patient waiting
times [34,189]. However, waiting list management models for elective
surgery often take the surgical schedule for granted and considers the
allocation of resources (total OR hours and inpatient beds), and pa-
tient priority schemes as the variables [189]. These models are often
specific to a surgical specialty [209], and are primarily used to quan-
tify waiting list concerns, highlight imbalances in resources, or suggest
ways to increase throughput. Outputs from the model may be used
to support requests for a greater allocation of resources [19] or as de-
cision support for selecting patients [71]. Waiting list management is
further complicated by the social and political environment and the
ethical implications [161] of using queues as a rationing device [84,134].
For a summary of waiting list practices and issues from a Canadian
perspective see [19] and from a British perspective see [66,208]. For a
discussion on the appropriateness of patient priority schemes see [159].

In Table 2.2 a list of the identified papers relating the operation of
the OR to surrounding departments is given. As was also the case
in the preceding subsection, many authors explicitly model the down-
stream ward processes but represent upstream processes by statistical
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distributions. The models discussed in this subsection all consider in-
teractions with departments outside of the surgery department (the
principle department under study). All recognize the importance of
considering the availability of downstream ward capacity when making
decisions in the OR.

2.3.3 Inpatient bed wards

The strong relationship between surgical care and emergency care and
the inpatient wards is apparent from Tables 2.1 and 2.2 and the pre-
ceding subsections. It is not surprising, given this emphasis on wards
and the fact that they are described as a hospital’s “most expensive
resources” [18], to find a portion of literature describing models with
a focus solely on inpatient ward operations. What distinguishes the
inpatient ward models from the models presented earlier is that these
papers focus primarily on the inpatient bed resources.

A comprehensive simulation for bed capacity planning is presented
in [90], which exposes the problems with hospital wide bed occupancy
goals. “An acceptable occupancy, with its corresponding refusal rate,
is a complex function of the patient case mix, the size of the bed
compliment and the variability in patient [length of stay]”. Similar
sentiments are expressed in [54]. In [90], the authors also list 15 pa-
pers that address bed requirements using queueing models, integer
programming, forecasting, or simulation and demonstrate the disad-
vantages of commonly used deterministic approaches. Other bed ca-
pacity studies consider critical care wards [26, 48, 155, 196], general
inpatient wards [116], the distribution of beds [2, 154], the possibil-
ity of intermediate care wards [187] and controlling ward occupancy
through admission practices [1, 195]. For further literature on bed
capacity planning see [116].

Results presented in [44] state that queueing studies in health care are
also often unit specific. “Although there is a vast literature available on
the application of queuing theory in health care, none of the reviewed
papers reported using queuing theory network models for systems of
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Paper Departments Approach

[160] OR, PACU, ICU Mathematical programming
[136] OR, Anesthesia Statistical methods
[97] OR, ICU Mathematical programming
[158] OR, ICU, Wards Mathematical programming
[176] Waiting lists, OR Simulation
[183] Waiting lists, OR Mathematical programming
[140] OR, PACU, Wards Process reeningeering
[172] Waiting lists, OR, Wards Mathematical programming
[184] Waiting lists, OR, Wards Mathematical programming
[189] Waiting lists, OR, Wards Simulation
[106] OR, PACU, Wards Mathematical programming
[177] OR, PACU Statistical methods
[15] OR, DI Software
[29] OR, Wards Simulation
[32] OR, PACU, Wards Mathematical programming
[171] Waiting lists, OR, ICU, Wards Mathematical programming
[37] OR, PACU, ICU, Wards Simulation
[60] OR, PACU, Wards Statistical methods
[50] OR, PACU, Wards, Rehab Simulation
[85] OR, Wards Mathematical programming
[142] OR, ICU Statistical methods
[28] OR, Wards Simulation
[112] OR, ICU, Wards Simulation
[22] OR, Wards Mathematical programming
[59] OR, ICU, Wards Mathematical programming
[129] Waiting lists, OR Mathematical programming
[71] Waiting lists, OR, Wards Simulation
[162] OR, DI Simulation
[61] Waiting lists, Clinic, OR Software
[69] OR, Materials management Simulation
[114] ED, ICU, OR Simulation
[167] OR, PACU Software
[174] OR, Wards Mathematical programming
[209] Waiting lists, OR, Wards Simulation
[122] OR, Wards Simulation

Table 2.2 – The extent to which departments surrounding the OR
are explicitly modelled
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more than one unit” [44]. In two papers [44, 45], the authors use a
step-by-step methodology “for analyzing hospital flow using queuing
network and simulation models with the emphasis on solutions to peak
flow periods.” With the queuing theory model, the authors are able
to find the system bottleneck and recommend resource levels for bal-
ancing utilization across the hospital. “Although [Queueing Network
Analysis] was very effective in balancing the system quickly and easily,
it has limitations. It does not consider time-dependence. It uses only
the mean value of the length of stay in a unit bed ... it does not easily
account for bed blocking.” To combat this, a discrete event simula-
tion is presented to provide insight into waiting times, throughput,
and congestion. The advantage of hybrid queuing/simulation models
is discussed in detail in [62,64].

As a starting point, the hybrid queuing/simulation methodology de-
scribed in [45] is applied to an obstetrics hospital because “it contains
all of the features of a full service hospital but on a simpler scale.”
With the simulation model the authors are able to recommend how to
“minimize blocking of beds from upstream units.” A second study by
the same authors [44] is of a 411 bed, 13 unit hospital, where patients
are admitted via the ED, OR or direct admission to medical units
(outpatient clinics are not included). The queuing analysis provided
insight into bed balancing across the wards, while the simulation is
used to maximize flow through the system.

Besides bed capacity decisions, the operation of inpatient wards is also
studied. Typical impediments to patient flow in the inpatient wards,
are outlined in [86]. In summary they include long patient discharge
processes, long turn around times between patients, poor tracking of
bed inventory and lack of information on new patients forcing wards
to be reactive instead of proactive. Other anecdotal accounts of in-
efficiency made by ward staff to an author include: overworked staff
underreporting available beds as a means to control workload, physi-
cians keeping patients longer than necessary as a way of reserving
beds and the inability of family members to pick up to-be-discharged
patients in a prompt manner. Most models represent resources by
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beds [82], demand by patient lengths of stay [194] and leave many of
these operational issues unaddressed.

Even the best discharge planning does not help when there is no down-
stream capacity. Patients whose medical treatments are complete but
cannot leave the hospital are often referred to as “alternative level
of care patients” [13] or as “bed blockers” [168]. The cause of bed
blocking can be “the reductions in numbers of beds in nursing homes,
problems in funding from social service budgets, and waits for assess-
ments from therapists or social services, for community services, or for
equipment to be ordered, delivered, and installed” [18]. This problem
is further compounded by poor coordination between the hospital and
long term/social care, as discussed in [108]. The effect of bed blockers
is often measured by the average fraction of beds occupied by patients
whose medical treatment is complete. The range of this fraction has
been reported as low as 0.5% [164] to as high as 35% [67,108]. Not sur-
prisingly, other authors [67] found the effect of blocked beds was not
limited to the wards and that the impact was also felt in the ED and
critical care units where patients wait for admission to a bed. For a
discussion on an initiative to integrate the hospital care with the nurs-
ing home care for elderly persons, see [13]. For a study relating bed
blocking with community care and with the ED see [138]. Although
this is clearly an area of importance for efficient use of inpatient beds
it is not widely included in models of inpatient wards.

After examining three major portions of hospitals (emergency medical
care, surgical care and the inpatient wards), we see an emphasis on the
interaction between the wards and the ED and the OR. Five articles
[113, 118, 123, 181, 209] consider the competing nature of the ED and
the OR. This interaction, although perhaps not intuitive, is important
because both services forward their inpatients to the wards. Even
though many hospitals segregate their wards based on these services,
it is often the case that they share beds at times of high demand, which
happens to be the time of interest in most models.

The articles highlighted in this subsection are summarized in Table 2.3.
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Paper Departments Approach

[118] ED, OR, ICU Simulation
[138] Wards, Community care, ED Data analysis
[44] OR, ICU, Wards Queueing theory & simulation
[45] OR, ICU, Wards Queueing theory & simulation
[13] ED, Wards, Home care Randomized controlled trial
[154] Multiple Wards Statistical methods
[196] OR, ICU Mathematical programming
[2] Waiting lists, ICU, Wards Queueing theory & simulation
[48] ICU, Wards Simulation
[155] ICU, Wards Statistical methods
[187] Intermediate care, Wards Queueing theory
[90] ED, Wards Simulation
[67] ED, Wards Simulation
[1] OR, ICU, Wards Mathematical programming
[123] ED, OR, Wards Systems dynamics
[113] ED, OR, Wards Simulation
[181] ED, OR, Wards Systems dynamics
[195] OR, Wards Process reengineering
[26] ICU, Wards Data analysis
[209] ED, OR, Wards Simulation

Table 2.3 – The extent to which departments surrounding the wards
are explicitly modelled

2.3.4 Ambulatory care

The extent to which ambulatory care clinics are considered as part of
a larger system is described in detail in [137]. The authors conclude
that “despite the interrelatedness and the fact that patients are shared
between facilities, outpatient care systems are rarely evaluated as a
coordinated subsystem of a hospital.” A rich literature on outpatient
scheduling, albeit mainly focusing on a single department, started with
[9] and is summed up in a comprehensive survey in [39].

Of the papers that cite [110], four are relevant to this subsection, since
these models consider more than one department. All of these papers
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describe models of ambulatory care centres, which are essentially clus-
ters of outpatient services situated together. In [137] a comprehensive
framework to measure the performance of “multi-facility outpatient
centres” is presented. The paper includes a case study of an oncol-
ogy centre which includes one surgical clinic, two medical clinics, one
treatment clinic and 14 diagnostic testing facilities.

In [107], the authors describe a care centre which has multiple outpa-
tient clinics located together and also managed as a single department.
Their model uses a multi-class open queueing network and a simula-
tion to model patient routing between the evaluation, x-ray, LAB,
treatment and medication components in an urgent care centre. Their
effort to achieve higher throughput by converting these processes from
serial to parallel activities proved fruitless as the bottleneck activity
(evaluation and re-evaluation by physicians) was the dominant cause
of patient delays. The model described in [143] is for a muscul-skeletal
unit, which the authors describe as “an innovative concept that was
designed to integrate the activities of orthopaedics and rheumatology
with specialist physiotherapy and podiatry.” The authors describe
five simulation models with the first four being typical what-if case
studies applied within one hospital. In the fifth simulation the model
is expanded to incorporate the “full integration of outpatient services
across two hospitals” and is used to evaluate a new two-stage triage
process.

The model described in [6] is different than the others in this subsec-
tion, since it describes a facility housing many ambulatory clinics, each
of which has its own staff and appointment systems. The community
based ambulatory care centre consists of seven services (ECG, den-
tistry, homeopath, chiropody, eye care, dietitian and family planning)
in addition to four shared treatment rooms. Their simulation balances
the patient loads of the groups and stimulates staff to “understand in-
teractions across the whole picture, rather than just in the part that
they would normally be involved with.”

A final consideration for this subsection is the interaction of patients
within the same department but at different stages of their care. As
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Paper Departments Approach

[107] Outpatient clinics, DI, LAB Queueing theory & simulation
[137] Outpatient clinics, DI, LAB,

Pharmacy
Process reengineering

[143] Multiple outpatient clinics Simulation
[6] Multiple outpatient clinics Simulation

Table 2.4 – The extent to which departments surrounding the out-
patient clinics are explicitly modelled

an example, most departments have the patient categories “new” and
“return” for which the characteristic of the appointment may be dif-
ferent. This situation can be considered analogous to that of a patient
visiting two different departments in which the outcome of the first
appointment affects the second. Such a situation is investigated and
discussed in [40]. The authors conclude “that patient sequencing has
a greater effect on ambulatory care performance than the choice of
an appointment rule, and that panel characteristics such as walk-ins,
no-shows, punctuality and overall session volume, influence the effec-
tiveness of appointment systems.”

A summary for this subsection is given in Table 2.4.

2.3.5 Supporting departments

In this subsection three essential departments providing a supporting
role in patient care are considered. Specifically, this subsection consid-
ers models for DI, LAB and pharmacy. For clarity we offer definitions
of each department. The DI department interprets medical images
such as x-rays, CT scans, nuclear medicine scans, mammograms and
sonograms [47]. A typical LAB department consists of core-lab, micro-
biology, chemistry, blood transfusion services, and other hematological
services. The pharmacy overseas the distribution of medication and
ensures patients receive appropriate amounts of drugs and ensures that
they do not interact. The involvement of pharmacy extends beyond
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the walls of the pharmacy and includes consulting with staff during
a inpatient’s admission, stay, transfer and discharge [86]. For details
on the operation of UK pharmacy systems see [56]. Other supporting
services such as social work, physiotherapy and occupational therapy,
are not considered in this review.

Of the over 70 papers citing [110] none describes a multi-departmental
model with a focus on diagnostic services. This deficiency in literature
is also noted in [31,74,156]. Without a single article as a starting point,
the previously described methodology for searching literature had to
be abandoned. In this subsection literature is identified by review-
ing all articles that cited any of the six papers relating to radiology,
hematology (LAB) and pharmacy discussed in [110].

Using a simulation model, [55] investigate the “relationship between
the ward pharmacist’s visit schedule and the delay between prescrip-
tion of non-stock drugs and their delivery to the ward.” The authors
are cognizant of the fact that the distribution system is itself multi-
disciplinary and when changed, it affects “nursing and medical staff
throughout the hospital as well as patients.” For their case study the
authors recommend the best time for pharmacists to visit the ward,
and give a general conclusion that this best time can vary from ward
to ward. Also using simulation, in [207], the medication ordering,
dispensing and administration process is modelled to determine the
potential benefits of replacing the paper based process with an au-
tomated system. The model described in [42] simulates a variety of
scenarios to improve the working relationship between the OR and DI.

The operation of diagnostic services can be described as analogous
to the operation of ambulatory clinics, particularly in terms of patient
scheduling [39]. One difference however is that a coordinated approach
is perhaps even more important for the overall patient care trajectory.
Decisions on a patient’s treatment may be placed on hold while waiting
for the results from an x-ray, blood test or other test.

Table 2.5 summarizes the scope of the models discussed in this sub-
section.
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Paper Departments Approach

[207] Wards, Pharmacy Simulation
[42] OR, DI Simulation
[55] Wards, Pharmacy Simulation

Table 2.5 – The extent to which departments surrounding DI and
pharmacy are explicitly modelled

2.3.6 Geriatric care and mental health care

Three papers have been identified describing models which do not
readily fit the classification scheme used in this chapter. Since they
describe models that look at the system of care and not simply a
single department in the care chain, we include them in our review.
This subsection discusses these models, of which two are for mental
health care and one is for geriatric care.

A model incorporating the various living situations of the mentally
disabled in the Netherlands was developed in [119]. The “linear recur-
sive stock flow model” is “developed from a dynamical systems point
of view and incorporates the number of clients on the waiting list and
the capacities of institutional and semi-institutional care.” This macro
level approach allows the entire system of residential care to be stud-
ied from a national perspective. Although the model is hampered by
poor data, it did help pinpoint “critical elements in the waiting list
discussion” and stimulated systems thinking by highlighting the effect
of an increasing inflow and a stagnating outflow on patient waiting
list.

A queuing theory model with blocking was developed in [115] to ana-
lyze the congestion in a mental health system. The model encompasses
the interaction of the community, acute hospitals, extended acute hos-
pitals, residential facilities and support housing. The analysis identifies
the bottleneck resource and concludes that when planning, the tran-
sient behavior of the system is more importance than the steady-state.
In their case study the authors find that “the shortage of a particular
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Paper Departments Approach

[120] Wards, Rehabilitation, Recuperative care Simulation
[115] Multiple mental health care facilities Queueing theory
[119] Waiting lists, Multiple mental health care

facilities
Systems dynamics

Table 2.6 – The extent to which departments surrounding geriatric
care and mental health care are explicitly modelled

type of facility may have created ‘upstream blocking’. Thus removal
of such facility-specific bottlenecks may be the most efficient way to
reduce congestion in the system as a whole.”

A “simulation study of a complex integrated health care system for
older people, called intermediate care” is presented in [120]. When
describing the scope to be studied the stakeholder “made it quite clear
that they were keen to evaluate the whole intermediate care system
and not just individual services.” The system consisted of ten services,
a community access rehabilitation team, a day hospital, a recuperative
care service, and seven rehabilitation wards. Due to the complexity
and the short time since the inception of intermediate care it was not
exactly clear how these services interacted and/or complemented each
other. In their paper the authors provide an extensive description
of a soft systems methodology to first develop an understanding of
the problem and then to determine a conceptual model. From this
conceptual model a simulation was developed of the ideal system and
then used to evaluate the utilization and to identify service gaps. Table
2.6 summarizes the scope of the models discussed in this subsection.

2.4 Discussion

Health care modelling literature is rife with studies on scheduling,
resource utilization, and patient flow. However, these studies are often
confined to the operation of a single department, ignoring many of the
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complex relationships that exist between them.

This disjointed approach fails to offer coordinated patient trajectories
and essentially represents a hospital as a collection of processes receiv-
ing patients from, and feeding patients into, buffers. For inpatients
these effects and costs are high and direct, making the reduction of
length of stay of patients a priority in hospitals and a common goal of
many studies. For outpatients the costs associated with waiting for ac-
cess to a service are not direct and often hidden. In addition to admin-
istrative costs, quality of life costs for patients cannot be understated.
Besides the obvious extended period of time in poor health, there is
anxiety associated with waiting, the possibility of further health de-
terioration, the loss of confidence in the hospital or physician, and
furthermore, the compounded effect of all of these factors together.

As was shown in this chapter, some progress in this area is evident
in the health care literature. Many models consider the impact of
their operations on the downstream inpatient wards. Typical examples
include bed occupancy being dictated by the OR schedule, and ED
congestion being caused by an inability to admit patients to an already
overcrowded ward. There is literature concerning a hospital’s inability
to discharge patients into long-term care. Hospitals are developing
ambulatory care centres that locate multiple specialties together so
that a patient’s ambulatory treatment can, at the least, happen in
the same space, and at the best, be efficiently coordinated. Pharmacy
services identify that the drug distribution network is multidisciplinary
and has significant impact on the work of physicians and nurses in
addition to patient care implications.

The review contains 88 papers describing patient flow models that
considered resources from two or more hospital departments. This
amount is consistent with findings of other authors [74,110] who con-
cluded that although there is an abundance of models for health care
processes, few consider multiple units or departments.

All of the 88 models include the interactions with downstream depart-
ments. This highlights that congestion in one department is often
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related to an inability to forward patients to a downstream depart-
ment.

Of the 88 models, 30 explicitly model the interaction with upstream
departments (i.e. those departments from which their patients are re-
ceived from). The remaining models use distributions to capture the
variations associated with arrival patterns. Although this method is
preferential to using only averages it fails to distinguish between the
variation caused by the random nature of illnesses and the variation
induced by preceding departments. Such oversight may result in imple-
menting complex policies to deal with variation instead of eliminating
it at the source.

Finally, only 13 of the 88 models consider the interaction with parallel
stream support services (e.g. LAB and DI) and how these departments
impact the flow of patients through the hospital. Although many pa-
tients require blood work, x-rays or other exams in order to be properly
treated or diagnosed, very few models include their interactions with
the main department under study.
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3.1 Introduction

In recent years hospital financing has changed from a budget oriented
(lump sum) system to a fee-for-service system in many jurisdiction [76].
This transformation is intended to enhance accountability and to mo-
tivate hospitals to become more efficient. Diagnosis related groups
(DRGs), a concept which makes health care services a commodity,
is facilitating this change. A DRG describes the whole spectrum of
activities involved in treating a certain disease or condition. The re-
imbursement to the hospital for each DRG treatment is fixed, meaning
hospitals that provide the treatment for lower costs can realize greater
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profits, hence DRGs motivate efficiency. Variants of DRGs were intro-
duced to achieve the same hospital financing transformation in many
countries [178].

As a consequence of fee-for-service financing, hospitals must consider
their DRG case mix and evaluate which services should be expanded
and which should be discontinued [111, 199]. This is evident in pa-
pers [125,163] that focus on determining which DRGs are of the most
benefit to the hospital. How to realize this DRG case mix has so far
not been addressed in literature. Furthermore, empirical research in-
dicates that hospitals struggle to make choices that lead to desired
DRG case mixes [51,52].

To achieve a desired DRG case mix, hospitals must entice certain pa-
tients to the hospital. Patients are usually referred to the hospital by
a general practitioner (GP) who evaluates a patient’s symptoms and
decides whether the patient should see a specialist. A referral from
a GP does not specify which DRG treatment is required but rather
the symptoms and the most appropriate modality. The patient then
meets a specialist who decides on a treatment plan and based on this
treatment plan the corresponding DRGs are recorded. These DRGs
may or may not be the ones of greatest benefit, however it is atypical
to turn patients away at this point.

Through advertising and promotion to GPs, hospitals can encourage
patients with certain diseases or symptoms to come to their hospital
for treatment. However, knowing which symptoms will lead to the
desired DRG case mix is not immediately obvious. Arrivals of patients
(characterized by their symptoms) follow a stochastic process, and the
required treatment can not be predicted with certainty. Determining,
on the basis of symptoms, which types of patients (patient mix) to
entice to the hospital in order to achieve the desired DRG case mix is
the focus of this chapter.

An as example, consider the treatment of colorectal cancer. A pa-
tient suspected of having colorectal cancer is referred to a hospital for
further testing. The results from the testing could lead to surgery,
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chemotherapy, radiotherapy or palliative care for malignant cases, fur-
ther screening for benign cases, a referral to a different oncology modal-
ity or even no further treatment. Within each of the treatment sce-
narios, there are several treatment options (i.e. DRGs) of which some
are more desirable than others. Patient types in this example can
be defined in many ways, but common factors indicating the preva-
lence of colorectal cancer include: personal or family history of polyps,
history of colorectal cancer and/or bowel disease, ethnic background,
diet, weight, alcohol use or smoking. Patient types can be further
defined by symptoms such as constipation, diarrhea, blood in stool
or jaundice. Patient types have uncertain arrival rates and with some
probability require specific treatments. Thus choosing the best patient
types to achieve the hospital’s desired DRG case mix is not immedi-
ately obvious.

Hospitals are also constrained by their capacity levels which presum-
ably relate to their desired DRG case mix. When capacity is over-
whelmed the number of patients in the system increases, resources
become more highly utilized, but patient access times become worse.
In this research, to account for quality degradation due to demand
exceeding capacity, we limit the fraction of time demand is allowed to
exceed capacity.

In this chapter, we choose which patient types lead to a DRG case
mix of maximum benefit over time. The chosen patient types are then
“added” to the patient mix. Once added, patient types cannot be
removed in future periods, as allowing such an “on-again, off-again
policy” would create undesired confusion about the offerings of the
hospital. In this way, our problem has properties similar to the project
sequencing problem (PSP). The PSP determines which capacity ex-
pansion projects to implement in order to fulfill a growing demand for
capacity.

We model the hospital as an M/G/∞ queueing system and formulate
an integer linear program (ILP) to exactly solve our problem. Using
results from PSP literature we also formulate an approximate solution.
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Statement of contribution: We develop a mathematical model to
determine the policy for accepting new patient types that best matches
the desired DRG case mix. To our knowledge it is the first time that
capacity, DRG case mix and patient mix decisions are accounted for
in a single model to facilitate joint decision making over a long term
planning horizon.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 formally defines and
specifies the optimization problem and the queueing model. Sec-
tion 3.3 introduces the PSP and illustrates how it can be used to
approximately solve our problem. In Section 3.4 a case study is solved
and the approximation evaluated. Throughout the chapter the terms
DRG and treatment are used interchangeably.

3.2 Model description

The problem addressed in this chapter is as follows. Given that a
hospital desires a certain DRG case mix, which patient types should be
accepted (and when) to achieve this case mix while ensuring capacity
restrictions are accounted for. We assume the relative importance
of the DRGs are known and the capacity of the hospital to provide
treatments is known for a finite time into the future. After a patient
type is accepted, the number of arrivals of that patient type is modelled
as a stochastic process. Upon arrival, a patient of a given patient type
receives treatments according to some given probability distribution.
Our model treats time as continuous and considers a finite planning
horizon.

The formal problem description and a formalization as a combina-
torial optimization problem are presented in Subsection 3.2.1. The
calculation of some of the parameters of this combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem is done using a queueing model which is described in
Subsection 3.2.2.
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3.2.1 Combinatorial optimization problem

Consider a set of patient types P = {1, 2, . . . , N} and a set of possible
treatments T = {1, 2, . . . ,M}. A patient of type n ∈ P has a proba-
bility pn,m of requiring treatment m ∈ T . The duration of treatment
m has cumulative distribution Bm(·) with mean E[Bm]. Let the num-
ber of arrivals of patient type n in period [0, t) be specified by a given
random variable Λn(t) and let Gm(t) be a given model input which
describes the volume of ongoing treatments m for which the hospital
has capacity for at time t.

For modelling the problem, we introduce variables Sm(t) and Dm(t)
where Sm(t) is the distribution for the number of patients receiving
treatment m at time t and Dm(t) is the distribution for the number of
completed treatments m at time t. Note that Sm(t) and Dm(t) result
from the choice of patient types to be accepted. The desired DRG case
mix is reflected by values wm, which specify the relative importance
(or value) of treatment m.

The problem now is to indicate for each patient type the first moment
in time tn that patient type n is accepted. Note that for all times after
tn patient type n must also be accepted. Then the goal is to determine
tn such that the weighted number of treatments (weighted according
to wm) is maximized while ensuring that the number of treatments
does not exceed Gm(t) for more than a fraction ϕm of time. In other
words, a hospital with capacity Gm(t) wishes to maximize the weighted
number of treatments they perform, whereby it is acceptable to exceed
their capacity for a certain fraction (1− ϕm) of the time.

The value ϕm ∈ (0, 1) is an input parameter reflecting the hospital’s
risk aversion for operating over capacity. A high ϕm value means
demand will exceed capacity frequently (causing, for example, back-
logged demand) whereas a low ϕm value means demand will exceed ca-
pacity less frequently (causing, for example, under utilized resources).

Let γ = (t1, t2, . . . , tN ) be a vector of chosen times to accept patient
types n and let the resulting reward be measured by the discounted
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weighted sum of completed treatments for decision γ. Discounting
future costs by e−αt (where α ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor) to time
0 ensures that later costs are adequately taken into account. Finding
the optimal γ leads to the following optimization problem,

maximize

∫ T

0
Ct(γ)e

−αtdt (3.1)

subject to P(Sm(t) ≥ Gm(t)) ≤ ϕm ∀m, t

where,

Ct(γ) =

M∑
m=1

E[Dm(t)]wm. (3.2)

Reward function (3.2) rewards according to the number of treatments
completed, and is motivated by the financing structure at the hospital
under study. Other choices are possible and the choice can be deter-
mined by the underlying decision process. Obvious choices include:

1. Ct(γ) =
∑M

m=1 P(Sm(t) ≥ Gm(t)) that rewards according to the
fraction of patients that exceed capacity

2. Ct(γ) =
∑M

m=1 max {E[Sm(t)−Gm(t)], 0} that rewards accord-
ing to the expected amount by which capacity is exceeded

3. Ct(γ) =
∑M

m=1 E[Sm(t)] which rewards by the expected number
of patients receiving treatment m (assuming Sm(t) is appropri-
ately constrained in relation to Gm(t))

Capacity in our model (Gm(t)) is specified as the volume of ongoing
treatments m that the hospital can accommodate at time t. This
implies that the decision of how to allocate available resource time to
treatment types, has already been made (again this follows from the
hospital under study). For example, consider an MRI machine that is
available for 2000 minutes per week for treatments A and B. Assume
treatments A and B require 10 and 20 minutes respectively. One way
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to divide the 2000 MRI minutes is to allocate 1200 minutes to A and
800 minutes to B, leading to a volume of GA(t) = 1200/10 = 120 A
treatments and GB(t) = 800/20 = 40 B treatments per week. Because
there are numerous ways to distribute the 2000 minutes between the
two treatment types, there are numerous possibilities for GA(t) and
GB(t).

Whereas in our model, the decision of how much time to allocate to
each treatment type is already made i.e. we have only a single value
of GA(t) (and a single value of GB(t)), in other settings, it may be
desirable to have this resource allocation decision be part of the model.
The presented model can be generalized to accomplish this by defining
capacity by the available treatment time of a resource. In this case the
demand for resources can be determined by multiplying the volume of
ongoing treatments Sm(t) by the resource time needed for treatment
m.

To solve (3.1), we have to specify how random variables Sm(t) and
Dm(t) can be determined for a given vector of γ. The queueing model
defined in Subsection 3.2.2 is used for this purpose.

3.2.2 Queueing model

To calculate the number of patients in treatment (Sm(t)) and the num-
ber of patients completing treatment (Dm(t)), we model the hospital
as an M/G/∞ queueing system. Since the population is a large, and
patients get ill independently of each other, it is natural to assume
that they get ill according to a Poisson process Λ̃n(t). Furthermore,
since trends and seasonality are common in many diseases it is also
natural to assume a non-stationary Poisson process. It follows that
patients of type n that arrived to the hospital have a Poisson distribu-
tion Λn(t) = Λ̃n(t)Fn(t)qn with mean λn(t) where qn is the fraction of
the population choosing the considered hospital and where Fn(t) = 1
when patient type n is accepted at time t (i.e. tn ≥ t) and Fn(t) = 0
otherwise (without loss of generality we assume qn = 1).
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With probably pn,m [or pn,m(t)] a patient of type n requires treatment
m and, thus, the arrival process of patient type (n,m) is Poisson at rate
λn,m(t) = λn(t)pn,m. It can readily be seen that the number of patients
of type n requiring treatment m at time t, Sn,m,tn(t), is distributed
as the number of customers in a non-stationary M/G/∞ queue with
arrival rate λn,m(t) and cumulative service time distribution Bm(·) and
is given by (see [135]),

P(Sn,m,tn(t) = s) =
e−E[Sn,m,tn (t)](E[Sn,m,tn(t)])

s

s!
(3.3)

where,

E[Sn,m,tn(t)] = E[λn,m(t−Be,m)]E[Bm] (3.4)

and Be,m is the excess service time with the following cumulative dis-
tribution function,

P(Be,m ≤ t) =
1

E[Bm]

∫ t

0
(1−Bm(u)) du.

Observe that Sm(t) =
∑N

n=1 Sn,m,tn(t) is the sum of Poisson ran-
dom variables and therefore is Poisson distributed with rate parame-
ter E[Sm(t)] =

∑N
n=1 E[Sn,m,tn(t)]. Like Sm(t), Dm(t) is also Poisson

distributed in a non-stationary M/G/∞ queue. In particular, the
number of completed treatments m of patient type n at time t is
Poisson with mean E[Dn,m,tn(t)] = E[λn,m(t − Bm)] and E[Dm(t)] =∑N

n=1 E[Dn,m,tn(t)].

3.2.3 Model characteristics

In this subsection, some observations about infinite server queues and
our optimization problem (3.1) are explained. These observation are
exploited later when solving the problem. First, entities (patients in
our case) are independent of each other in an infinite server queue.
This means, for example, that the amount of time in the system is
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not impacted by other patients or the order in which they arrive. It
follows, that the total reward for accepting a new patient type can
already be computed at its acceptance time tn, since these patients
are not influenced by other patients, and therefore not influenced by
future decisions. It follows that the reward for adding patient type n,
discounted to time tn is,

cn,tn =
M∑

m=1

(∫ T

tn

(
E[Dn,m,tn(t)]e

−αt
)
dt

)
wm

and it follows that the objective function from (3.1) can be rewritten
as,

∫ T

0
Ct(γ)e

−αtdt =

N∑
n=1

cn,tne
−α(tn).

The second observation about (3.1) is that the constraints are expres-
sions for the ϕm percentiles of distributions Sm(t) which, when Sm(t) is
known, can be evaluated exactly. Let Q[x] represent the ϕm percentile
of distribution x, then,

Q[Sm(t)] = sup{s : P(Sm(t) ≥ s) ≤ ϕm}

= sup

{
s :

s∑
k=1

E[Sm(t)]ke−E[Sm(t)]

k!
≤ ϕm

}
.

Using this observation the constraints from (3.1) can be rewritten as,

subject to Q[Sm(t)] = Q

[
N∑

n=1

Sn,m,tn(t)

]
≤ Gm(t) ∀m, t.

3.2.4 Discrete time formulation

In this subsection we formulate a discrete time version of (3.1) which
eliminates the need to evaluate the integral in its objective function.
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In the discrete time version of our problem the continuous time dis-
count equation e−αt is replaced by the equivalent discrete time discount
equation (1/(1 + α))t. Let xn,t be binary decision variables reflecting
the first moment in time when patient type n is accepted. For exam-
ple, when x3,5 = 1 this means t3 = 5. This leads to the following ILP
problem,

maximize

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=0

cn,tnxn,t

(
1

1 + α

)t

subject to
T∑
t=0

xn,t ≤ 1 ∀n (3.5)

t∑
τ=0

Q

[
N∑

n=1

Sn,m,t−τ (t)

]
xn,t−τ ≤ Gm(t) ∀m, t (3.6)

xn,t = 0 or 1 ∀n, t.

Constraints (3.5) ensure that each patient type is accepted only once,
while constraints (3.6) ensure that the ϕm percentile of demand for
treatment m does not exceed Gm(t). For moderate sized instances the
resulting ILP can be solved by commercial ILP solvers like e.g. ILOG
CPLEX Solver.

3.3 Approximate solution approach

In this section we introduce an approximate solution approach (ASA)
to our problem which does not rely on an ILP solver. The approxima-
tion exploits the structure of our problem which is similar to the well
studied project sequencing problem (PSP). The PSP can be solved
directly with dynamic programming [70]. As explained in this section,
although our problem is similar to a PSP, it is too general to be solved
directly with dynamic programming. To overcome this, we relax one
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of the elements of our problem. The relaxation amounts to ignoring
the time required for the newly accepted patient type to populate the
system i.e. we ignore the “startup” time. Formally this is achieved by
changing the definition of Sm(t) (See Subsection 3.3.2). Furthermore
we ignore one of the conditions of the dynamic program necessary to
obtain an optimal solution. We argue that although the solution is
not guaranteed to be optimal, within the range of typical problems,
ignoring this assumption has little impact on the solution quality (as
illustrated with numeric examples in Section 3.4).

The steps in the approximation are as follows. We first relax our prob-
lem (by defining Sm(t) differently) so that it is a PSP. We then apply
the dynamic program of [70] to determine the sequence in which the
patient types should be accepted, i.e. the order not the time. Once
this sequence is known we use the original definition of Sm(t) to it-
eratively determine the best time to accept each patient type for the
given sequence.

Using the ASA to solve (3.1) has three distinct advantages over the ILP
approach. The first being that the ASA relies on dynamic program-
ming and does not require a costly ILP solver. The second is that the
ASA separates the sequencing decision from the timing decision and
as such reduces the complexity. Hence large problem instances that
are intractable for the ILP can be approximated using the ASA. The
third advantage is that the PSP is a commonly studied problem and,
as such there are heuristics and extensions to the dynamic program-
ming approach to solve even larger problem instances, see [98,117]. By
formally defining the relationship between our problem and a PSP, we
are able to leverage existing PSP literature to approximately solve very
large problem instances.

This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 3.3.1 we introduce
the PSP and discuss the dynamic programming solution approach. In
Subsection 3.3.2 we formally introduce the relaxation of our problem
needed for this approach. In Subsection 3.3.3 we formally define the
ASA to our problem.
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3.3.1 Project sequencing problem review

There is a rich literature on capacity expansion problems, as indicated
by a number of reviews [131,148] and books [77,94] spanning multiple
decades. Broadly stated, the literature concerns choosing the timing,
size and type of capacity expansion needed to fulfill growing demand.
Typically, the objective is to minimize the discounted cost of meeting
demand and in doing so, finds the optimal balance between expand-
ing in large increments to achieve economies of scale, verses small
increments which reduce opportunity (or excess capacity) costs. The
literature addresses many variants of the problem, including finite /
infinite planning horizons, linearly /non-linearly growing demand, de-
terministic / stochastic demand, and continuous / discrete expansion
sizes. When the choice of expansion projects is limited to a finite set
of projects, each with a specified expansion size, the problem is called
a PSP.

The PSP problem [70, 131, 152], assumes a finite set of projects R =
{1, 2, ..., Y } where each project y ∈ R has an implementation cost vy
and capacity zy. The objective is to determine the implementation
times (ty) for each project which minimizes the discounted cost while
fulfilling a pattern of deterministic demand s(t). Formally the problem
can be stated as follows,

minimize
∑
y∈R

vye
−αty (3.7)

subject to
∑
y∈R

zyδy(t) ≥ s(t) ∀t

where δy(t) = 1 if t ≥ ty (and δy(t) = 0 otherwise).

To solve (3.7), Erlenkotter [70] proposes a backward dynamic program-
ming model to determine the optimal implementation sequence. From
this sequence, the optimal implementation time for each project can
be derived. Let X be the state variable where X describes a subset
of R representing the set of implemented projects. Let τ(X) be the
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Figure 3.1 – The capacity expansion process

latest time when the capacity available from the implemented projects
is greater than the demand, i.e. τ(X) = max{t|∑y∈X zy ≥ s(t)}.
When minimizing excess capacity costs (and when the discount rate
α is positive), it is optimal to add additional capacity only when ex-
isting capacity is exhausted [70,146,147,152]. Figure 3.1 displays the
capacity expansion process for a one dimensional problem. The fol-
lowing backward dynamic program determines the optimal sequence
for implementing the Y projects,

f(R) = 0

f(X) = min
y/∈X

(
vye

−ατ(X) + f(X ∪ y)
)
, ∀X ⊂ R. (3.8)

A network representation of (3.8) can be constructed. Figure 3.2 dis-
plays an example with Y = 3 projects. Finding the shortest path
from node ∅ to {1, 2, 3} also gives the optimal sequence in which the
projects should be implemented.

Once the sequence is known, the time to implement each project can
be determined iteratively using τ(X). When demand is linear, the
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optimal policy can be determined without dynamic programming as
described in [70]. Other solution approaches involve integer program-
ming techniques which assume a discrete time scale [151, 182] and
“select jointly the choice of expansion and its timing” [70].

Under the following five assumptions, the Erlenkotter dynamic pro-
gramming approach finds the optimal solution:

1. The full capacity is available for use instantaneously upon com-
pletion of a project

2. Project capacity once created has infinite life and does not change
over time

3. a) The investment cost is incurred at the time the project is
completed b) The investment cost does not vary with time

4. Variable operating and distribution costs are proportional to the
amount actually produced and identical for all projects

5. Demand must be supplied from current production

3.3.2 Analogy between our problem and the PSP

By considering each patient type n as a project, our problem is similar
to a PSP. Note however, that we are maximizing the reward, not
minimizing capacity investments and that we restrict this reward by
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available capacity Gm(t) which is independent of the decision variables.
In our problem Sm(t) depends on the decision variables, thus, when
comparing our problem to the PSP, Q[Sm(t)] is akin to “capacity” and
Gm(t) is akin to “demand”.

As discussed below, we can not use Erlenkotter’s dynamic program
directly to solve our problem because it violates assumption 1. To
overcome this we modify (relax) our problem. Assumption 2 is also
violated, however as discussed below, the impacted of violating this
assumption is minimal. The remaining 3 assumptions are satisfied in
our problem.

1. The full capacity is available for use instantaneously upon comple-
tion of a project: This assumption is needed so that the total capacity
of a given state can be determined from the state description. It follows
that since the state indicates only the implemented projects (and not
when each project was implemented) that the capacity of a project be
independent on how much time has passed since it was implemented.
In other words the capacity must be determined independently of the
time of implementation. Using the definition of Sn,m,tn(t) from Sub-
section 3.2.2, this is not possible because E[Sn,m,tn(t)] depends on tn,
see (3.4).

To overcome this, and to allow the use of dynamic programming we
relax our definition of Sn,m,tn(t). In our relaxation, we model the
number of patients in the system with a steady state M/G/∞ queue
[83]. In such a queue, the number of patients in the system (S′

n,m(t)) is
Poisson distributed with mean E[S′

n,m(t)] ≈ λn(t)pn,mE[Bm]. Notice
that the definition of E[S′

n,m(t)] is independent of tn. Formally the
relaxation that we use in the ASA is as follows,

E[Sn,m,tn(t)] ≈ E[S′
n,m(t)] ≈ λn(t)pn,mE[Bm]. (3.9)

Obviously, in a similar manner S′
m(t) denotes the volume of patient

receiving treatmentm at time t in this relaxed setting. S′
m(t) is Poisson

distributed with mean E[S′
m(t)] =

∑N
n=1 E[S

′
n,m(t)].

This modification is consistent with other applications of the PSP
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Figure 3.3 – Illustration of Q[Sn,m,tn(t)] and Q[S′
n,m(t)]

where a project’s capacity needs to be brought online gradually. Fur-
thermore, when the time between accepting new patient types is much
longer than the mean service time, one would expect that E[Sn,m,tn(t)]
will have converged before the next patient type is accepted and thus
this assumption does not impact the solution. In Figure 3.3 a sketch
of the difference between Q[Sn,m,tn(t)] and Q[S′

n,m(t)] is given.

2. Project capacity once created has infinite life and does not change
over time: Since Q[S′

n,m(t)] depends on λn(t) which is non-stationary
in time, this assumption is violated. However, given that the preva-
lence of a disease (i.e. the arrival rate for a population of patients)
changes gradually over time, one expects that the impact of violating
this assumption is minimal.

3. a) The investment cost is incurred at the time the project is com-
pleted: Since the patients are assumed to be independent, the reward
can be accounted for at the moment in time when the patient type is
accepted. Although the rewards will take place in the future, they are
known at time at, and can be discounted to, time tn.

3. b) The investment cost does not vary with time: This is true in our
case since the reward per treatment (wm) does not change over time.

4. Variable operating and distribution cost are proportional to the amount
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actually produced and identical for all projects: In our problem there
are not any variable operating or distribution cost.

5. Demand must be supplied from current production: Our problem is
equivalently constrained.

3.3.3 Dynamic programming formulation

In this subsection we first describe how the Erlenkotter approach is
used to determine the optimal sequence to add patient types, given
S′
n,m(t). We then use the original definition of Sn,m,tn(t) to determine

the times tn and the reward associated with the sequence. These steps
together constitute the ASA.

Sequence in which to add patient types: Let I be a subset of P indi-
cating the patient types n that have already been accepted at a given
moment in time. Our objective is essentially to maximize treatments,
and since our discount rate is positive, it is optimal to accept addi-
tional patient types as soon as possible, i.e. at the first moment in
time when a patient type can be added such that Q[S′

m(t)] ≤ Gm(t)
for all m. When the set of patient types I is already accepted and
when patient type r /∈ I is to be added, then let this point in time be
τ(I ∪ {r}) which is computed as follows,

τ(I ∪ {r}) = inf{t|Q[S′
m(t)] ≤ Gm(t), ∀m}. (3.10)

As explained in Subsection 3.2.1, the reward for accepting a patient
type is the discounted weighted sum of the completed treatments. For
the dynamic program to work, we must compute this reward at the
moment in time when the patient type is first accepted. When the set
of patient types I are already accepted and when patient type r is to
be added, then the total reward (discounted to time τ(I ∪ {r})) for
adding patient type r is,

cr =

M∑
m=1

(∫ T

τ(I∪{r})
E[Dr,m,τ(I∪{r})(t)]e−αtdt

)
wm. (3.11)
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Using the following backward dynamic program, the sequence in which
to add patient types can be determined,

f(P ) = 0

f(I) = max
r /∈I

(
cre

−ατ(I∪{r}) + f(I ∪ {r})
)

∀I ⊂ P. (3.12)

Let ϑ = {x1, x2, . . .} be this sequence, where xi is the ith patient type
accepted. For example when ϑ = {6, 2, 4, . . .} then patient type 6
should be accepted first, followed by type 2 and type 4, etc.

Implementation times and reward: Once ϑ is known it is possible to
determine the implementation times and the overall reward associated
with this sequence. One option to determine the implementation times
and the overall reward, is to add the following constraints to the ILP
formulation of Subsection 3.2.4,

txk
≤ txk+1

, k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Of course this means the ASA requires an ILP solver and thus, this
is not a desirable option. Alternatively, it is possible for a given se-
quence to compute the implementation times iteratively as follows.
Start initially with tx1 = tx2 = tx3 = . . . = ∞ and then use (3.13) to
sequentially calculate tx1 , tx2 , . . ..

txz = inf{t|Q[Sm(t)] ≤ Gm(t), ∀m} (3.13)

Note that in (3.13) we use Sm(t) as defined in Subsection 3.2.2 and
not the relaxation S′

m(t).

If γ′ denotes the set of implementation times associated with sequence
ϑ, the reward for the sequence is,

r(γ′) =
∫ T

0
Ct(γ

′)e−αtdt. (3.14)

In summary we approximate the solution to our problem by relaxing
the definition of Sm(t) according to (3.9). In this way our problem has
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a similar structure as a PSP. Then we use the dynamic programming
formulation of Erlenkotter (3.12) to determine the optimal sequence to
add patient types in the relaxed problem. From this optimal sequence
we use the original definition of Sm(t) and equations (3.13) and (3.14)
to determine the implementation times γ′ and the reward r(γ′). We
call this approach the ASA.

3.4 Application and evaluation of ASA

We have introduced two approaches to solve our optimization problem
(3.1). The ILP approach (described in Subsection 3.2.4) is a discrete
time approximation of (3.1), although for simplicity and clarity in
the text, we call the ILP solution the optimal solution. The second
approach is the ASA which approximates the solution to (3.1). In
this section we solve a case study problem and use numeric problem
instances to evaluate and compare the two solutions approaches.

To evaluate the ASA we introduce the problem addressed at NCI.
Using this problem instance as an initial case we complete a sensitivity
analysis on the parameters that influence the ASA in an effort to
characterize the problem instances where the ASA gives similar results
as the ILP approach.

3.4.1 Application

As with many Dutch hospitals, NCI is eager to expand and provide
state-of-the-art treatments with state-of-the-art equipment. To fi-
nance such expansions, managers have identified which DRGs are of
the most value and hence should be the focus of the expansion. To
achieve growth in the desired DRGs, the hospital must decide which
patient types are the best to attract to the hospital and when to do
so. In this section we apply our model to support this decision for the
surgical specialty.
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Since typically each patient type has a limited number of treatment
options, a hospital can determine which additional patient types to
accept by solving a number of subproblems. For example, historical
records for the hospital in this study indicate that there are 37 differ-
ent patient types (defined by their cancer diagnosis) and 109 different
treatments. However some patient types have 0% probability of need-
ing certain treatments and as such, it is possible to divide this 37 by
109 dimension problem into a number of subproblems of much smaller
dimensions.

The subproblem solved in this section is called the “surgical specialty”
subproblem; it encompasses all surgical treatments and their corre-
sponding patient types resulting in six patient types and 34 treatment
types. Seven of the 34 treatment types represent over 90% of the total
volume of treatments, thus we only include these seven in the analysis.

Management of the surgical specialty do not expect new patient types
to be added to the hospital, rather they expect the volume of existing
patient types will increase if/when they try to attract them. This
is essentially the same problem whereby the increased arrival rate of
a patient type resulting from some hospital action, represents a new
patient type. Our goal is to determine the time when this “new patient
type” should be accepted.

Management also have forecasted estimates of the amount by which
the volume of each patient type will increase, which corresponds to the
arrival rates of the “new patient types”. All data, other than these
estimates, comes from the hospital’s historic records. All the patient
types discussed in the remainder of this section represent “new patient
types”.

The ILP was solved using ILOG CPLEX Solver 12.2 and the param-
eters (generated via the queueing model) were computed using Mi-
crosoft Visual Basic. The dynamic program used in the ASA was
solved with Dijkstra’s algorithm programmed in MatLAB. The param-
eters for the ASA were also computed using Microsoft Visual Basic.

Application data: The fraction of patients of type n that will receive
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Treatments (m)
Patient Types(n) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Lung cancer 25% 0% 57% 0% 4% 0% 7%
2 Lung cancer(pleura) 22% 0% 53% 0% 8% 0% 5%
3 Breast cancer 55% 36% 0% 7% 3% 3% 0%
4 Colon cancer 24% 0% 46% 0% 9% 0% 12%
5 Colon cancer(sigmoid) 32% 0% 38% 0% 9% 0% 23%
6 Colon cancer(rectum) 4% 0% 56% 0% 0% 0% 16%

Table 3.1 – The fraction of patients of type n that receive treatment
type m (pn,m)

Years (20XX)
n 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.2 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.3 10
2 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.9
3 34 38 42 46 50 55 61 67 74 81 89 98
4 4.8 5.5 6.4 7.4 8.6 9.9 11 13 15 18 20 24
5 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.5 4.0 4.7 5.3 6.0 6.8 7.8 8.9
6 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.1 4.6 5.3 6.0 6.8 7.8 8.9 10
7 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.2 3.7

Table 3.2 – The mean arrival rate (patients/month) for patient type n

treatment typem is available in Table 3.1. Note that since it is possible
for a patient to have multiple treatments, the sum of the probabilities
across each row can be greater than 100%. In a similar manner, the
sum can be less than 100% since only 7 of the 34 treatment types are
included.

The relative importance of each DRG (wm) relates to the renumeration
amount that the hospital receives for each. The actual values are
excluded for proprietary reasons, although they rank as follows, w7 >
w6 > w4 > w3 > w2 > w5 > w1. The forecasted arrival rate (patients
/ month) for each patient type n is shown in Table 3.2.

The mean service time (E[Bm]) for each treatment type m is shown
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Treatments (m)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

E[Bm] (months) 16.3 11.8 16.7 3.6 7.7 3.0 5.0

Table 3.3 – The mean service time for each treatment type m

Years
m 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

1 2004 2204 2424 2546 2673 2807
2 1573 1730 1903 1998 2098 2203
3 409 450 495 519 545 573
4 266 292 322 338 355 372
5 210 231 254 267 280 294
6 89 98 108 113 119 125
7 79 87 96 101 106 111

Years
m 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

1 2947 3094 3249 3411 3582 3761
2 2313 2429 2550 2678 2812 2952
3 601 631 663 696 731 767
4 391 411 431 453 475 499
5 309 325 341 358 376 395
6 131 138 145 152 159 167
7 117 122 129 135 142 149

Table 3.4 – The capacity (Gm(t)) to treat patients of type m over
the 11 year planning horizon

in Table 3.3. The capacity (Gm(t)) to provide treatment type m over
the 11 year planning horizon is shown in Table 3.4.

For ϕm, several values ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 were considered in
order to illustrate the sensitivity of this parameter. We discretized
the problem into monthly periods, meaning a patient type can only be
added at the beginning of the month.
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t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 Reward

ILP solution 0 0 53 143 100 112 24,121

Table 3.5 – Initial solution to case study (given in months)

Results: Solving (3.1) with the above data as input, the optimal re-
ward and timing for accepting the patient types was determined and
is displayed in Table 3.5. However after comparing the volume of pa-
tients receiving treatment with the available capacity, it was observed
that for all treatment types (other than m = 7), the volume receiving
treatment was much less than the capacity. It followed that treatment
type m = 7 was the bottleneck resource and that it was significantly
debilitating to the system. For example, Q[S7(t)] > G7(t) (for all t)
whereas the opposite was true for the 6 other treatment types. To im-
prove on this, we use the model to investigate how the reward changes
as the capacity to provide treatment m = 7 is increased.

We increase the capacity of treatment type m = 7 by 10, 20, 30 and
40% and observed the corresponding reward. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.4, increasing the capacity by 30% allows the reward to increase
by more than a factor of 2. Also observable in Figure 3.4, is that in-
creasing the capacity by more than 30% does not increase the reward.
Hence, a new bottleneck emerges.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates that if additional resources were made avail-
able for treatment type m = 7 then the hospital’s reward would in-
crease significantly. The decision is left with management whether
the increase in the reward justifies the additional investment in capac-
ity. Repeating this process of identifying the bottleneck and deciding
whether additional expansions are warranted can help balance the sup-
ply and demand in the hospital. In the same vein the model can be
used to determine the extent to which capacity can be decreased for
certain treatment types.

After several iterations of the model, appropriate resource levels were
determined and a final solution was found. The “ILP solution” row of
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Table 3.6 lists the reward and time when each patient type should be
accepted.

Using this information the hospital can develop a strategy for enticing
patients to the hospital. From the results displayed in Table 3.6, we
conclude that in the short term (0 to 15 months) the hospital should
focus on attracting patient types 2, 5 and 6. In the medium term (15 to
30 months) the hospital should focus on patient types 1 and 4. In the
long term, patient type 3 should be the focus. That said, the model
can be used to reevaluate this policy in later years, after the level of
success in attracting new patients is known. This of course could result
in a new strategy to replace the current long term strategy.

3.4.2 Evaluation of approximate solution approach

The analyses of the preceding subsection were completed according
to the ILP approach. In this subsection we use the same case study
and compare solutions of the ASA with those from the ILP approach.
Furthermore, we perform a sensitivity analysis on the main parameters
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t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 Reward

ILP solution 25 0 53 14 0 3 67,220
ASA solution 0 0 53 53 0 11 56,529

Table 3.6 – Comparison of the ILP and ASA solutions to the case
study problem instance

that impact the approximation.

To evaluate the ASA, consider that all model parameters are the same
and the only difference between the ASA and the ILP approach is how
we model the volume of patient receiving treatment (S′

m(t) for the
ASA and Sm(t) for the ILP approach). Thus to evaluate the ASA,
we complete a sensitivity analysis on the parameters that impact this
volume (λn(t) and E[Bm]) and also the capacity parameter (Gm(t)).
For parameters λn(t) and Gm(t) we vary the rate of change from t to
t+1 and for E[Bm] we simply vary its value. More than 20 problem in-
stances were evaluated to draw conclusions on the validity of the ASA.
We use the following four instances to illustrate these conclusions.

Problem instance 1: This is the case study described above. Table 3.6
compares the solutions to the case study found by both approaches.

Problem instance 2: In this problem instance we increase the rate by
which function λn(t) changes from one period to the next. We make
the rate the same for all patient types such that λn(t+12)/λn(t) = 1.15
for all n, meaning each patient population is increasing by 15% per
year. This problem reflects a situation where the prevalence of the
disease is increasing rapidly. Results for this problem instance are
given in Table 3.7.

Problem instance 3: In this problem instance we decrease the rate by
which function Gm(t) changes from one period to the next. We make
the rate the same for all treatment types such thatGm(t+12)/Gm(t) =
1.05 for all m. As such, this problem instance represents a hospital
with modest growth ambitions. Results for this problem instance are
given in Table 3.8.
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t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 Reward

ILP solution 12 0 126 30 0 5 52,616
ASA solution 30 0 126 30 0 5 50,306

Table 3.7 – Comparison of the ILP and ASA solutions to problem
instance 2

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 Reward

ILP solution 37 0 79 34 16 26 20,792
ASA solution 22 16 79 33 16 37 19,954

Table 3.8 – Comparison of the ILP and ASA solutions to problem
instance 3

Problem instance 4: In this example, the mean time to complete a
treatment (E[Bm]) is set to 3.5 months (for all treatments). Results
for this problem instance are given in Table 3.9.

The ASA performed least well over the 4 problem instances above,
for the case study. In all other instances, the ASA reward was within
6% of the ILP reward; in the case study the ASA reward was within
16% of optimal. This leads to the conclusion that good solutions can
sometimes be found with the ASA. In particular, this is true when
E[Bm] is small and when the rates of change of λn(t) and Gm(t) are
homogeneous with respect to patient and treatment types.

However, not only is the objective function value important, but also
the structure of the solution indicating when patient types should be

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 Reward

ILP solution 18 0 55 26 0 16 62,704
ASA solution 55 0 55 24 0 16 60,225

Table 3.9 – Comparison of the ILP and ASA solutions to problem
instance 4
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accepted. In each problem instance this structure is similar for both
approaches. This is particularly true in the short term (i.e. the first
two or three patient types which should be accepted). In this way the
ASA can be used to solve the short term plan, and then at (or near)
the end of the term, the problem can be reevaluated with up-to-date
parameters. As such, in the absence of an advanced ILP solver, the
ASA approach can be used as the kernel of a control policy.

Furthermore, like the ILP approach, the ASA can be used to iden-
tify the bottleneck resource. For example, analyzing the case study
with the ASA leads to the same conclusions about the bottleneck re-
source. The increase in the reward that results from adding capacity
to treatment type m = 7 is significant (and much greater than the
increase in reward which results from the using the optimal versus ap-
proximate solution). Hence improvements with respect to balancing
capacity further justify the ASA.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter we illustrate how capacity, case mix and patient mix
decisions are interrelated. Understanding the complex relationships
existing between these factors is crucial for achieving the maximum
benefit from the DRG fee-for-service financing system. The case study
highlights the impact of striving for a certain case mix without pro-
viding a balanced supply of resources.

The presented model can be extended to situations where the hospital
has different motivators but still wishes to strike a balance between
capacity, case mix and patient mix. In the remainder of this section
we discuss three such situations.

Consider a hospital which wishes to maximize utilization of its re-
sources instead of maximizing the number of completed treatments.
By changing the reward function to account for the difference between
Sm(t) and Gm(t) such a motivator can be accommodated.
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Although this work has been applied in a hospital with fee-for-service
financing, the model also has merit for health care system operating
with a lump-sum budget. In such systems, hospitals typically work
together with more complicated cases being treated in larger general
hospitals and less complicated cases being treated in smaller regional
hospitals. The decision on whether or not to treat a certain patient
type at a certain hospital is similar to the problem addressed in this
chapter.

The third situation considers ongoing changes in the Dutch health
care system where the remuneration of some DRGs can be negotiated.
In this case hospitals may strive for a certain quota of treatments, as
exceeding it (or not meeting it) may result in penalties. To incorporate
this, the described model can be used by making the reward depend on
completed treatments per year. Furthermore, because overproduction
will be penalized, the capacity constraints can be removed and the
capacity levels required to meet treatment quotas become a model
output.
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4.1 Introduction

Health care facilities are under mounting pressure to both improve
quality of care and decrease costs by becoming more efficient [68,145].
Efficiently organizing the delivery of care is one way to decrease cost
and improve performance. At the national level this is achieved by ag-
gregating services into large general hospitals in major urban centres,
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thereby gaining efficiencies through economies of scale (EOS). At the
same time, some hospitals are specializing and offering a limited range
of services aiming to improve efficiency and decrease service rates [126].
Such strategies attempt to improve performance through focus.

At the hospital level, similar strategies to exploit focus are being
considered [173, 186]. Rather than organizing departments around
function (e.g. radiology, phlebotomy, etc.), departments dedicated to
treating a particular patient population are being created. Exam-
ples include focused departments for back patients [203], cancer pa-
tients [124, 192], outpatients [141], trauma patients [102] and inpa-
tients [101,206]. In these studies, the benefits of increased focus have
shown mixed results, leading to confusion over whether to become
more centralized to achieve EOS or more decentralized to achieve
economies of focus (EOF). In this chapter we formulate a model to
measure and compare the performance of both settings. More specif-
ically, we examine service and patient population characteristics to
determine under which circumstances the centralized (functional) de-
partment, and conversely the decentralized (patient focused) depart-
ment, provides better patient access times.

The chapter is organized as follows. Subection 4.1.1 introduces the
principles of pooling and focus and frames the debate between cen-
tralized and decentralized departments. Using this background infor-
mation, the motivation and focus of the chapter is defined in Subec-
tion 4.1.2. Section 4.2 introduces the model used to measure the EOS
lost in an unpooled system. Section 4.3 describes a rough analyti-
cal approximation used to identify the main factors influencing these
losses. In Section 4.4, results from simulation experiments are used
to provide further perspective on these factors, to fine-tune the re-
sults and to evaluate the accuracy of the approximation. Section 4.5
summarizes the results and provides guidelines for hospital managers.
In Section 4.6 we apply the model to investigate the expected service
performance associated with a proposal to reallocate resources from a
centralized (pooled) chemotherapy department to a breast cancer fo-
cused factory (unpooled). Section 4.7 briefly discusses potential future
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research.

4.1.1 Principles of pooling and focus

The pooling principle as described in [38], is the “pooling of customer
demands, along with pooling of the resources used to fill those demands
[to] yield operational improvements.” This implies that a centralized
(pooled) clinic that serves all customer types may achieve shorter wait-
ing times than a number of decentralized (unpooled) clinics focusing
on a more limited range of customer types. The intuition for this
principle is as follows. Consider the situation in the unpooled setting,
when a customer is waiting in one queue while a server for a differ-
ent queue is free. Had the system been pooled in this situation, the
waiting customer could have been served by the idle server, and thus
experienced a shorter waiting time. The gain in efficiency is a form of
EOS.

Statistically, the advantage of pooling is credited to the reduction in
variability due to the portfolio effect [95]. This is easily demonstrated
for cases where the characteristics of the unpooled services are iden-
tical. For this discussion see [7, 62, 65, 109]. However, pooling is not
always of benefit. There may be situations where the pooling of cus-
tomers actually adds variability to the system, thus offsetting any
efficiency gains [63]. Furthermore when the target performances of
customer types differ, it may be more efficient to use dedicated capac-
ity (i.e. unpooled capacity), see [21, 109]. And finally, in the pooled
case all servers must be able to accommodate all demand. This flexi-
bility may be expensive and, as is more directly related to this chapter,
may actually cause inefficiencies as servers are no longer able to focus
on a single customer type.

The principle of focus advocates for departments to limit the range
of services they offer to reduce complexity and allow the department
to concentrate on doing fewer things more efficiently. This philosophy
has been the basis for modern manufacturing plants, which are often
referred to as focused factories. Skinner [175] argues that focus, sim-
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plicity and repetition in manufacturing breeds competence. The gain
in efficiency due to focus is referred to in this chapter as EOF.

To exploit the principle of focus in health care, it is suggested that
hospitals aggregate patients with similar diagnoses together into dedi-
cated departments [102]. Supporters advocate “for hospitals to aban-
don functional, discipline-focused departments (e.g. radiology, nursing,
etc.) in favor of a design organized around patients and their diag-
noses” [102,121,153]. For example the principle of focus recommends
that hospitals eliminate a centralized phlebotomy department and in-
stead have phlebotomy services located in or near diagnosis based care
department. Locating all the patient services in one department or
area reduces the complexity of the process and allows care givers to
oversee the complete care process from start to finish.

It is clear that pooling is offered as a potential method to improve
a system’s performance without adding additional resources. Inter-
estingly, the principle of focus implies the same. In this chapter we
explore these seemingly contradictory points-of-view in health care.

Other service industries have considered whether (or to what extent)
resources should be pooled. In [63], the authors show that general per-
ceptions regarding the benefits of pooling in call centres may not be in
line with results from queueing theory literature. A number of practi-
cal and theoretical scenarios encountered in call centres are considered
and compared numerically in [65]. Pooling of resources in the courier
industry is considered in [7] where the authors use Brownian approxi-
mation models to contrast approaches used by two competing firms to
provide regular and express courier services. Pooling has been studied
outside of the practical domain to obtain general results. In [133], the
authors consider stations in a Jackson network of queues and encour-
ages practitioners to take care when making pooling decisions as the
effect can be unbounded. In [202], the author uses approximations for
M/G/s queueing systems to compare various splits of pooled systems.
For detailed reviews of pooling literature see [7, 63,133].

Pooling resources to serve homogeneous demand is the common ex-
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ample used to illustrate the benefits of pooling. In practice however,
demand tends to be heterogeneous, in which case, these benefits are
not guaranteed. Further complicating the study of the pooling of het-
erogeneous demands is that models tend to be analytically intractable
and therefore approximate analysis is the norm [7]. Finally, most mod-
els consider continuous systems and, as discussed in Section 4.1.2, the
clinics studied in this chapter do not operate in continuous time.

In this chapter and in general, the terms pooled and centralized are
analogous when describing the makeup of a department or clinic. In
the same way, the terms unpooled, decentralized and focused are anal-
ogous for describing the opposite.

4.1.2 Motivation and scope

NCI is considering the use of focused factories to treat patients with
similar diagnoses. From a patient satisfaction perspective this setup is
preferred, and hospital managers want to know whether service time
improvements in the unpooled setting are sufficient to compensate for
any EOS losses caused by unpooling the functional departments. Nu-
merous clinic attributes influence the losses (or gains) resulting from
unpooling, such as appointment length, clinic load, number of rooms,
patient demand, etc. Furthermore, many of these attributes are inter-
related.

When comparing the pooled and unpooled clinic makeups, the amount
of resources available in each setting is the same. As such, the cost
of both settings is approximately equal and our analysis compares
the efficient use of resources. Comparing the efficiency of the two
clinic makeups requires a definition of efficiency. In this chapter, to
be consistent with the goals and constraints of the proposed focused
factories at NCI, access time is the main measure of efficiency. Ac-
cess time is influenced by two things, the arrival rate of new patients
and the throughput of the clinic. Naturally, the arrival rate is as-
sumed to be the same regardless of the clinic makeup. However, the
throughput of patients depends on the clinic makeup. Focused clinics
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are more specialized with standard practices, specialized equipment,
etc., typically leading to shorter and less variable appointment dura-
tions. However, they are smaller and lack the EOS of their pooled
counterpart. The analytical and simulation models described in this
chapter evaluate the efficiency of both clinic makeups while reflecting
the different throughput expected from each.

Specifically, the models approximate the appointment length for the
unpooled system that achieves the same access time as in the equiva-
lent pooled system. This improved service time represents the amount
of improvement due to focus (or EOF) necessary to offset the losses
of EOS. The approximation, along with simulations of typical clinic
environments, provides the insight from which we develop general man-
agement guidelines.

The model and framework can represent any hospital department
where the service time is less than one day and where the system emp-
ties between days. This includes outpatient clinics, diagnostic clinics
and operating theaters. Since these departments empty at night, con-
tinuous time queueing models, which are typically used to study the
effects of pooling, are not appropriate. In place of a continuous time
model, a discrete time slotted queueing model is used. To the best of
our knowledge such a robust model for measuring the effects of pooling
and unpooling has not been developed before.

4.2 Model description

A discrete time slotted queueing model is used to evaluate the trade-
off between EOS and EOF. We describe the queueing model using
language from an ambulatory clinic setting. For example, referrals for
appointments are considered new arrivals, appointment length is the
service time, the number of consultation rooms reflects the number
of servers and finally, the time a patient must wait for a clinic ap-
pointment (often referred to as access time in health care literature)
is the waiting time in the queue. In this chapter we use the following
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notation,

λ = Average demand for appointments per day
D = Average appointment length in minutes
V = Variance of the appointment length
C = Coefficient of variation for the appointment length

where C =
√

V/D2

M = Number of rooms
ρ = Utilization of the rooms
t = Working minutes per day
W = Expected waiting time in days

A subscript “AB” corresponds to the pooled case and a subscript “A”
or “B” corresponds to the unpooled case for patient groups “A” or
“B” respectively. The schemes of the pooled and unpooled systems
are shown in Figure 4.1.

When combined, the parameters of the unpooled system must equal
the parameters of the pooled system. The parameters of the two pa-
tient groups describe the patient mix. How the patient mix parameters
in the unpooled system relate to the parameters in the pooled system
is described below,

MAB = MA +MB (4.1)

λAB = λA + λB (4.2)

DAB = qDA + (1− q)DB (4.3)

VAB = q(VA +D2
A) + (1− q)(VB +D2

B)−D2
AB (4.4)

where q = λA/λAB .

These division “rules” imply that no additional resources become avail-
able in the unpooled setting and that patients are strictly divided into
one or the other group. Note that (4.3) implies that there are no EOF
gains in the unpooled setting. To incorporate EOF gains, parameter
Z is introduced in Subsection 4.2.3. Although we limit our analy-
sis to splitting a department into two groups, the results are general.
This is true since splitting a department into more than two groups,
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DAB
VAB
MAB

λAB = λA + λB A B B B A A B A

DA
VA
MA

λA A A A A A A A A

WAB

WA

DB
VB
MB

λB B B B B B B B B

WB

Pooled system

Unpooled system

Figure 4.1 – Schematic of the pooled and unpooled systems

can be seen as splitting the original department into two groups, then
splitting the resulting groups into two additional groups and so on.

Initially, the waiting times in the three queueing systems depicted
in Figure 4.1 are evaluated separately. The structure of the three
systems is the same and as such the same model is used to evaluate
them (the input parameters are changed to reflect the pooled and
unpooled systems). The approach used to evaluate the waiting times
is described in Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, where the subscripts “A”,
“B” and “AB” are left out for clarity. In Subsection 4.2.3 we introduce
a metric to compare the waiting time of the pooled and unpooled
systems.

4.2.1 Modelling arrivals, services, and workload

The mean (D) and variance (V ) of appointment lengths is readily
available in most ambulatory clinics. Relying only on these data, we
use renewal theory approximations to estimate the number of appoint-
ments completed during one clinic day. Let N(t) be the number of
appointments that fit into the schedule of one room between [0, t]. In
fact, N(t) is a renewal process with interarrival times distributed as
appointment lengths. Further, let M be the number of rooms and
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Ni(t) the number of completed appointment in room i = 1, ...,M . We
assume that Ni(t)s are independent and distributed according to N(t).
Let S be the total number of completed appointments per clinic day
for a clinic with M rooms. Then,

S =

M∑
i=1

Ni(t). (4.5)

We assume that the number of arrivals per day (X) is Poisson dis-
tributed with parameter λ. Then E[X] = λ, VX = λ and C2

X = 1/λ,
where VX and CX , are, respectively, the variance and the coefficient
of variation of X.

Under the assumptions above the workload of the clinic (ρ) is com-
puted by ρ = λ/E[S] = λ/(ME[N(t)]).

4.2.2 Waiting times

With the input parameters described above, our system is a single
server system where the department as a whole is considered the server
with capacity determined according to S. As such the expected queue
length can be computed using Lindley’s recursion [46]. Consider sub-
sequent days 1, 2, ..., and let Ln be the queue length at the beginning
of day n. Further, let Xn be the number of arrivals on day n, and Sn

the number of services that can be completed on day n. We assume
that Xn and Sn, n > 1, are independent and distributed as described
above. The number of appointment requests on day n is then Ln +
Xn, and the dynamics of the queue length process is given by,

Ln+1 = (Ln +Xn − Sn)
+; n > 1 (4.6)

where x+ = x if x ≥ 0 and x+ = 0 otherwise. When E[Xn] < E[Sn]
then for n → ∞ the expectation of Ln converges to equilibrium, de-
noted by L [46].
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To compute the expected waiting time W we use Little’s Law (W =
L/λ). A related model described in [192] explains how to compute the
waiting time distribution through a similar recursion.

In general, (4.6) is hard to solve analytically. A variety of techniques,
such as Wiener-Hopf factorization, have been developed but they usu-
ally lead to explicit solutions only in special cases. In Section 4.3 we
provide a rough two-moment approximation for the average waiting
time (see (4.15)). In the experiments of Section 4.4 we compute the
average waiting time with simulations.

4.2.3 Required change in service time

To compare the performance of the pooled and unpooled systems, we
wish to determine a new appointment length (D′

A) required to make
WA = WAB . As a standard measure we define ZA as the proportional
difference between DA and D′

A (likewise for D′
B and ZB). Ignoring

the subscripts “A” and “B” we formally define Z as follows,

Z =
D′

D
− 1. (4.7)

Parameter Z essentially measures the EOF needed to make the access
time in the pooled and unpooled systems equal. Z can be both nega-
tive and positive. When Z is negative it represents the amount the ap-
pointment length must decrease (attributed to the increased focus on
a single patient group) in order to overcome any EOS losses resulting
from unpooling. When Z is positive it indicates that the appointment
length can increase and still maintain the same service level as in the
pooled system. This happens when the number of rooms assigned to
one of the patient classes is disproportionately large. Although prac-
tically less relevant, the positive Z value does help illustrate how the
tradeoff between EOS and EOF is influenced by the distribution of
rooms.

The convenience of metric Z is that the pooled and unpooled system
can be compared without any additional input. Furthermore stake-
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holders can easily interpret its meaning and decide if it is possible to
obtain the necessary EOF to justify changing to an unpooled setup.
In the simulation experiments of Section 4.4, Z values are computed
numerically. In order to identify the system parameters that affect Z
the most, in the next section we carry out a crude analysis to obtain
a simple two-moment approximation (4.17) for Z.

4.3 Approximation

As ZA depends on (4.6), which can only be obtained analytically in
very special cases, we apply a simple two-moment approximation to
get a rough idea about the influence of various system parameters on
ZA.

4.3.1 Two-moment approximation

To obtain the approximation formula for ZA, we use asymptotic results
from renewal theory, and thus we must assume that the appointment
length is much shorter than the clinic day, i.e. D << t. Further, N(t)
in our model is the number of events on [0, t] when times between
events are independent and identically distributed (IID) appointment
lengths. Thus, by definition, N(t) is a renewal process, and with
D << t it follows from renewal theory [185] (pg 315) that,

E[N(t)] ≈ t

D
+

1

2
(C2 − 1). (4.8)

Here, obviously, t/D is the main term, and the last term is a correc-
tion. Note from the correction term it can be observed that an increase
in variability allows more events in period [0, t], i.e. by increasing the
variance in (4.8) the average number of completed appointments like-
wise increases.

Now, for the total possible number S of completed appointments, using
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(4.5) we obtain,

E[S] ≈ ME[N(t)] ≈ Mt

D
+

M

2
(C2 − 1). (4.9)

Let VN(t) and VS be the variance of N(t) and S respectively. From
[185], the two-moment renewal theory approximation for VN(t) and VS

are as follows,

VN(t) ≈ V 2t

D3
=

C2t

D
(4.10)

VS ≈ MVN(t) =
MC2t

D
. (4.11)

We note that (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) are based on the assump-
tion D << t. In a contrary situation (e.g. chemotherapy, where ap-
pointments may last half the day), the influence of D, V , C on S is
not so direct and the above approximations cannot be used, but the
general model is still valid [192].

Using (4.9) we approximate the room utilization ρ as follows,

ρ ≈ λ
Mt
D + M

2 (C
2 − 1)

=
λD

Mt

1

1 + D
2t(C

2 − 1)
. (4.12)

From (4.12) we observe 1/(1+ D
2t(C

2− 1)) ≈ 1 when D << t, which is
true in our case. From this observation we introduce ρ0 as an estimate
of ρ and define it as follows,

ρ0 =
λD

Mt
. (4.13)

The average queue length (L) in our slotted queueing model is analo-
gous to the average waiting time of a GI/GI/1 queue because both are
measured by Lindley’s recursion. In particular (4.6) corresponds to a
GI/GI/1 queue with Poisson distributed service times and interarrival
times distributed as S in (4.5). The waiting time of a GI/GI/1 queue
can be approximated with the Allen-Cunneen approximation [3] thus
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leading to an approximation for L in our slotted model. Using (4.9)
and (4.11) we obtain C2

S = VS/(E[S])
2 and write the approximation

formula for L as,

L ≈ λ
ρ

1− ρ

C2
S + (1/λ)2

2

= λ
ρ

2(1 − ρ)

(
1

λ
+

MC2t

D

1

M2
(

t
D + 1

2(C
2 − 1)

)2
)

≈ ρ

2(1− ρ)

(
1 +

C2

ρ0

)
. (4.14)

Using Little’s Law and (4.14) we approximate the expected waiting
time by,

W ≈ ρ

2(1− ρ)λ

(
1 +

C2

ρ0

)
. (4.15)

If λ grows and ρ remains the same then we observe a decreasing wait-
ing time, which is credited to the EOS. Indeed, if λ → ∞, then
proportional capacity growth results in W = 0, see e.g. [105] for the
asymptotic analysis of a similar slotted model with S equal to a con-
stant.

Using our estimation (4.15) for W , we can also estimate the Z values
based on (4.7). First we assume ρ0 ≈ ρ and define ρ′0 as the load in the
unpooled clinic A with appointment length D′

A. Formally we define
ρ′0 as follows,

ρ′0 =
λAD

′
A

MAt
.

Next we set the waiting time approximations (4.15) for the pooled and
unpooled system A equal to each other,

ρ′0
2(1− ρ′0)λA

(
1 +

C2
A

ρ′0

)
=

ρ0
2(1− ρ0)λAB

(
1 +

C2
AB

ρ0

)
. (4.16)

We also assume the servers are divided between the pooled and un-
pooled clinics in such a way that the clinic load (utilization) remains
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the same. The load in the two clinics may not be exactly equal since
MAB and MA must be integers. From this it follows,

ρ0 =
DABλAB

MABt
≈ DAλA

MAt
.

Finally, with algebra and by ignoring second order and higher terms
of (1− ρ0) we solve (4.16) for D′

A/DA to obtain,

ZA =
D′

A

DA
− 1 ≈

(
1− 1 + C2

A

1 + C2
AB

λAB

λA

)
(1− ρ0). (4.17)

Similarly (4.17) can be rewritten to obtain ZB = D′
B/DB − 1. Using

(4.4) it can be shown that either ZA or ZB in (4.17) is negative. In
other words, when splitting a pooled department the service time of
at least one of the unpooled departments must decrease to maintain
the same performance level.

While deriving formula (4.17) we made a number of simplifying as-
sumptions and ignored second order and higher terms of (1− ρ0) and
the first order and higher terms of D/t . Thus, one can expect that
(4.17) gives an accurate approximation for ZA only in some special
cases, e.g. when ρ0 is close to one.

However, the main goal of deriving this formula is to reveal the main
parameters that influence ZA and to identify the relative importance
of these parameters in reasonable hospital settings. To this end, our
calculations show that ρ0, λA/λAB , and (1 + C2

A)/(1 + C2
AB) are the

most influential factors. Furthermore, the absences of MAB and DAB

in (4.17) implies that their influence is minimal. This is also confirmed
by simulation experiments in Section 4.4. Thus, in the rest of the
chapter we focus on the most influential factors appearing in (4.17).

4.3.2 Approximation results for ZA

To illustrate the relative importance of terms ρ0,λA/λAB , and (1 +
C2
A)/(1+C2

AB) in (4.17), consider the following ranges for each of them:
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Clinic description ρ0
λA

λAB

1+C2
A

1+C2
AB

ZA

1 Busy clinic, λA >> λB, VA << VB 0.99 0.7 0.32 0
2 Busy clinic, λA >> λB, VA = VB 0.99 0.7 1 -0.01
3 Busy clinic, λA >> λB, VA >> VB 0.99 0.7 1.36 -0.01
4 Busy clinic, λA << λB, VA << VB 0.99 0.3 0.17 0
5 Busy clinic, λA << λB, VA = VB 0.99 0.3 1 -0.03
6 Busy clinic, λA << λB, VA >> VB 0.99 0.3 2.58 -0.08
7 Quiet clinic, λA >> λB , VA << VB 0.7 0.7 0.32 0.16
8 Quiet clinic, λA >> λB , VA = VB 0.7 0.7 1 -0.13
9 Quiet clinic, λA >> λB , VA >> VB 0.7 0.7 1.36 -0.29
10 Quiet clinic, λA << λB , VA << VB 0.7 0.3 0.17 0.13
11 Quiet clinic, λA << λB , VA = VB 0.7 0.3 1 -0.7
12 Quiet clinic, λA << λB , VA >> VB 0.7 0.3 2.58 -2.28

Table 4.1 – Relative importance of factors influencing ZA, according
to (4.17)

ρ0 ∈ [0.7, 0.99], a higher value of ρ0 indicates an unstable system and a
lower value implies an underutilized department; λA/λAB ∈ [0.3, 0.7],
as having values outside of this range implies a very small unpooled
department which would be impractical [192]; C2

A, C
2
B ∈ [0.5, 3]. Note

also that (1 +C2
A)/(1 +C2

AB) depends on λA/λAB through (4.4). Ta-
ble 4.1 shows twelve scenarios reflecting the border values of these
three factors.

We clearly observe that when ρ0 is large it dominates ZA and appears
to be the most influential factor. It follows that the busier the clinic
is, the smaller the loss in EOS. This is consistent with [65], who states
that “pooling is not so much about pooling capacity but about pooling
idleness” implying that unpooled systems with less idleness can expect
less EOS gains when pooled.

Next consider that a high value of λA/λAB forces (1+C2
A)/(1+C2

AB)
close to 1 diminishing the effect of (1+C2

A)/(1+C2
AB) on ZA. However,

for the corresponding smaller group, this factor becomes increasingly
important (see rows 9 and 10 from Table 4.1).
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The main goal of deriving formula (4.17) is to reveal the main pa-
rameters that influence Z and their relative importance. In the next
section we use simulation to fine-tune the results for Z in a wide range
of realistic scenarios. Furthermore, in Subsection 4.4.3 we evaluate
the accuracy of approximation (4.17), as compared to the simulated
results, for the same range of scenarios.

4.4 Numeric experiments

To gain further perspective on the factors that influence the loss in
EOS and to validate the inferences drawn from (4.17) a number of
simulation experiments are conducted. Subsection 4.4.1 describes the
Monte Carlo Simulation and the range of the experiments. Sub-
section 4.4.2 provides and discusses the results of the experiments.
Subsection 4.4.3 compares results of the simulation experiments with
(4.17).

4.4.1 Simulation description

We model the appointment length as random variables with phase-type
distributions [72,185] where expectation and variance are fitted in the
data. We opt for a two moment approximation, instead of a more
involved distribution fit (e.g. empirical distribution), because mean
and variance data for appointment lengths are typically available. As
such it is easily transferable to other settings and the likelihood of
implementation is increased [192].

If the appointment length duration has C ≤ 1 then the appointment
length is assumed to follow an Erlang(k,μ) distribution where μ =
k/D and k is the best integer solution to k = D2/V . The completed
patients per day (S) is computed by considering that an Erlang(k,μ)
distribution is equal to a sum of k independent exponential random
variables (phases) with parameter μ and the number of such phases
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completed in t time units is Poisson with mean μt. It follows that,

N(t) = �Poisson(μt)/k . (4.18)

If C > 1 the appointment length is assumed to follow a hyperexpo-
nential phase type distribution. The appointment length is distributed
according to pExpo(μ1)+(1−p)Expo(μ2) and the total number of com-
plete patients per day (S) is computed by Monte Carlo Simulation
where,

p =
1

2

(
1 +

√
C2 − 1

C2 + 1

)
, μ1 =

2p

D
, μ2 =

2(1 − p)

D
.

With this service rate distribution and under the assumption that
the arrival rate is Poisson distributed, the waiting time and Z values
are obtained by simulation. The average queue length, described by
Lindley’s recursion, is determined by simulating 10,000 clinic days of
which 100 are used as a warm up. Little’s Law is used to compute
the average waiting time. To compute the Z values, the input to the
simulation is systematically changed and the output compared. More
specifically, ZA is computed by incrementally decreasing [or increas-
ing] DA by a small amount, until WA ≤ WAB [WA ≥ WAB ]. The
percentage change (ZB) for patient group B is computed in the same
manner. All computations are automated with Microsoft Visual Basic.
Each of the simulated scenarios is described by the patient mix, clinic
environment and server allotment, as introduced below.

Patient mix: The patient mix is described by two factors: λA/λAB ,
and DA/DAB . The chosen values for λA/λAB are 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
and 0.7. This represents the range of situations where patient group A
is 30% [group B is 70%] of the pooled group up to the situation where
group A is 70% [group B is 30%] of the pooled group. The chosen
values for DA/DAB are 0.5, 1, and 1.5 representing situations where
the appointment length for Group A is half that of the pooled group,
and up to and including the case, where it is 1.5 times longer. The
appointment length of Group B can be computed easily from (4.3).
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Clinic environments MAB DAB λAB ρ0 CA,CB

1 Base clinic 20 30 282 0.88 0.5, 0.5
2 Busier clinic 20 30 310 0.97 0.5, 0.5
3 Smaller clinic 10 30 141 0.88 0.5, 0.5
4 Shorter appointments 20 15 564 0.88 0.5, 0.5
5 Higher variability 20 30 282 0.88 2.0, 2.0
6 Heterogeneous variability 20 30 282 0.88 2.0, 0.5

Table 4.2 – Parameters for different clinic environment scenarios

Clinic environment: To represent different clinic environments, the
parameters for the pooled clinic are changed to represent busier clinics,
smaller clinics, more variable clinics, etc. Specifically we change the
values of parameters MAB, DAB , λAB , ρ0, CA and CB . The scenarios
considered are listed in Table 4.2 and are meant to encompass a wide
range of typical clinic environments. The italicized values of Table 4.2
indicate the parameters which are changed relative to the Base clinic
which is described in row one of Table 4.2.

Server allotment: As discussed in Section 4.2 we wish to have the
same total number of servers (rooms) in the unpooled system as in
the initial pooled system. The number of rooms to allot to each of the
unpooled clinics needs to be decided. To illustrate how this decision
impacts ZA and ZB consider the results in Figure 4.2 where the clinic
environment is consistent with the Base clinic and the patient mix
parameters are λA/λAB = 0.5, and DA/DAB = 1.

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the smallest total loss in EOS corresponds
with a room allotment of 10 rooms for each of the unpooled clinics.
This is also the room allotment where the difference between ρAB, ρA
and ρB is minimized. Let such a division be called the proportional
room division, where ρAB = ρA which implies,

λABDAB

tMAB
=

λADA

tMA

MA =
λA

λAB

DA

DAB
MAB , MB = MAB −MA. (4.19)
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Figure 4.2 – Z values for various room allotments for the Base clinic
environment where λA/λAB = 0.5, and DA/DAB = 1

Practically speaking this division represents the most equitable way
to divide the rooms such that the difference in workload for staff in
the two unpooled clinics is minimized. In the following subsections,
results are only provided for the proportional room divisions.

4.4.2 Experiment results

The results in this section are organized as follows. Initially the Base
clinic is analyzed for the various patient mixes. Then the clinic envi-
ronment parameters are changed one-by-one and the results for each
clinic environment are discussed in relation to the Base clinic.

Base clinic: The parameters and results for the initial Base clinic
environment are shown in Table 4.3. The patient mix factors λA/λAB ,
andDA/DAB represent the rows and columns respectively. The results
in each table cell are in the following format: ZA (MA), ZB (MB).
This represents the amount of change (ZA) in DA necessary, when the
unpooled clinic is allotted MA rooms (likewise for patient group B).

As an example consider when λA/λAB = 0.3 and DA/DAB = 0.5.
The value in the corresponding cell is “-10%(3), -4%(17)”. As noted
by the numbers is parentheses, this represents the case where three
rooms are allotted to Group A and 17 to Group B. In this case, for the
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λA

λAB
DA/DAB = 0.5 DA/DAB = 1.0 DA/DAB = 1.5

0.3 -10%(3), -4%(17) -12%(6), -4%(14) -12%(9), -3%(11)
0.4 -7%(4), -5%(16) -9%(8), -5%(12) -9%(12), -4%(8)
0.5 -4%(5), -7%(15) -6%(10), -6%(10) -7%(15), -4%(5)
0.6 -3%(6), -9%(14) -5%(12), -8%(8)
0.7 -2%(7), -13%(13) -4%(14), -11%(6)

Table 4.3 – Base clinic results (MAB = 20, DAB = 30, λAB = 282,
CA = CB = 0.5). The patient mix factors λA/λAB, and DA/DAB

represent the rows and columns respectively. The results in each table
cell are in the following format: ZA (MA), ZB (MB). This represents
the amount of change (ZA) in DA necessary, when the unpooled clinic
is allotted MA rooms (likewise for patient group B).

unpooled systems to perform equally as well as the pooled systems,
Groups A and B are required to change their appointment length by
ZA = −10% and ZB = −4% respectively. The blank cells in the table
are a consequence of excluding room divisions which result in a |Z|
value greater than 25%.

From Table 4.3 and as identified in (4.17), Z depends on the ratio
λA/λAB . When Group A is smaller than Group B (i.e. λA/λAB < 0.5),
Group A requires less rooms but a greater decrease in service time. The
counter situation (i.e. λA/λAB > 0.5) holds for Group B. It follows that
larger patient groups retain EOS and require less EOF to compensate.
Practically this implies that making a small department to serve a
small patient population is not a good idea. This influence of λA/λAB

is observable in all tables in this section.

Although not identified by (4.17), from Table 4.3 it appears that Z
depends on the ratio DA/DB . This dependency is not easily character-
ized as it appears dependent on λA/λAB. Within the range of values
tested, the influence of DA/DB is small relative to that of λA/λAB .
This is observable in all the tables in this section except Table 4.4
where the factor ρ0 dominates.

Busier clinic: To determine how ZA and ZB are influenced by how
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λA

λAB
DA/DAB = 0.5 DA/DAB = 1.0 DA/DAB = 1.5

0.3 -4%(3), -3%(17) -3%(6), -2%(14) -6%(9), -2%(11)
0.4 -3%(4), -3%(16) -3%(8), -2%(12) -5%(12), -2%(8)
0.5 -3%(5), -6%(15) -2%(10), -2%(10) -5%(15), -3%(5)
0.6 -3%(6), -6%(14) -2%(12), -3%(8) -5%(18), -3%(2)
0.7 -2%(7), -9%(13) -2%(14), -3%(6)

Table 4.4 – Busier clinic results (MAB = 20, DAB = 30, λAB = 310,
CA = CB = 0.5)

busy a clinic is, the demand for appointments is increased to λAB =
310. Comparing Table 4.3 with Table 4.4 it is clear that |ZA| + |ZB |
decreases as the clinic load increases. This means, that the EOS loss
of unpooling is smaller for clinics of higher load. This is consistent
with the findings from (4.17).

Smaller clinic and shorter appointment lengths: As expected from
(4.17), the results for the clinic with fewer rooms showed only mod-
est changes in ZA and ZB and are therefore excluded from the text.
However, it is important to note that in smaller pooled clinics, it is
less likely that (4.19) will result in a near integer solution, hence there
is a discretization effect. In (4.17) we assume ρ0,AB = ρ0,A and over-
look this influence. The tests for a clinic with shorter appointments
found ZA and ZB to also be insensitive to DAB which is again what
is expected from (4.17).

Higher appointments length variability: Results for a clinic with higher
appointments length variability are available in Table 4.5. Relative
to the Base clinic, CA and CB were both increased from 0.5 to 2.
Contrasting Table 4.3 and Table 4.5 it is clear that |ZA| + |ZB | has
increased considerably with CA and CB.

Although an increase was expected from (4.17) the extent of the in-
crease is greater than anticipated. This leads to the conclusion that
changes in CA and CB have a greater impact than (4.17) indicates.

This is most easily illustrated by considering the patient mix λA/λAB =
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λA

λAB
DA/DAB = 0.5 DA/DAB = 1.0 DA/DAB = 1.5

0.3 -22%(3), -5%(17) -19%(6), -6%(14) -17%(9), -7%(11)
0.4 -18%(4), -8%(16) -14%(8), -8%(12) -13%(12), -11%(8)
0.5 -15%(5), -11%(15) -10%(10), -10%(10) -11%(15), -15%(5)
0.6 -14%(6), -14%(14) -8%(12), -14%(8) -9%(18), -22%(2)
0.7 -13%(7), -19%(13) -5%(14), -18%(6)

Table 4.5 – Higher appointment length variability results (MAB = 20,
DAB = 30, λAB = 282, CA = CB = 2)

λA

λAB
DA/DAB = 0.5 DA/DAB = 1.0 DA/DAB = 1.5

0.3 -11%(6), 4%(14) -14%(9), 3%(11)
0.4 -23%(4), -5%(16) -8%(8), 3%(12) -11%(12), 2%(8)
0.5 -5%(5), 2%(15) -6%(10), 2%(10) -9%(15), -2%(5)
0.6 -4%(6), -2%(14) -4%(12), -2%(8) -5%(18), -24%(2)
0.7 -4%(7), -5%(13) -3%(14), -4%(6)

Table 4.6 – Heterogeneous coefficient of variance results (MAB = 20,
DAB = 30, λAB = 282, CA = 2 CB = 0.5)

0.5 and DA/DAB = 1 which represents the case where both patient
groups have equal service rate and arrival rate parameters. In this sit-
uation, the aggregate service rate for the pooled group also have the
same parameters, see (4.3) and (4.4). As such, with this patient mix,
CAB always equals CA and likewise CB. In the simulation experiment
for this patient mix, |ZA| increased by 4% when CA and CB were in-
creased from 0.5 to 2. Evaluating (4.17) for the same situations shows
no change in |ZA|, illustrating that (4.17) does not fully capture the
impact of CA on |ZA|.

Heterogeneous coefficient of variance: Results for the scenario when
CA = 2 and CB = 0.5 are shown in Table 4.6. Relative to the Base
clinic ZA decreased and, with few exceptions, ZB increases.
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λA

λAB
= 0.3 λA

λAB
= 0.5 λA

λAB
= 0.7

C
li
n
ic

en
v
ir
o
n
m
en
ts 1 -28%, (-12%) -12%, (-6%) -5%, (-4%)

2 -7%, (-3%) -3%, (-2%) -1%, (-2%)
3 -28%, (-12%) -12%, (-7%) -5%, (-4%)
4 -28%, (-10%) -12%, (-6%) -5%, (-3%)
5 -28%, (-19%) -12%, (-10%) -5%, (-5%)
6 -72%, (-11%) -16%, (-6%) -5%, (-3%)

Table 4.7 – Comparison of analytic approximation of ZA with simu-
lation experiments (Simulated ZA values appear in parentheses)

4.4.3 Comparison with analytic approximation

To evaluate the accuracy of approximation (4.17) and to determine
in which situations it would provide accurate estimations for Z, we
compare simulated results from this section with results computed ac-
cording to (4.17). Table 4.7 lists the ZA values for the six clinic envi-
ronments as computed by the simulation described in Subsection 4.4.1
and by the approximation (the simulated ZA values appear in paren-
theses). Since both the simulation and (4.17) found Z to be mostly
insensitive to DA/DAB , we set DA/DAB = 1. Furthermore, since the
purpose of this subsection is to compare the two approaches we only
show the Z values for Group A. Due to the symmetry however, the
ZB values can also be derived from Table 4.7.

In the derivation of (4.17) we ignored second order and higher terms
of (1 − ρ0) and therefore, as expected, (4.17) is quite accurate for
larger values of ρ0 and λA/λAB . This corresponds with the reasonably
accurate results observed in Table 4.7 for the Busy clinic (environment
2) and cases where the group size is proportionally large. In other cases
simulation is a more appropriate method, especially if C is different
between the two patient groups, as in clinic environment 6.
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4.4.4 Conclusions

From the analytic approximation of Z we conclude that when con-
templating dividing a pooled department, managers should consider
ρ, λA/λAB , and (1 + C2

A)/(1 + C2
AB). The importance of all three of

these factors is confirmed by the simulation experiments. In the simu-
lation experiments we also find that ZA and ZB values appear slightly
sensitive to the ratio DA/DB , although characterizing this influence
is not observable from the results. Furthermore, with the simulation
we identified how the division of rooms between the unpooled depart-
ments is also an important decision factor. Finally the simulation also
illustrates the discretization effect that occurs in smaller clinics. Both
approaches used to quantify the factors impacting the unpooling deci-
sions illustrated that there are numerous considerations necessary and
many cannot be considered in isolation. Table 4.8 summarizes these
factors.

Besides mean waiting times, hospitals are also interested in waiting
time norms (i.e. the percentage of patients waiting less than a given
target). A recursion, similar to that of Lindley’s can be formulated
to determine the waiting time distribution [192]. Using this waiting
time recursion (instead of the queue length recursion), the simulation
experiments of this section could be repeated to determine the effects
of pooling with respects to waiting time norms.

Finally, although not considered in this analysis, partial pooling of
resources may be a beneficial compromise to the strict resource pooling
considered in this section. Partial resources pooling would see some
resources dedicated to each group and the remaining resources shared
between them (see [65,202]).

4.5 Implications for practice

In general, managers should consider the following when approaching
the decision to unpool a centralized department. Under most circum-
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stances access time to clinics will increase unless the service time in
the unpooled department is decreased, assuming that no additional
resources are made available. The amount of service time decrease
needed to compensate for this performance loss depends on the char-
acteristics of the original pooled clinic and the characteristics of the
newly created unpooled clinics. The main characteristics to consider
are clinic load (ρ), proportional size of the patient groups (λA/λAB),
resource division and variability in appointment length. Table 4.8 sum-
marizes all of the characteristics/factors considered in this chapter.

When looking at the original pooled clinic consider the following. Clin-
ics under high load require less decrease in service time to compensate
for unpooling losses. The number of rooms in a clinic does not greatly
influence the needed service time change, however in smaller clinics it
is more difficult to proportionally divide the rooms.

When deciding how to split the pooled clinic (which consequently de-
fines the characteristics of the new unpooled clinics) consider the fol-
lowing. The smallest required decrease in service time occurs when the
difference between the clinic load in the two unpooled clinics is min-
imized. To compute the resource allocation that corresponds to this
bed division see (4.19). The smaller patient group resulting from the
split will require a greater decrease in service time to compensate for
unpooling losses. Finally, unpooling patient groups with highly vari-
able appointment lengths also requires a greater decrease in service
time to compensate.

For more specific results refer to the tables in Section 4.4 or apply
the approach described in the same section. The approach used for
developing these tables is versatile in terms of the application area and
practical in that it requires only typical clinical data as input.

4.6 Application

In this section we investigate a proposal at NCI to reallocate resources
from a centralized (pooled) chemotherapy day unit (CDU) to a (un-
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Factors Change in ZA Management Guidelines

Clinic load Decreases as ρ0
increases

Unpooling clinics with high load
results in less EOS losses than
clinics under lesser load.

Room division Disproportionate
splits increase
|ZA|+ |ZB|

The room allotment representing
the smallest loss in EOS occurs
when the difference between ρAB,
ρA and ρB is minimized, see
(4.19).

Clinic size Increases (slightly)
as MAB decreases

EOS losses appear mostly
insensitive to the size of the
clinic. In smaller clinics it is more
difficult to proportionally split
servers.

Appointment
length

Mostly insensitive EOS losses appear to be mostly
insensitive to the length of the
appointment.

Homogeneous
variability

Increases as CA

and CB increase
Unpooling patient groups with
highly variable appointment
lengths results in larger EOS
losses.

Heterogeneous
variability

Decreases when
CA < CB

The patient group with the
smaller coefficient of variance
generally experiences a smaller
loss in EOS as a result of
unpooling.

Proportional
group size

Increases as
λA/λAB decreases

Smaller patient groups experience
a greater loss in EOS as a result
of unpooling.

Proportional
appointment
length

Mostly insensitive
to DA/DAB

EOS losses appear to be mostly
insensitive to the ratio of
appointment lengths.

Table 4.8 – Summary of factors effecting EOS looses due to unpooling
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pooled) breast cancer focused factory. The CDU has 30 beds and
operates like a typical outpatient clinic with a high rate of recurring
appointments. New patients are referred to the department by an on-
cologist who stipulates the treatment plan, including the type, dosage
and frequency of infusions.

Patients arrive for their first appointment, have a short orientation
meeting with a nurse and then proceed with their first treatment.
Treatment involves patients sitting or lying in a bed while receiving
chemotherapy drugs intravenously. This treatment could take between
30 minutes and eight hours. While receiving the drug, patients are
supervised by an oncology nurse who can generally oversee multiple
patients at one time. After treatment patients visit the receptionist
and plan their next appointments.

The time between treatments is set by the oncologist and can range
from a single day to six weeks. These recurring visits continue until
the end of the treatment plan, which can be as long as one year and
may change frequently as related to the condition of the patient. In an
average week the clinic sees 15 new patients and 300 return patients.

As discussed previously when restrictions are added to a planning sys-
tem (such as assigning beds to a particular patient group) the perfor-
mance of the system will not increase unless efficiency gains result from
the focused treatment. In chemotherapy treatment there are no such
efficiency gains expected as the time to give treatment is dictated by
the speed at which a body can absorb the drug and not by operational
considerations such as setup time.

As such, the objective of this study is to investigate and quantify
losses in efficiencies that can be expected as a result of separating
breast cancer chemotherapy treatment (and the associated resources)
from the existing centralized department. The study also investigates
how best to split the existing department and where possible, how to
minimize or mitigate resulting efficiency losses. This information is
essential for management to decide if the inclusion benefits of having
chemotherapy service in the breast cancer focused factory outweigh
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Appointment Appointment
frequency duration (mins)

Cancer type monthly daily % of total average variance

Breast 761 35.5 59% 160.2 4992
Non-breast 555 24.7 41% 153.7 7804
Total 1316 60.2 100% 157.5 6162

Beds Nurses Setup time (mins)

30 10 30

Table 4.9 – General characteristics of the chemotherapy department

the expected decrease in performance.

4.6.1 Data

For this study seven months of data was extracted from the CDU’s
outpatient scheduling system. The data is typical for such a system
and includes patient demographics, appointment dates, times, dura-
tions, and diagnosis codes. In our study, all diagnosis codes containing
keywords “Breast” and “Mamma” were considered to be breast can-
cer patients. The remaining diagnosis codes were scanned manually to
ensure none were overlooked. From the data, statistics were computed
to provide perspective on the general characteristics of the clinic. The
results summarized in Table 4.9 indicate, among other things, the av-
erage and variance of appointment durations and the proportion of
appointments used by the breast cancer and the non-breast cancer
populations. The period of measure incidentally represents a segment
of time with a lower occupancy rate due to a temporary combination
of physician change and reduced demand. The principle scheduling
mechanisms are however not influenced by these somewhat lower fig-
ures.

Using data on completed appointments and the department’s access
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time, the arrival rate distribution is derived from the seven month
data set. Despite the presence of repeat visits, it follows from the data
that the total number of new and return appointments completed per
day can be modelled with Poisson distribution of mean 60.2. Currently
patients wait a few days for their initial appointment but have their re-
turn appointments without any delay, meaning that the patient access
time is negligible. The department has excess capacity and appears
to operate like a queueing system with an infinite number of servers,
where a server is readily available for each arriving customer. In such a
system, Poisson process of departures implies that the arrival process
is also Poisson with the same parameter. Thus, we assume that the
number of appointment requests per day is Poisson(60.2). In later
sections we assume that the arrival rate distribution remains Poisson
as the mean is increased.

From the chemotherapy appointment length data, we observe that
the variance is less than the mean squared for all cases. As such
we approximate the distributions with an Erlang distributions (see
Section 4.4.1) with parameters k = 4, 5, 3 and μ = 0.025, 0.031 and
0.020, respectively for the existing case mix, the breast cancer group,
and the non-breast cancer group.

Using these distributions the model (4.18) for N(t) is verified by using
the historical data to compute the actual number of patients completed
per bed when the bed appeared to be operating in a saturation state,
meaning that the total idle time for that bed between 09:00 and 17:00
is less than 60 minutes. This 60 minutes accounts for staff breaks,
which are not scheduled. For the seven months of data available, a
bed operated all day in a saturation state 500 times resulting in a
mean of 2.73 patients per day and a variance of 1.12. Using a Chi-
square test [139], we test how well (4.18) agrees with the historic data
(where t = 480 minutes, k = 4, and μ = 0.025). The Chi-square value
was found to equal 0.588 which is less than the critical value at an
α = 0.1 level. Thus there is no reason to believe that the maximum
number of completed patients per bed is not well modelled by (4.18).

In our case study, the queue length model (4.6) is numerically solved by
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a simulation programmed in Microsoft Visual Basic. The simulation
completes 10 repetitions of 10,000 clinic days (100 of which are used
for a warmup period). The output from the model is the utilization,
and the stationary distributions of the queue length L and waiting
time W .

Additionally, we compute the probability P(W ≥ r). Observe that
out of Xn arrivals on day n, at most (

∑n+r−1
i=n Si−Ln)

+ will be served
before day n+r because of the first-come-first-served discipline. Thus,
out of these Xn patients, exactly,

Zn(r) =

⎛
⎝Xn −

(
n+r−1∑
i=n

Si − Ln

)+
⎞
⎠

+

(4.20)

patients will have to wait r days or more. Now, after simulating the
run of N slots, we can estimate the distribution of the waiting time
as,

P(W ≥ r) =

∑N
n=1 Zn(r)

Total Patients
, r ≥ 1. (4.21)

4.6.2 Results

The described model has been applied to the existing department and
the two proposed departments for breast cancer and non-breast cancer
patients.

The model of the current CDU at NCI with 30 beds, is depicted in
Figure 4.3. A summary of the model inputs and outputs is given in
Table 4.10. The output from the model indicates that the existing
centralized CDU has sufficient capacity to cope with the demand and
variation. The access time for the clinic and the inability to accom-
modate return appointments on the day requested were not available
from historical data. To test the sufficiency of the model to predict
these metrics, we relied on expert opinion.

Next we consider the segregation of patients between the two decen-
tralized departments, where one department with cBC beds is focused
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Poisson(60.2) Existing department
appointment length distribution:

Erlang(4, 0.025)

Figure 4.3 – Flow diagram of the existing centralized chemotherapy
department

Poisson(30.5) Breast cancer department
appointment length distribution:

Erlang(5, 0.031)

Poisson(24.7) Non-breast cancer department
appointment length distribution:

Erlang(3, 0.020)

Figure 4.4 – Flow diagram of the proposed chemotherapy depart-
ments

on breast cancer patients, representing 59% of the total demand for
appointments. The other department has cNBC beds and is dedicated
to the remaining non-breast cancer patients, which are responsible for
41% of the total demand. The two department model is depicted in
Figure 4.4.

The decision on how best to distribute the 30 beds between the two
decentralized departments is made according to (4.19) i.e. the propor-
tional room division. This leads to the allotment of 18 and 12 beds to
breast cancer and non-breast cancer patients respectively.

Table 4.10 summarizes the results of the performance of the existing
department and the two proposed departments. As expected, the re-
sults indicate that the two decentralized departments see decreases in
performance. The average queue length and waiting time increases
for both. The amount that each performance metric worsens is small
and seemingly unsubstantial. The main cause of this result is the ex-
cess capacity (as indicated by the low bed utilization) with which the
existing department operated during the period of measurement.

The CDU currently has a bed utilization of approximately 75%. How-
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Existing Breast cancer Non-breast
dept. dept. cancer dept.

Model inputs
Arrival rate Poisson(60.2) Poisson(35.5) Poisson(24.7)
Service time Erlang(4,0.025) Erlang(5,0.031) Erlang(3,0.020)
Beds 30 18 12

Model outputs
Service rate/bed 2.672 2.596 2.791
Bed utilization 75.1% 76.0% 73.2%
E[Lq] 0.06 0.20 0.28
E[W ] (days) 0.00 0.03 0.01
P(W ≥ 1) 0.1% 0.6% 1.1%
P(W ≥ 2) 0 0 0

Table 4.10 – Comparison of the performance of the existing depart-
ment with the decentralized departments

ever, a recent management study set the utilization goal at 90%. To
show how the decentralization decision is sensitive to expected in-
creases in demand and bed utilization the situation was reanalyzed.
The mean demand for appointments in the model was increased to
72.1 per day implying the desired 90% utilization. The result is shown
in Table 4.11.

Again, all performance metrics worsen in the decentralized depart-
ment. The greatest decrease in performance is the waiting time. Both
decentralized departments expect around 8% of their appointments to
be delayed. To achieve the same performance in the decentralized de-
partments as in the centralized department additional resources need
to be added. Table 4.11 displays the results of a bed allocation of
19 for the breast cancer department and 13 for the non-breast cancer
department, which brings the total number of beds up to 32. As a re-
sult, all model outputs for performance are as good as in the existing
centralized department.

As a final model output for management’s consideration, the percent-
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age of days that the extra bed is used in the 19/13 bed scenario (as
compared to the 18/12 bed scenario) is calculated and listed in Ta-
ble 4.11. In both cases this proportion is close to 30 percent of the
time. Hence, it may be possible for management to allocate the 19th

and 13th beds to the decentralized departments and only schedule and
staff them 30% of the time. Since return appointments generally have
a two week lead time this provides sufficient time to arrange extra
staffing for the additional bed.

4.7 Discussion

The study provides both a robust model and further perspective for
hospital managers who are contemplating the use of focused factories.
The chemotherapy model and the general methodology has been made
into a decision support tool to facilitate further analysis at NCI. Other
focused factory scenarios could see patient populations divided based
on blood test requirements and infusion type, dosage and frequency.
Management and staff from the CDU plan to use the model to measure
the impact of alternative treatment options, such as faster infusions
and less frequent return appointments. Two patient demand scenarios
were considered in this section, the status quo and the operational
maximum given current resources. However, demand is expected to
grow and, with it, the department’s resources. Given patient specific
demand projections, the model will be used to determine the timing
and scale of capacity expansions, particularly for the breast cancer
population. The methodology, which proved to be an efficient way to
evaluate the impact of decentralizing services, will also be repeated for
decision support for focused factory proposals in other departments.

More generally, the analytic approximation provided initial insight into
the influence of the many factors causing losses in EOS, however since
it is an approximation it does not fully account for them. The simula-
tion provided more accurate results for a given range of circumstances.
However, due to the large number of factors and the complex relation-
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Existing Breast cancer Non-breast
Dept. dept. cancer dept.

Model inputs
Arrival rate Poisson(72.1) Poisson(42.6) Poisson(29.6)
Service time Erlang(4,0.025) Erlang(5,0.031) Erlang(3,0.020)
Beds 30 18 19 12 13

Model outputs
Service rate/bed 2.672 2.596 2.596 2.791 2.791
Bed utilization 90.1% 91.0% 86.4% 88.6% 81.6%
E[Lq] 2.14 3.33 1.28 2.63 0.88
E[W ] (days) 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.03
P(W ≥ 1) 3.0% 7.8% 3.0% 8.9% 3.0%
P(W ≥ 2) 0 0 0 0 0
Proportion of days
extra bed is used 33.2% 29.7%

Table 4.11 – Comparison of a highly utilized centralized department
with decentralized departments

ships that exist between them, it proved difficult to use simulation
to draw stringent general conclusions. Further research is required to
determine how exactly these factors influence losses of EOS related
to unpooling. With comprehensive descriptions of these relationships,
operational researchers can further improve or even optimize the mix
of the functional and patient focused departments within a hospital.
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Panel sizing in oncology
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5.1 Introduction

As with many other chronic diseases, cancer is a disease from which
patients never completely recover. This means that patients, after
receiving their initial treatment, may relapse and return years later for
further treatment and/or palliative treatment. This has implications
for capacity planning, as the number and type of patients treated today
is an indicator of future demand. Incorporating patient relapses into
capacity planning is essential for ensuring capacity is sufficient to meet
demand over the long term.
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When a patient is diagnosed with cancer, they are referred to a cancer
centre by a general practitioner (GP). The patient then meets with the
oncologist and a course of treatment is determined. Treatments typ-
ically consist of surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, hormone ther-
apy, or a combination thereof. During treatment a patient is “actively
followed” by an oncologist, which means they have recurring appoint-
ments with the oncologist. These appointments are used to audit
treatment progress, discuss side effects and complications, and/or to
evaluate psycho-social impact. The frequency of these appointments
depends on the patient and the treatment, but is typically between 2
and 12 appointments per year. If the treatment is successful, the pa-
tient is discharged (i.e. is no longer actively followed by the oncologist)
when the cancer is in remission. If the treatment is unsuccessful, the
patient receives palliative treatment.

Those patients that receive successful treatment are discharged and
are monitored by their GP to identify if a relapse occurs. If a patient
relapses, they are referred back to their original oncologist for further
treatment. Following this, and when the cancer is in remission, the pa-
tient is again discharged. Patients can continue to be referred, treated
and discharged for as long as the patient lives, although typically pa-
tients only relapse once or twice.

Since there is a limit to the number of appointments an oncologist
can offer, there is a limit to the number of patients a single oncologist
should follow; consequently, there is a limit to the number of new
patients an oncologist should see. If an oncologist sees too many new
patients now, their clinic can become overwhelmed in the future. Given
that the time between referral and discharge, the relapse rate, and
the arrival rate of new patients are all uncertain, the number of new
patients a single oncologist should see is not immediately obvious. In
this chapter we model the demand for oncology appointments over a
long term planning horizon and account for both new and relapsed
patient demand. We use this model to support capacity planning
decisions and to investigate policies to improve oncology clinics.

In literature the number of patients a physician should follow and be
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accountable for is commonly referred to as “panel size” [86]. Typically,
panel sizing models compute the overflow probability for a given panel
size, where the overflow probability is the probability that a day’s
demand for appointments is greater than the supply of appointments.
In practical terms the overflow probability represent the frequency that
a clinic will run into overtime. An overflow probability of 5%, 10% and
20% equates to needing overtime approximately once per month, once
per two weeks and once per week, respectively [81,86].

For a discussion on the clinical implications of an incorrect panel size
see [149, 150]. A web based application designed for physician use is
available [93]. All of these studies consider a primary care practice and
model the individual GPs separately. The introduction of open-access
scheduling in the primary care practice is often used as a motive to
study panel sizes and is reviewed in [11,149].

In [80] the impact of patient no-shows on the ideal panel size is inves-
tigated with theoretical queueing models and a simulation model. The
paper clearly illustrates that much smaller panel sizes are needed in the
presences of no-shows and that results for typical primary care prac-
tices with advanced access can be reliably approximated with queue-
ing models. In [10,11], multiple patient types are considered to reflect
the different demand patterns associated with different patient demo-
graphics. For example, female patients between age 55 and 60 will
typically require more appointments than male patients between age
25 and 30 [11]. The authors use simulation to determine the number
of appointments expected in a given week.

The initial studies described in [81, 86] treat the panel size as a con-
stant and do not allow a backlog in demand to occur. The overflow
probabilities are computed under the assumption that all demand for
a given day would be filled on that day. A later paper [80] relaxes
this assumption and allowed a finite backlog to develop. The authors
assume a constant panel size and conceptualize the appointment sys-
tem as a single server queuing model to track backlog and measure the
performance of the clinic.
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The main contribution of our work to this literature is a model al-
lowing the panel size to be a random variable by accounting for new
patients arriving, and existing patients departing. We consider both
cases where this random variable is stationary in time and where it is
non-stationary in time. The former reflecting an established physician
who has a mature practice and the latter reflecting a physician with
a new practice. In both cases we allow multiple patient types and use
queueing network models to determine the random panel size. In the
stationary case for the mature practice we allow and measure a back-
log of patients. In the non-stationary case for a new practice that has
not been fully populated yet, we assume there is excess capacity and
that the physician will not allow a backlog of patients (i.e. overtime is
used to fulfill all of a period’s demand). The frequency of overtime is
determined by the model.

The setting examined in this chapter is an oncology clinic. There are
certain characteristics of oncology which, in and of themselves, consti-
tutes an extension of the previous panel size studies of GP clinics. One
distinguishing characteristic of the oncology setting is that patients can
have periods where they are having recurring appointments, followed
by periods where they have no appointments (e.g. when the cancer
is in remission). This can repeat for as long as a patient lives. Not
all cancer modalities are the same, and as such, the problem of coping
with relapsing patients is less pronounced for those with lower survival
rates and those with lower probabilities of relapse, e.g. lung cancer.
Prostate cancer and breast cancer however have higher survival rates
and hence greater relapses, and therefore are the cancer modalities to
which the model described in this chapter is most directly applicable.

Like the reviewed papers, we model individual physicians separately.
Pooling the physicians together may yield efficiencies however in the
interest of continuity of care [121] this is often not done. As such,
we assume patients are always seen by the same oncologist. To the
extent that the overall capacity of a region can be seen as the sum of
its oncologists, the models, aid in capacity planning decisions at the
regional level as well.
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Given that the panel size is a random variable dependent on the turn
over of a clinic, we use the mean arrival rate of new patients as the
control parameter. In our experience, this metric has more meaning to
oncologists than the panel size. The performance of the clinic in the
stationary setting is measured in terms of the expected waiting time
and in the non-stationary setting by the frequency of overtime.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the model for
the oncology setting is described and the relationship between the
panel size and appointment frequency is defined. In this section we
describe how the appointment frequency can be computed when the
panel size is a random variable. This model is general in that it is
applicable for both the stationary and non-stationary settings. In
Section 5.3 two queueing network models are introduced to analyze
when the system is in equilibrium and when it is not (i.e. when the
arrival rate is stationary and non-stationary in time). In Section 5.4
an application is discussed and numeric results are presented leading
to general results on maximizing the capacity to treat new patients.
Section 5.5 adds concluding remarks about the models in this chapter
and discuss some areas for future research.

5.2 Model description

This section is divided into two subsections; in the first subsection
we describe an oncologist’s practice as a queueing network and in the
second subsection we describe how to translate the patients in the
system into appointment demand.

5.2.1 Patients in the system

Consider that a patient being followed by an oncologist can exist in
any one of three states: 1) the new patient state, 2) the active patient
state and 3) the inactive patient state. Newly referred patients imme-
diately enter the new patient state and have an initial appointment
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Figure 5.1 – The dynamics of active and inactive patients

with the oncologist. After this initial appointment the patient enters
the active patient state and has recurring appointments with the on-
cologist which typically occur simultaneously with treatment (we do
not model any treatments, only oncologist appointments). These re-
curring appointments continue until the cancer is in remission and the
oncologist discharges the patients. At this point, the patient enters the
inactive patient state. If an inactive patient’s cancer relapses, then the
patient returns to the active patient state. Finally, a patient exits the
system when they die or choose to be followed by a different oncol-
ogist (for simplicity we aggregate these groups together) and can do
so from either the active or inactive states. This process of patients
transitioning between new, active and inactive states is illustrated in
Figure 5.1.

The amount of time a patient stays in the each state, and consequently
the rate at which patients switch states, depends on their treatment.
Let i = 1, 2, . . . , c be different patient types reflecting the treatment a
patient receives while in the active patient state. Let N(t), Ai(t) and
I(t) respectively represent the number of new, active of type i, and
inactive patients at time t. And let PS(t) = N(t)+A1(t)+A2(t)+. . .+
Ac(t)+ I(t) be the panel size. The length of time a patient remains in
each state has distribution Di

x and mean E[Di
x] where x = np denotes

the new patient state, x = ap denotes the active patient state and
x = ip denotes the inactive patient state.

When a patient’s length of stay in a state ends they are routed to
another state (or out of the system) as depicted in Figure 5.1. Let
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λ(t) be the mean arrival rate at time t. All new arrivals immediately
enter the new patient state. Upon exiting the new patient state all
patients enters the active patient state and with probability pi become
patients of type i. When exiting the active patient state, a patient of
type i enters the inactive patient state with probability pi,ip, and with
probability 1−pi,ip the patient exits the system. Inactive patients can
relapse and with probability p′i the relapsed patient becomes a patient
of type i when they enter the active state. With probability 1−∑c

i p
′
i

an inactive patient never returns to the active patient state and exists
the system.

Both of the queueing models presented in Section 5.3 can be extended
so that the treatment a relapsed patient receives depends on the treat-
ment(s) they have previously received, i.e. probability p′i can be made
to depend on the type of patient he/she was in the past. In the in-
terest of clarity, we choose the simpler formulation described above,
however, when discussing the queueing models we also explain how to
accommodate this extension.

5.2.2 Required appointments

In general, there are two types of appointments offered by the on-
cologist, “new patient” appointments and “follow-up” appointments.
New patients receive new patient appointments and active patients
receive follow-up appointments. Inactive patients do not receive ap-
pointments. We are interested in determining the number of new pa-
tient appointments and follow-up appointments required during the
planning horizon for the clinic. For example if an oncologist wishes to
offer 100 appointments per month, then the planning horizon in one
month. Let δ be the planning horizon for the clinic.

To compute the required number of new patient appointments in pe-
riod δ, consider that each new patient receives only one new patient
appointment before entering the active patient state. Because of their
urgency, new patients must have their new patient appointment within
period δ. Therefore the number of new patient appointments during
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period δ, equals the number of patients in the new patient state dur-
ing period δ, and also equals the number of new patient arrivals in
period δ. It follows, that N(t) denotes the number of patients in the
new patient state at the tth time period of length δ, and, N(t) also de-
notes the number of new patient appointments at the tth time period
of length δ, where,

E[N(t)] = λ(t). (5.1)

In the same way we are interested in the number of follow-up appoint-
ments. To compute the number of follow-up appointments required
during period δ we further specify what it means to be a patient of
type i. Let a patient of type i have an appointment schedule such that
the time between appointments is i·δ (e.g. when i = 2 then the patient
has an appointment every second period δ while in the active patient
state). This corresponds with practice in that the follow-up protocols
dictate the amount of time between appointments (typically the num-
ber of months). Note that this also implies that δ is the shortest time
interval between consecutive appointments for any active patient type
i.

Let F (t) denote the number of follow-up appointments at the tth time
period of length δ. Since each patient has a probability of 1/i of
requiring an appointment in period δ then it follows that,

E[F (t)] =
c∑

i=1

E[Ai(t)]/i. (5.2)

Let Fi(t) denote the number of follow-up appointments for patient
type i at the tth time period of length δ. Knowing that each patient
has probability 1/i of requiring an appointment in that period, then
Fi(t) can be modelled with a binomial distribution as follows,

P(Fi(t) = k|Ai(t)) =

(
Ai(t)

k

)(
1

i

)k (
1− 1

i

)Ai(t)−k

(5.3)
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Since the probability of needing an appointment 1/i is different for
each patient type the sum of the c random variables Fi(t) (i.e. random
variable F (t)) is not binomially distributed. However the mean is
available from (5.2).

Equations (5.2) and (5.3) hold for a more general setting than oncology
as well. For example, in other settings where the panel size is uncertain
and where there are multiple patient types, these equations can be
used.

To determine the total appointment demand we need to aggregate
the new patient appointment demand with the follow-up appointment
demand. Assume the total capacity of an oncologist is divided into
slots and that new patient appointments require a slots and follow-up
appointments require b slots. For example, if an appointment slot is
10 minutes, a new patient appointment is 60 minutes, and a follow-up
appointment is 20 minutes, then a = 60/10 and b = 20/10. Let G(t)
be the aggregate demand for appointment slots, then,

E[G(t)] = E[N(t)]a+ E[F (t)]b. (5.4)

With the queueing models of the next section, we derive the number
of new and active patients in the system from the new patient arrival
rate λ(t). We also use the queueing models to measure the perfor-
mance of the clinic associated with this new patient arrival rate. Our
problem is thus: to determine the new patient arrival rate that leads
to the desired appointment demand while satisfying certain perfor-
mance criteria. Performance in the stationary setting is measured by
the mean waiting time for active patients to receive their first appoint-
ment and in the non-stationary setting by the frequency of overtime.
The motivation for these performance metrics is given in the following
section.
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5.3 Queueing network models

This section is divided into two subsections. The first subsection de-
scribes a multi-class open queueing network model with a stationary
arrival rate. This represents an oncologist with a mature clinic (i.e. a
clinic that receives, on average, the same number of new patients per
month). The second subsection describes an network of infinite server
queues with a non-stationary arrival rate. This queueing network rep-
resents a new oncologist’s clinic.

In the stationary setting we assume a stable system and that λ =
λ(t), t ≥ 0. It follows that random variables, PS(t), N(t), Ai(t), I(t),
F (t) and G(t) are also all stationary with respect to time. As such, for
clarity, in the stationary setting these variable are respectively denoted
by PS, N , Ai, I, F and G.

5.3.1 Panel size in equilibrium (stationary arrival rate)

In the stationary setting, we model each patient state as a single queue
and the time a patient remains in the state (Di

x) as the service time for
that queue. We consider the network to be a multi-class network such
that each patient type i is a separate patient class. The service time
in the new patient queue is the same for each patient type, as such
Di

np = Dnp, i = 1, 2, . . . , c. This is also true for the inactive patient
queue and likewise Di

ip = Dip, i = 1, 2, . . . , c. In the active patient
queue the service time is patient class specific.

The number of servers in the new patient queue (mnp) and the inactive
patient queue (mip) is assumed to be infinite. For the inactive patient
queue this is a natural assumption since these patients do not consume
resources and arrivals are never delayed. For the new patient queue
this reflects the urgency of new patient referrals, and the practice that
ensures they are seen within δ, even if overtime is necessary. The
number of servers in the active patient queue (map) represents the
capacity for active patients, i.e. the number of active patients that an
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np ap

ip

Exit

Exit

λpi

Figure 5.2 – Stationary queueing network model schematic. Queues
np and ip have infinite servers and queue ap has map servers. The
time spent in each queue (waiting and in service) represents the time
a patient spends in the corresponding state.

oncologist can have. Although this may not be a parameter that an
oncologist can readily provide, we show how it can be determined by
the model for a given arrival rate and a desired mean waiting time.

Let {np, ap, ip} be the set of queues in the network and let the routing
matrix rik,j be as follows,

rik,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1 if k = np, j = ap, i = 1, 2, . . . , c
pi,ip if k = ap, j = ip
p′i if k = ip, j = ap
0 otherwise,

with the queuing model is depicted in Figure 5.2.

The main performance metric we are interested in, is the average de-
lay in becoming an active patient (E[W ]). Patients entering the new
patient and inactive patient queues are “served” without delay. Due
to the limited number of servers in the active patient queue, patients
joining this queue can form a backlog and experience a delay. We as-
sume that patients joining this queue do not preempt existing patients.
Practically this implies that existing patient appointments are never
delayed in order to fit in newly arriving patients, i.e. once you become
an active patient, you always receive your appointments on schedule.
This is reasonable, given that the appointments for existing patients
are made δ · i periods in advance. We are interested in knowing the
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average delay in becoming an active patient as a function of the arrival
rate of new patients (λ). In this stationary setting λ(t) = λ, t ≥ 0 and
the mean arrival rate of new patients of type i is λpi.

To analyze the queueing network we use the approximate decomposi-
tion [17] method for multi-class open queueing networks. Exact meth-
ods are only possible in a few situations (e.g. Jackson networks [83] and
BCMP networks [12]) which require assumptions that are too limiting
for our purposes. Approximate decomposition methods are reviewed
in [17] and applied in a clinical setting by [211]. For this approxi-
mation, it is assumed that arrivals are independent and identically
distributed (IID) and that the first and second moments of the arrival
rate and service time distributions are known. Requiring only the first
and second moments for these distributions is particularly convenient
as data of this sort is typically available from many hospital informa-
tion systems.

The decomposition of multi-class open queueing networks is typically
described with three steps. The first step aggregates the multiple pa-
tient types (classes) together, the second step analyzes the networks
as if it was single class queueing network and the third step disaggre-
gates the performance metrics to obtain measures for each individual
patient type. In our network we are only concerned with the aggregate
waiting time and only in the active patient queue. Therefore we do not
disaggregate the waiting time to be patient type specific (i.e. we only
complete steps 1 and 2). The majority of the steps used to aggregate
the multiple patient classes are explained in the appendix.

We use the multi-class open queueing network model to create an ex-
plicit relationship between the mean arrival rate (λ), the mean waiting
time (E[W ]), and the mean number of appointment slots (E[G]). The
first two parameters (λ and E[W ]) are model inputs and the third
(E[G]) is the model output. As such, we use an algorithmic approach
to determine the mean arrival rate λ that is appropriate for a clinic.
Namely, for a given E[W ], and an initial λ, we compute E[G]. We
then compare E[G] with what is desired by the oncologist and adjust
λ accordingly. This process is repeated until the appropriate λ value
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is determined.

To determine E[G] for a given λ and E[W ], we first determine the ag-
gregate arrival rate to the active patient queue for each patient type i.
Then, using Little’s Law, we determine the number of active patients.
Given that for the system to be stable, we must offer more appoint-
ments on average than is demanded on average, we next solve for the
server utilization resulting from λ and E[W ] . Using this server uti-
lization, we can compute the number of follow-up appointments that
need to be offered and then using (5.4) we determine the total number
of appointment slots.

First we determine the aggregate mean arrival rate to the active patient
queue for each patient type. From [17], it follows that the aggregate
mean arrival rate can be determined from the following system of linear
equations,

λi
np = λpi

λi
ap = λi

np + λi
ipr

i
ip,ap

λi
ip = λi

apr
i
ap,ip

which leads to,

λi
np = λpi

λi
ap =

piλ

1− riip,apr
i
ap,ip

λi
ip =

riap,ippiλ

1− riip,apr
i
ap,ip

.

This queueing model can be extended so that the treatment a relapsed
patient receives, depends on the treatment(s) they have previously
received. This is accomplished by specifying patient types by the set
of their previous treatments(s) and then making p′i depend on that set.
Should the data indicate that this is necessary, the underlying model
and solution technique remain valid, however it will require solving
a larger system of linear equations to determine the aggregate mean
arrival rates.
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We use Little’s Law to compute the mean number of patients of type
i that are in service at queue ap [205] as follows,

E[Ai] = λi
apE[D

i
ap]. (5.5)

For stability,
∑c

i=1 E[Ai] < map and it follows that,

map ≈

c∑
i=1

E[Ai]

ρap
, (5.6)

where ρap is the utilization of the map servers. To determine ρap,
consider that the mean waiting time in the active patient queue can
be approximated using a G/G/c approximation. Since this is a multi-
class queueing network we first aggregate the service time and arrival
process of all patient types together (this process is described in detail
in the appendix). The mean waiting time can be estimated as follows
(see [169]),

E[W ] ≈ SCVap,a + SCVap,s

2

ρ

(√
2(map+1)−1

)

ap

map(1− ρap)
E[D+

ap], (5.7)

where SCVap,a and SCVap,s are respectively the squared coefficient of
variance for the aggregate arrival and service processes at queue ap
and E[D+

ap] is the mean aggregate service time in queue ap. Using
(5.6) and (5.7) we are left with two equations and two unknowns (ρap
and map) and thus we can solve for both.

Knowing the utilization of the servers ρap allows us to compute the
number of follow-up appointments that must be offered as follows,

E[F ] =

c∑
i=1

E[Ai]

iρap

and the total number of appointment slots that must be offered in this
stationary setting is,

E[G] = λa+ E[F ]b.
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Using Little’s Law the mean panel size is the stationary setting is,

E[PS] =

c∑
i=1

(
λpi + λi

ap(E[D
i
ap] + E[W ]) + λi

ipE[Dip]
)
.

5.3.2 Panel size when not in equilibrium (non-stationary
arrival rate)

In this subsection we consider the arrival rate of new patients to be
non-stationary in time. Like in the stationary model, we model the
new patient state and the inactive patient state each with an infinite
server queue. Unlike the stationary model, we model the active pa-
tient state with c queues (one for each patient type) and consider only
a single class of patients. Each of the c queues for the active patient
state is also considered to have infinite servers. This means that all pa-
tients joining the active patient queues will receive their appointments
without delay and all recurring appointments occur without delay (i.e.
there is no backlog of demand).

This is perhaps an idealized case. However, it does represent the prac-
tice of oncologists who adjust their schedule (e.g. uses some non-clinic
time to fit in extra patients) in order to see all patients within the re-
quired period (this is true in the oncologist clinic that motivated this
study). This is particularly fitting for a new oncologist’s clinic who is
building up to the stationary panel size. During this time it is reason-
able to assume that the oncologist has excess capacity and is able to
accommodate all of the demand for period δ in period δ. Like in the
models of [81, 86] the frequency of needing overtime is the metric by
which the performance of the clinic is measured. A schematic of the
queueing model is shown in Figure 5.3.

We use the network of infinite server queues to create an explicit
relationship between the mean arrival rate (λ(t)), the frequency of
overtime (P(G(t) > g)), and the mean number of appointment slots
(E[G(t)]). Where g is the number of appointment slots offered by the
oncologist in period δ. We use the model to compute the maximum
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Figure 5.3 – Non-stationary queueing network model schematic. All
queues have infinite servers. The time spent in service in each queue
represents the time a patient spends in the corresponding state.

λ(t) value possible such that the frequency of overtime is less than ϕ.
Let λ∗(t) denote this maximum. It follows that,

λ∗(t) = min{λ̄(t),max{λ(t)|P(G(t) > g) ≤ ϕ}} (5.8)

where λ̄(t) is the maximum arrival rate possible in period t based on
the prevalence of cancer in the hospital’s catchment area. With (5.8)
we are essentially maximizing the utilization of the new oncologist
while ensuring that the frequency of overtime is less than ϕ . Since
G(t) depends on Ai(t), the demand of patients already in the system
is accounted for.

Since the patient population is large, and patients get ill independently
of each other, it is natural to assume that new patients arrive according
to a Poisson process. Furthermore, since trends and seasonality are
common in many diseases it is also natural to assume a non-stationary
Poisson process. Let J = {1, 2, . . . , c, np, ip} be the set of infinite server
queues in the queueing network and let j be the index of the queue in
the set. Let Hj(t) be the number of patient in queue j at time t and
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let the service time in each queue be, Dj such that,

Dj =

⎧⎨
⎩

Dnp if j = np
Dip if j = ip

Dj
ap if j = 1, 2, . . . , c.

Using the result from [27, 135] for networks of infinite server queues
with non-stationary Poisson arrival processes, it can be readily seen
that the number of patients in queue j at time t (Hj(t)) is distributed
according to,

P(Hj(t) = a) =
e−E[Hj(t)](E[Hj(t)])a

a!
.

Note that Hj(t) is a Poisson distributed random variable with mean,

E[Hj(t)] = E[λ
′+
j (t−Dj,e)]E[Dj ],

where Dj,e is the excess service time with the following cumulative
distribution function,

P(Dj,e ≤ t) =
1

E[Dj ]

∫ t

0

(
1−Dj(u)

)
du,

and Dj(u) is the cumulative distribution function of the service time
distribution. And where λ

′+
j (t) is the aggregate arrival rate function

to queue j and is the minimum nonnegative solution to the following
system of equations,

λ
′+
j (t) = λ(t)πj +

∑
k∈J

E[λ
′+
k (t−Dk)]rk,j,

and πj = 1 when j = np and πj = 0 otherwise. Routing matrix rk,j is
as follows,

rk,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

pk if k = np, j = 1, 2, . . . , c
pk,ip if k = 1, 2, . . . , c, j = ip
p′k if k = ip, j = 1, 2, . . . , c
0 otherwise.
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To determine the number of patients in each state note that,

Hj(t) =

⎧⎨
⎩

N(t) if j = np
I(t) if j = ip
Aj(t) if j = 1, 2, . . . , c.

Expressions for the departure process are also available in [135]. This
queueing model can also be extended so that the treatment a relapsed
patient receives, depends on the treatment(s) they have previously re-
ceived. This is accomplished by replacing queue ip with a multiple
queues. Each of these new queues would be indexed by a set of treat-
ment(s), and patient would be routed to the queue that corresponds
to the set of treatments they have previously received. This results in
a different (and larger) set of queues J (and different routing probabil-
ities) but the underlying model and solution technique remain valid.

Since Ai(t) is Poisson distributed, it follows that Fi(t) is also Pois-
son distributed. Furthermore, since patients arrive according to a
Poisson process, it follows that N(t) is also Poisson distributed. Fi-
nally, since G(t) is the aggregate of independent random variables
N(t), F1(t), F2(t), . . . , Fc(t) which are all Poisson distributed, thenG(t)
is also Poisson distributed.

Let g be the number of appointments slots offered in period δ by a
new oncologist. It follows that the frequency of overtime (i.e. the
probability that demand is greater than g) is computed by,

P(G(t) > g) = 1−
g∑

k=0

eE[G(t)](E[G(t)])k

k!

where,

E[G(t)] = E[N(t)]a+ (E[F1(t)] + E[F2(t)] + . . .+ E[Fc(t)]) b

and E[Fi(t)] = E[Ai(t)]/i. Finally the expected panel size in the non-
stationary setting is,

E[PS(t)] = E[N(t)] + E[A1(t)] + E[A2(t)] + . . . + E[Ac(t)] + E[I(t)].
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5.4 Application

In this section we use numeric examples to illustrate how we compute
the mean new patient arrival rate for an oncologist. The section is
divided into two subsections, the first representing an established on-
cologist (i.e. a stationary setting) and the second representing a new
oncologist (i.e. the non-stationary setting). In the first subsection the
mean arrival rate per month λ is determined for a range of desired
waiting times and appointment offerings. We then vary several model
parameters to illustrate their sensitivity and to investigate the impact
of two policy changes. In the second subsection, we investigate the
process of a new oncologist becoming an established oncologist and
determine the mean arrival rate λ(t) which allows this to happen as
quickly as possible. The planning horizon is for one month and the
discrete steps in the model are also one month (i.e. the rate parameters
of the model are per month), therefore δ = 1.

To allow a comparison of the two queueing models, the analysis of
Subsections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 are done with the data from the same
oncologist. Namely the patient mix parameters (pi, p

′
i, pi,ip) and the

time spent by patients in each state (Dnp, D
i
ap and Dip) are the same

in both subsections. The data comes from an oncology clinic located in
Vancouver, Canada, and which is part of the British Columbia Cancer
Agency (BCCA). Ten years of data extracted from the hospital’s
information management system was used for this analysis.

5.4.1 Stationary setting

We compute the number of appointment slots (E[G]) that the oncol-
ogist must offer for a variety of arrival rates (λ) and waiting times
(E[W ]). This data is displayed in Table 5.1 where cells contain the
E[G] value corresponding to λ (row label) and E[W ] (column label).
It is clear from Table 5.1 that the number of appointments that need
to be offered by the oncologist is very sensitive to the arrival rate of
new patients. It is also apparent that offering a few extra appointment
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λ E[W ] = 0.5 E[W ] = 1 E[W ] = 2 E[W ] = 6

4 144.6 143.1 142.0 140.9
5 179.3 178.3 177.1 176.0
6 214.5 213.1 212.0 210.9
7 249.7 248.4 247.2 265.9
8 284.9 283.3 282.1 280.9
9 320.1 318.4 317.2 315.9

Table 5.1 – Appointment slots per month (E[G]) for a given λ and
E[W ]

slots per month can result is much improved waiting times.

The oncologist from which the data is based, saw on average 8.6 new
patients per month and on average used 294.8 appointment slots per
month (note that the panel size was not readily available). The aver-
age waiting time for patients was estimated to be between 0.5 and 2
months. In comparison, with λ = 8.6 and E[W ] = 1 as model inputs,
the model computes the mean number of appointment slots per month
to be E[G] = 304.6 with utilization ρ = 0.99. It follows that the model
predicts the oncologist will on average use 301.5 = 304.6·0.99 appoint-
ment slots per month. This represents an error of less than 5% when
compared to observed data. This error is reasonable given one expects
a certain degree of error in the observed data. For the remainder of
the analysis in this section, model input parameters E[W ] = 1 and
E[G] = 304.6 are used.

At BCCA there are two operational policies being considered in an
effort to allow an oncologist to see more new patients. The first policy
change (Policy 1) is to have patients meet with nurse practitioners
(instead of the oncologists) for some of the appointments. The second
policy change (Policy 2) is to discharge patients more quickly (i.e.
outsource some of the follow-up care to the patient’s GP). Both of
these policies are investigated with the described model.

We represent Policy 1 in our model by decreasing the frequency of
follow-up appointments. Let q be this new frequency of follow-up
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Policy 2: E[D̂i
ap] = E[Di

ap]− w
Policy 1 w = 0 w = 1 w = 2 w = 3

q = 1/i · 1 8.6 8.9 9.3 9.6
q = 1/i · 2/3 12.9 13.4 13.9 14.5
q = 1/i · 1/2 17.2 17.9 18.6 19.3

Table 5.2 – Mean arrival rates (λ) for new patients corresponding to
changes to Policies 1 and 2

appointments, where q = 1/i · x and where x is the fraction of ap-
pointments handled by the oncologist. For example, when x = 2/3
then the nurse practitioner replaces the oncologist at every third ap-
pointment. We represent Policy 2 in our model by replacing E[Di

ap]

with E[D̂i
ap] where E[D̂i

ap] = E[Di
ap] − w. Where w is the number of

months sooner (on average) that a patient is discharged as compared
to current practice.

To illustrate the impact of these policies, we consider values for pa-
rameters x and w to be w = 0, 1, 2, 3 and x = 1, 2/3, 1/2. In Ta-
ble 5.2 the new patient arrival rates corresponding to these policy
changes are displayed. The top-left cell represents the existing situ-
ation (λ = 8.6, E[W ] = 1 and E[G] = 304.6) where neither policy is
in use (i.e. x = 1, w = 0). In the remaining cells, λ is shown for
the corresponding x and w values, while parameters E[W ] = 1 and
E[G] = 304.6 are kept constant.

As expected, Table 5.2 indicates that both policies will allow the oncol-
ogist to see more new patients. Policy 1, utilizing a nurse practitioner,
results in the biggest gains allowing a significant increase in the arrival
rate. Implementing Policy 2 will also allow an increase in the arrival
rate. although to a lesser extent. Also evident from Table 5.2 is that
when combined, Policies 1 and 2 can allow the arrival rate for new
patients to increase by more than a factor of 2.
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5.4.2 Non-stationary setting

In this subsection we compute the mean arrival rate for two non-
stationary situations and plot the resulting demand for appointment
slots and the resulting panel size. The first situation is when there is
an unlimited number of new patients. This could represent, for exam-
ple, the case where there is significant backlog at a clinic when the new
oncologist starts. The second situation we consider is where there is
limited number of new patients. By comparing the two situations we
show the impact of a limited supply of patients. Finally to illustrate
the relationship between the stationary and non-stationary, results
from the stationary problem instance (λ = 8.6 and E[PS] = 2016) are
included in the relevant figures of this section.

Unlimited number of new patients: From (5.8) we can compute the
maximum arrival rate for new patients that does not cause overtime
frequency to be greater than ϕ. Applying (5.8) with ϕ = 0.2 and g =
304.6 leads the numeric results displayed in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
Figure 5.4 plots the mean arrival rates for patients, Figure 5.5, the
expected panel sizes and Figure 5.6, the total appointment slots and
also the proportion of new and follow-up appointment slots.

From Figure 5.4 it is clear that a significant number of new patients can
be accommodated by the new oncologist in the first months. However,
that amount decreases rapidly during the first four years, after which,
the oncologist can accommodate only a small amount more than in
the stationary setting.

Figure 5.5 illustrates that the stationary panel size can be reach in
approximately 144 months. This corresponds to the point in time
when λ(t) ≈ 8.6. Assuming the oncologist never accepts fewer than
8.6 new patients per month (λ from the stationary analysis), month
144 is the point in time when a backlog of patient begins to grow
and when the stationary model becomes a better representation of the
system.

From Figure 5.6 we see that the oncologist is always fully utilized.
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Figure 5.4 – Capacity to accept new patients (Unlimited number of
new patients)

Fully utilized means that E[G(t)] = 291 for all months, since when
E[G(t)] > 291 the frequency of overtime would exceed ϕ. This fig-
ure also clearly illustrates that in the first year the majority of the
oncologist’s time will be spent seeing new patients.
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These figures illustrate the value of both models for capacity planning.
In particular, Figure 5.4 states the capacity of the oncologist to see
new patients. Note however that this assumes an unlimited number
of new patients and as such it is the maximum capacity that can be
expected of a new oncologist.

Limited number of new patients: Incorporating a limited number of
new patients can be accommodated by specifying a λ̄(t) value, see
(5.8). To illustrate the impact, we set λ̄(t) = 50.

From Figure 5.7 it is clear that during the first 2 years the oncolo-
gist will have capacity to see all 50 of the newly arriving patients.
Afterward, that amount drops quickly, although it takes a significant
amount of time until λ(t) = λ = 8.6. This is also clearly seen in Fig-
ure 5.8 where the slow panel size growth is observed. However, within
two years the oncologist reaches maximum utilization as illustrated in
Figure 5.9.

It follows, that even with a limited supply of new patients a new on-
cologist can be fully utilized quickly. Although, it take significantly
longer for the oncologist to reach his/her stationary panel size. This
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Figure 5.7 – Capacity to accept new patients (Limited number of
new patients)

shows that it is advantageous for a new oncologist to see as many new
patients as possible, as early as possible and thus the stationary panel
size will be reached most quickly. Strategies to accomplish this may
include 1) a transfer of patients (to the new oncologist) from estab-
lished oncologists and/or 2) a period where all of the health centre’s
new patients go to the new oncologist and/or 3) a temporary increase
in appointment slots during the early months of the new oncologist’s
clinic. Determining good strategies for incorporating the new oncolo-
gist into the health centre in a seamless manner, depends on the setting
but is a natural extension of this research and a topic for further study.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have formally defined how to extend existing panel
size models to situations where the panel size in a random variable
and where there are multiple patient and appointment types. In mak-
ing these extensions, additional information was needed, namely the
distribution of the panel size random variable. This distribution is spe-
cific to the application but as illustrated, it can be determined using
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queueing theory. For the oncology application we used two queueing
network models representing a stationary and non-stationary system.
The concept was illustrated to support capacity planning decisions
at the BCCA. In addition to capacity planning, the models can be
used in real-time to help an oncologist determine the number of new
patients that should be seen.

Some further research could focus on other strategies to better utilize
a new oncologist. For example, a different patient mix in the early
years may lead to a populated clinic more quickly. Additionally it
may be that oncologists change how they practice as they become
more experienced. Including these changes when modelling may lead
to further improvements.

Besides oncology, the methods described in this chapter can be used in
other settings, particularly those treating chronic diseases. Depending
on the setting and the performance metrics of interest, different queue-
ing models (or simulation models) may be necessary to determine the
panel size random variable. When the queueing model is tailored to
the specific setting, the approached of this chapter can be used to sup-
port capacity planning, to determine operational confines of a clinic
and to improve the startup period for a new physician.
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5.6 Appendix

The technique used to aggregate the parameters in the multi-class
opening queueing network is described in this appendix. We only
include formulations specific for the model of Subsection 5.3.1. See [17]
for more details on the method.

Let J = {np, ap, ip} be the set of queues in the network and let j ∈ J .
We start by computing the first and second moment of the aggre-
gate service time (D+

ap) for patients in the active patient queue. This
amounts to a weighted average of the service time of each patient type
and is computed as follows,

E[D+
ap] =

1∑c
i=1 λ

i
ap

c∑
i=1

λi
apE[D

i
ap]

V AR[(D+
ap)] =

1∑c
i=1 λ

i
ap

c∑
i=1

λi
apV AR[(Di

ap)]

where V AR[x] is the variance of random variable x and λi
j is the
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arrival rate of patient type i to queue j defined as λi
np = λpi, λi

ap =
λi
np + λi

ipr
i
ip,ap and λi

ip = λi
apr

i
ap,ip.

From these aggregate values the squared coefficient of variance for the
service time in the active patient queue (SCVap,s, note that subscript
ap indicates the active patient queue and subscript s indicates service)
can be obtained as follows,

SCVap,s =
1

λ+
ap(E[D

+
ap])2

×

c∑
i=1

⎛
⎜⎝λi

apE[D
i
ap]

2

⎛
⎜⎝
⎛
⎝
√

V AR[Di
ap]

(E[Di
ap])

⎞
⎠

2

+ 1

⎞
⎟⎠− 1

⎞
⎟⎠ . (5.9)

The aggregate mean arrival rate and the aggregate routing probabili-
ties are respectively, λ+

j =
∑c

i=1 λ
i
j and r+k,j = 1/λ+

k

∑c
i=1 λ

i
kr

i
k,j, k ∈

J . Since all new patients go to queue np, the external (new) patient
arrival rate λ+

0 = λ and r+0,j = 1, when j = np and 0 otherwise.

At this point the c patient classes are aggregated into a single class
and we now consider the network to be a single class open queueing
network with the aggregate parameters described above. To analyze
the single class open queueing network we next determine the SCV for
the arrival processes to each queue (SCVj,a) as follows,

SCVnp,a = αnp

SCVap,a = αap + SCVnp,aβnp,ap + SCVip,aβip,ap (5.10)

SCVip,a = αip + SCVap,aβap,ip
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where αj and βi,j are constants depending on the input data,

αj = 1 + wj

⎛
⎝πj

(√
V AR[N ]

λ

)2

− 1

⎞
⎠ +

wj

(∑
k∈J

λ+
k r

+
k,j

λ+
j

(
(1− r+k,j) + r+k,jρ

2
kxk

))

βk,j = wjr
+
k,j

λ+
k r

+
k,j

λ+
j

(1− ρ2k), k ∈ J

and πnp = 1, πap = πip = 0 and

wj =
(
(1 + 4(1− ρj)

2(vj − 1)
)−1

,

vj =

⎛
⎝ ∑

k∈J∪{0}

(
λ+
k r

+
k,j

λ+
j

)2
⎞
⎠

−1

, ρj =
λ+
j E[D

+
j ]

mj

and

xj = 1 +m−0.5
j (max[SCVj,s, 0.2] − 1).

Since mnp and mip are large, then xnp = xip ≈ 1 and ρnp = ρip ≈ 0

Using the SCV for the arrival process (5.10) and the SCV for the
service time (5.9), the expected waiting time in the active patient
queue is approximated as follows (see [169]),

E[W ] ≈ SCVap,a + SCVap,s

2

ρ

(√
2(map+1)−1

)

ap

map(1− ρap)
E[D+

ap].
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6.1 Introduction

No other single hospital department influences the workload of other
departments more than the Department of Surgery, and in particular,
the activities in the operating room (OR) [127]. This influence depends
directly on what types of patients receive surgery and when. Generally
speaking, more invasive surgeries require more care during a patient’s
recovery. Giving consideration to the downstream effect of the OR is
essential for balancing the workload of the hospital. The planning and
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scheduling of OR time is discussed by many authors [14,20,22,35,96,
197] and is often described as a multiple stage process.

The multiple stage process used by many hospitals starts with the long
term allocation of OR time to surgical specialties, e.g. the number of
surgery hours per year. This allocation, referred to as Stage 1, is a
strategic decision that reflects patient demand patterns and the prior-
ities defined by hospital management. From this strategic decision a
master surgical schedule (MSS) is developed for a shorter time horizon
which divides OR time (aggregated into blocks) amongst the special-
ties; known as Stage 2. The specific assignment of patients to OR
blocks within the MSS is commonly referred to as Stage 3. A fourth
stage “addresses the monitoring and control of the OR activities” [157]
on the day of surgery. In this chapter we focus on the development of
a MSS in Stage 2.

The MSS is often specialty specific [14] meaning OR time is dedicated
to a surgical specialty. In these MSSs, the decision of which patients
(and consequently which surgeries) to schedule within each OR block,
is determined by the surgical specialty through consultation with the
OR manager. Other MSSs are more specific with OR blocks being
allotted to specific surgical procedures [97, 158]. Instead of using the
term MSS, other authors refer to the distribution of OR time amongst
surgical specialties as a surgical block schedule [172] and a timetable
of operations [92].

The development of a MSS is often a complex balancing act. Since
the OR is one of the hospital’s most expensive resources, hospitals
wish to maximize its performance through high resource utilization,
minimal overtime, minimal cancellations and the elimination of con-
flicting equipment needs between rooms. Many authors describe meth-
ods for developing the MSS that take into account various resources
within the OR such as staff, equipment and instrument trays. For
a review see [35]. Furthermore, the OR is often described as the
engine that drives the hospital [127], implying many other depart-
ments are impacted by the MSS. The effect of the MSS on ward
occupancy [1, 14–16, 78, 79, 92, 97, 100, 158, 187–189], critical care re-
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sources [15,78,82,97,142,158] and waiting lists [172,189] has notably
been studied. Three of the mentioned papers represent the relation-
ship with deterministic models, while the remaining consider at least
one variable as stochastic. The stochastic models are either simulation
models, mathematical programming models or queueing theory mod-
els. In the following paragraph we relate the model presented in this
chapter to these techniques, thereby highlighting the contribution of
our approach to MSS development.

Simulation models [82, 92], which are well equipped to capture the
broad scope of complex systems, typically require a great deal of time
to develop. As such, when analytical approaches can be used as an al-
ternative, they have distinct advantages in terms of development time.
Mathematical programming models [1, 172] on the other hand are ca-
pable of optimizing for certain objectives but require a more limited
scope in order to be solvable. Queueing theory models [78,79,100,188]
are particularly adept at coping with system variability, however typi-
cally also employ a more limited scope than simulation. As such, many
of the factors that may be included in simulation models are ignored
in mathematical programming and queueing theory models.

The analytical model presented in this chapter, which most closely
resembles a queueing model, has advantages in terms of development
time. Furthermore, to broaden the scope of mathematical program-
ming models, our model can be used to quickly evaluate proposed MSS
solutions for a number of additional factors. Such evaluations can be
automated and a feedback loop can be created allowing the original
mathematical programming model to account for additional factors.

Using our model, downstream workload distributions can be computed
as a function of the MSS for all departments that provide care for re-
covering surgical patients. Specifically the model computes the ward
occupancy distributions, the patient admission / discharge distribu-
tions and the distributions for the ongoing interventions / treatments
required by recovering patients. Furthermore, the cumulative influ-
ence of multiple MSS cycles are considered. Since the MSS is identical
from cycle to cycle, the overlapping of patients from one cycle to the
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next can be anticipated. A single MSS design is expected to remain
in place for a long period of time leading to “steady-state” workload
distributions for each day of the MSS cycle. From a tactical point
of view, this allows managers to evaluate the workload for a given
MSS. Alternatively, the same model can support decisions at an oper-
ational level. Instead of computing the expected patients in recovery,
the actual patients in recovery can be used as input. By agreggating
this with the expected new arrivals from the OR, real-time workload
projections can be used to identify upcoming staffing needs.

Such a model is valuable for department managers who want a means
to relate their department’s workload to the activities of the Depart-
ment of Surgery. The motivation for this model comes from a real
case at NCI. NCI planned to open an additional OR and wanted to
know the impact of this decision on the hospital as a whole, not only
on the Department of Surgery. The model presented in this chapter
was applied at NCI to support the development of their new MSS.

The chapter is organized as follows. Initially we describe the model
and how to derive workload metrics. The next section describes the
application of the model and the results at NCI. Section 6.4 discusses
the use of the model as part of a decision support tool. The final
section offers concluding remarks.

6.2 Model description

This section describes a model to determine the workload placed on
hospital departments by recovering surgical patients. In the same
way a MSS describes resource demands within the OR, we show how
the resources of other departments can be seen as a function of the
MSS. The method relies only on data which are easily extractable
from typical patient management systems.

The model is most easily described from a queueing theory perspective.
The basic component of the model is a single OR block and its expected
impact on the arrival rate to the hospital wards. The number of cases
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scheduled in such a block varies per specialty and is modelled as a
specialty specific random variable. This variable also represents the
number of patients arriving to the ward (batch size). At the ward,
each patient directly occupies a bed for a certain period of time. In
the queueing model, the ward is seen as an infinite server system in
which the patients occupy a server (ward bed) without delay. The
time spent occupying a bed (length of stay (LOS)) is the service time,
which is modelled as a random variable. Again, this random variable
is specific to the surgical specialty. Since patients occupying a server
do not interfere with each other during their recovery, the aggregate
number of patients for all OR blocks can be computed by adding the
individual effects of all OR blocks. Finally, since the MSS is cyclical,
the cumulative number of patients from recurring MSS cycles can be
computed.

The main output of the model is the distribution for the number of
patients anticipated in the system on each day of the MSS. The
model used for these calculations is explained in the following sub-
section. The three subsequent subsections explain how the model can
be modified to obtain the distributions for 1) ward occupancies, 2)
admissions/discharges and 3) the number of patients in a specific day
of their recovery. The time scale in the model is days; therefore all
metrics are considered on a daily basis.

6.2.1 Model inputs

A MSS represents a repetitive pattern over a certain number of days
(say Q). For each day q ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} in the MSS each of the I avail-
able ORs can be assigned to one of the available surgical specialties.
More precisely, the MSS is described by the assignment of a surgical
specialty j to each OR block bi,q where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., I}. Using this no-
tation, an empty MSS (i.e. before specialties have been assigned to OR
blocks) is shown in Figure 6.1 where each cell represents an OR block.
It is possible for multiple blocks to be assigned to a single specialty on
the same day.
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Figure 6.1 – Empty MSS illustrating chapter notation

The way specialty j fills in an OR block is described by two parame-
ters, cj and djn. Parameter cj is a discrete distribution for the number
of surgeries carried out in one block, i.e. P(cj = k) is the probability
of k surgeries, k ∈ {0, 1, ..., Cj}, where Cj is the maximum number
of surgeries of specialty j that can be completed in one block. Spe-
cialties independently decide which patients to schedule during each
block, meaning that the number of surgeries completed in one block
does not influence the number of surgeries completed in another. The
second parameter djn is the probability that a patient, who is still in
the ward on day n, is to be discharged that day (n ∈ {0, 1, ..., Lj},
where Lj is the maximum LOS for specialty j, a finite LOS is used for
numerical purposes). Note that dj0 is the probability that the patient
is discharged on the same day as surgery (i.e. an outpatient surgery
or day-case surgery) and dj

Lj = 1. The parameter djn is computed by
dividing the probability that a patient’s total stay is exactly n days by
the probability that the patient was not yet discharged before day n.
Let P j(n) be the probability that the LOS of a patient from specialty
j is exactly n days long, then formally djn is computed as follows,

djn =
P j(n)

Lj∑
k=n

P j(k)

. (6.1)
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6.2.2 Recovering patients in the hospital

Using cj and djn as model inputs, for a given MSS the probability
distribution for the number of recovering patients on each day q is
computed with three steps. Step 1 computes the distribution of recov-
ering patients from a single OR block of a specialty j, i.e. we essentially
precalculate the distribution of recovering patients expected from an
OR block of a specialty. In Step 2, we consider a given MSS and use
the result from Step 1 to compute the distribution of recovering pa-
tients given a single cycle of the MSS. Finally in Step 3 we incorporate
recurring MSSs and compute the probability distribution of recovering
patients on each day of the MSS.

Step 1: Distribution of recovering patients from specialty j following
from a single OR block: In Step 1 we ignore the MSS and consider
a single specialty j operating in a single OR block. The patient flow
process is as follows. During the OR block patients receive surgery.
The number of patients who undergo surgery in one OR block is given
by the random variable cj . After surgery each patient still on the
ward on day n has the probability djn of being discharged that day. In
the following we compute the probability P(hjn = x) that n days after
carrying out a block of specialty j, x patients of the block are still in
recovery. Note that n ∈ {0, 1, ..., Lj} and x ∈ {0, 1, ..., Cj} and that,
for example, P(hj3 = 5) = 0.25 means that 3 days after surgery there
is a 25% chance that 5 patients are still recovering in the hospital.

Day n = 0 is defined as the day of surgery and it is assumed that
patients occupy a bed all day on the day of surgery even though they
may physically be in the OR. This is consistent with practice where
patients have a recovery bed reserved for them before surgery. As such
the number of patients in recovery from specialty j on day n = 0 is by
definition the number of surgeries performed that day by specialty j.
It follows that the distribution for the number of recovering patients
on day n = 0 is hj0 = cj .

Note that on day n, each patient still in the hospital has a probability
djn of being discharged that day and (1 − djn) of staying. If there are
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k patients in recovery on day n, then the probability of s patients in
recovery (where s ≤ k) on day n + 1 is computed using the binomial
distribution,

(
k
s

)
(djn)k−s(1 − djn)s. Since we know the probability dis-

tribution for the number of patients at the end of day n = 0 we can
iteratively use this formula to compute the probability of k patients
at the end of all days n > 0. Summarizing, the distribution for the
number of recovering patients on day n is recursively computed by,

P(hjn = x) = (6.2)⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P(cj = x) when n = 0
Cj∑
k=x

(
k

x

)
(djn−1)

k−x(1− djn−1)
xP(hjn−1 = k) otherwise.

Step 2: Aggregate distribution of recovering patients following from a
single MSS cycle: In this step we consider the previously computed
probability distribution hjn and a given MSS as input. Although the
MSS is cyclical and repeats after Q days, in this subsection we consider
only a single MSS cycle in isolation. The MSS defines when each
specialty is assigned an OR block and thus the days on which patients
of specialty j arrive to the ward. Based on these, we compute the total
number of patients in recovery by means of discrete convolutions.

To calculate the overall distribution of recovering patients, we first
identify for each block bi,q the impact that this block has on the number
of recovering patients in the hospital on days (q, q+1, ...). If z denotes
the specialty assigned to block bi,q which follows from the MSS, then

the distribution h̄i,qm for the number of recovering patients of block bi,q
on day m (m ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q,Q + 1, Q+ 2, ...}) is given by,

h̄i,qm =

{
hzm−q if q ≤ m < Lz + q,

0 otherwise
(6.3)

where 0 means P(h̄i,qm > 0) = 0. Note that specialties index j is no
longer needed as specialties are accounted for by their designated OR
block(s).
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Let Hm be a discrete distribution for the total number of recovering
patients on day m resulting from a single MSS cycle. Since recovering
patients do not interfere with each other we can simply iteratively add
the distributions of all the blocks impacting day m to get Hm. Adding
two independent discrete distributions is done by discrete convolutions
which we indicate by ∗. Let A and B be two independent discrete
distributions. Then C = A ∗B, is computed by,

P(C = x) =
τ∑

k=0

P(A = k)P(B = x− k)

where τ is equal to the largest x value with a positive probability that
can result from A ∗B. Using this notation, Hm is computed by,

Hm = h̄1,1m ∗ h̄1,2m ∗ ... ∗ h̄1,Qm ∗ h̄2,1m ∗ ... ∗ h̄I,Qm . (6.4)

Step 3: Steady-state distribution of recovering patients: In Step 3 we
consider a series of MSSs to compute the steady-state probability dis-
tribution of recovering patients. The cyclic structure of the MSS im-
plies that patients receiving surgery during one cycle may overlap with
patients from the next cycle. In the case of a small Q for example,
patients from many different cycles can overlap.

In Step 2 we have computed Hm for a single cycle of the MSS in
isolation. Let M be the last day where there is still a positive proba-
bility that a recovering patient is present as computed by Hm. Thus
M = maxj{Lj+xj} (where xj is the latest day q of a block assigned to
specialty j) indicates the range of the MSS. To calculate the overall
distribution of recovering patients when the MSS is repeatedly ex-
ecuted we must take into account �M/Q� consecutive cycles of the
MSS (see Figure 6.2 ). Let HSS

q denote the probability distribution of
recovering patients on day q of the MSS cycle, resulting from �M/Q�
consecutive MSS cycles. Since the MSS does not change from cycle to
cycle, HSS

q is the same for all MSS cycles. Using discrete convolutions,

HSS
q is computed by,

HSS
q = Hq ∗Hq+Q ∗Hq+2Q ∗ ... ∗Hq+�M/Q�Q. (6.5)
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q = 1, 2, ... Q,Q + 1, ... M

q = 1, 2, ... Q,Q + 1, ... M

q = 1, 2, ... Q,Q + 1, ... M

q = 1, 2, ... Q,Q + 1, ... M

Overlapping MSS Ranges

Figure 6.2 – Consecutive MSS cycles illustrating overlapping recov-
ering patients

The relationship between the distribution HSS
q and the work load as-

sociated with recovering patients is discussed in detail in the following
three subsections.

6.2.3 Ward occupancy

Perhaps the most common measure of inpatient workload is ward oc-
cupancy. Ward occupancy, the distribution of the number of inpatients
on a ward, follows easily from the basic model where we compute the
distribution of all recovering patients. In practice patients tend to be
segregated into different wards depending on the type of surgery they
receive. To incorporate this segregation into the model and to conse-
quently have recovering patient distributions for each ward, a minor
modification needs to be made to the model. Let Wk be the set of
specialties j whose patients are admitted to Ward k. Then in Step 2
we only have to consider those OR blocks assigned to a specialty in
Wk.

6.2.4 Admission rate / discharge rate

Bed occupancy alone does not fully account for the workload associ-
ated with caring for recovering patients. During patient admissions
and discharges the nursing workload can increase. As such in this sub-
section we explain how to derive the probability distribution for daily
admissions and discharges.
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The admission rate is the rate of arriving patients which we previously
defined as the number of surgeries completed on day n = 0. For this
metric we are only interested in a patient on the day of admission and
wish to ignore them afterward. To modify the model to reflect this
new purpose replace (6.2) with,

hjn =

{
cj when n = 0
0 otherwise.

(6.6)

With this modification, the resulting Hm represents the distribution
for daily admission for each day q of the MSS. To have ward specific
results we again can restrict this to blocks belonging to specialties of
the specific ward.

The discharge rate is the rate at which patients leave the ward and
can be computed by adding an additional calculation in Step 1. The
number of patients in recovery on day n is distributed according to
hjn, see (6.2). On day n each patient has the probability djn of being
discharged and the probability (1−djn) of staying. Let D

j
n be a discrete

distribution for the number of discharges from specialty j on day n.
Given hjn and djn, D

j
n can be computed with a binomial distribution

as follows,

P(Dj
n = x) =

Cj∑
k=x

(
k

x

)
(djn)

x(1− djn)
k−xP(hjn = k). (6.7)

Finally, after computing Dj
n, one can set hjn = Dj

n and continue with
Step 2. By doing so, the resulting HSS

q represents the distribution for
daily discharges for each day q of the MSS. As with admissions, ward
specific results can also be obtained.

6.2.5 Patients in day n of their recovery

The final workload metric we consider is the distribution of patients
in day n of their recovery. This is relevant for predicting workload
for the many hospital departments who treat recovering patients. For
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example, a patient recovering from hip surgery may need to see a phys-
iotherapist every other day during their recovery. This metric states
the frequency of such visits. The analogy holds true for all types of
services that take place on specific intervals during a patient’s recovery
(e.g. chemotherapy, diagnostics, social work, discharge planning). In
particular, this metric can help dimension capacity for clinical path-
ways patients whose recovery is intended to follow a strict regime.

The metric requires substantial modifications to the original model,
since we now must carry an index (n) for the ‘day of recovery’ through-
out the three steps. Let h̄i,qm,n be a discrete distribution for the number
of recovering patients from block bi,q on day m in day n of their re-

covery. To compute h̄i,qm,n replace (6.3) with the following,

h̄i,qm,n =

{
0 if m− q �= n
hzm−q otherwise,

(6.8)

and we replace (6.4) with the following,

Hm,n = h̄1,1m,n ∗ h̄1,2m,n ∗ ... ∗ h̄1,Qm,n ∗ h̄2,1m,n ∗ ... ∗ h̄I,Qm,n (6.9)

where Hm,n now denotes the number of patients from a single MSS on
day m in day n of their recovery.

This alteration to the model eliminates the need for convolutions in
Step 3. Since patients are indexed by their recovery day, patients from
one MSS cycle are not aggregated with patients from the next. As such
we need to replace (6.5) with,

HSS
q,n = Hq+Q�n/(Q+1)	,n. (6.10)

To help to interpret this metric, consider the following fictitious ex-
ample for patients who require chemotherapy treatment on day 3 of
their recovery. The Chemotherapy Department would like to know
how frequently they need to provide this service. Example results for
HSS

q,n are illustrated in Table 6.1.
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Example results Interpretation

P(HSS
1,3 = 2) = 0.3 n = 3, q = 1 30% probability that exactly 2

treatments are required on the first
day of the MSS cycle

P(HSS
1,3 = 3) = 0.5 n = 3, q = 1 50% probability that exactly 3

treatments are required on the first
day of the MSS cycle

P(HSS
1,3 = 4) = 0.2 n = 3, q = 1 20% probability that exactly 4

treatments are required on the first
day of the MSS cycle

P(HSS
2,3 = 2) = 0.4 n = 3, q = 2 40% probability that exactly 2

treatments are required on the
second day of the MSS cycle

P(HSS
2,3 = 3) = 0.4 n = 3, q = 2 40% probability that exactly 3

treatments are required on the
second day of the MSS cycle

P(HSS
2,3 = 4) = 0.2 n = 3, q = 2 20% probability that exactly 4

treatments are required on the
second day of the MSS cycle

Table 6.1 – Example results for the frequency of inpatient chemother-
apy treatments

6.2.6 Assumptions

Inherent to the model are a number of assumptions which are discussed
in this subsection. One assumption resulting from the use of the infi-
nite server system, is that there is always a bed available for a patient
after surgery. This implies that surgeries are never cancelled due to
bed shortages. In practice this means that there is not a physical bed
restriction and that additional staff can be called in when demand is
higher than expected. The frequency of this occurring follows from the
model. For example if a hospital staffs 50 beds, then the probability
of an additional staffed bed being needed on day q is P(HSS

q = 51).

In the current formulation the model ignores seasonality. Of course at
certain times of the year surgical blocks are cancelled to accommodate
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vacations and slowdowns, representing a change in supply. In this case
a modified MSS is temporarily used breaking down the assumption
that the same MSS repeats every Q days. However, given that the
modifications to the MSS are typically cancellations of certain OR
blocks, then the original result can act as an upper bound.

Finally only elective surgeries are considered. To incorporate non-
elective surgeries, it is possible to convolute a historic bed occupancy
distribution for non-elective patients. Alternatively, it is possible to
incorporate a virtual OR block into the model that represents emer-
gency admissions.

The model output reflects the variability in both cj and dj . Higher
variability in these parameters leads to higher variability in the re-
sults. As such the planning and scheduling becomes more difficult.
In the NCI case study that follows, for most OR blocks the choice of
which procedure to be carried out within the OR block was left to the
specialty. In hospitals where OR blocks have fixed procedure assign-
ments [97, 158], one expects less variability in cj and dj and thus less
variability in the model output.

The inherent assumption of using the binomial distribution in this
model is that all patients (experiments) have equal probability of each
outcome and that the outcome is independent of other patients, i.e.
it is assumed that the patients are independent and identically dis-
tributed (IID). The independence assumption is natural as it implies
that the amount of time one patient is in the hospital does not influence
the amount of time another patient is in the hospital. The identically
distributed requirement means that we must compute the number of
beds needed tomorrow (and the number of case completed in one OR
block), for all identically distributed cohorts of patients separately. In
other words, the parameters of the binomial distribution must reflect
all of the patients in a given cohort (For a discussion on defining statis-
tically equivalent patient cohorts, see [89]). In our model we aggregate
patient such that each surgical specialty is a patient cohort. It follows
then, that patients within each surgical specialty should be identically
distributed.
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If a heterogeneous population is grouped together, this causes the ward
census distribution to have longer tails (although the mean remains the
same) and will overestimate the bed requirements when staffing for a
certain percentile of demand. On the other hand however, less aggre-
gation (such as dividing a specialty by short and long stay patients)
decreases the sample size from which to derive the parameters which in
turn reduces the statistical confidence of the estimated parameters. In
our case study that follows, we aggregate the data by specialty which
allows for enough data to have a sufficient sample size and results in
relatively homogeneous patient cohorts.

In cases where patients of a surgical specialty are not identically dis-
tributed and cannot be aggregated into a single cohort the model can
still be used. First the heterogeneous specialty has to be divided into
multiple homogeneous cohorts and then these cohorts can be treated
as if they were assigned their own OR block. Using this, the binomial
distribution is applied as described above to determine the bed re-
quirements of each cohort. Again using the independence assumptions,
these cohorts can be added (with discrete convolutions) to determine
the total bed requirements for the complete surgical specialty.

6.3 Application

As with many Dutch hospitals, NCI is eager to improve access, and
so has expanded its surgical capacity by one OR. The Department
of Surgery was empowered to develop a new MSS encompassing the
additional OR which fit within the capacity constraints of their depart-
ment. The downstream wards, were asked to increase their staffing to
accommodate the influx of extra patients. However, the extent to
which they had to increase staff, and when they had to increase (in
terms of which weekdays), was not known. In this section, we de-
scribe how the model was used to project the ward occupancy and to
determine a new MSS for the hospital.

This section is divided into two subsections. The first subsection dis-
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Figure 6.3 – 90th percentile of demand projected by the model for
each day of the MSS cycle (Original MSS proposal)

cusses the ward occupancy projected by the model during the MSS
development process. We show ward occupancy projections from the
original MSS proposal and from the MSS proposal that staff chose to
implement (which we refer to as the implemented MSS). In the second
subsection we compare the ward occupancy projected by the model for
the implemented MSS with the ward occupancy observed after it was
implemented.

6.3.1 Projected results

NCI has two wards for treating surgical patients, Ward A and Ward B,
with a combined physical capacity of 100 beds. Management strives
to staff enough beds such that for 90% of the days there is sufficient
coverage. In other words, they staff for the 90th percentile of demand;
their accepted risk for needing to call in additional staff is thus 10%.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the 90th percentile demand for staffed beds on
each of the wards, resulting from the original MSS proposal. As is clear
from the figure, the staffing requirements are relatively balanced across
the weekdays (Monday to Friday) for Ward B. This is not the case for
Ward A. On Ward A the occupancy is relatively low on Monday and
Tuesday, and relatively high on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

This projected demand for staffed beds concerned the ward manager,
as such an unbalanced demand profile makes staff scheduling, and ward
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operations, difficult. Early in the week, beds would be underutilized
whereas later in the week, beds would become highly utilized leading to
significant problems, particularly as the wards approach peak capacity.
For example, when inpatient wards reach their peak capacity and a
patient admission is pending, staff often scramble to try and make a
bed available. If one cannot be made available, additional staff are
called in (or in rare cases when additional staff cannot be found, the
elective surgery is cancelled), which causes extra work for OR planners,
wasted time for surgeons and anxiety for patients. When a bed is made
available, it often means a patient was transferred from one ward to
another (often to a ward capable of caring for the patient but not
the designated one) or discharged. Either way, extra work is required
by ward staff and there is a disruption in patient care. Although
completely eliminating such problems is likely not possible without an
exorbitant amount of resources (due to the variance), sound planning
ahead of time may help to minimize occurrences.

After discussing the model output, all participating staff agreed that
the original MSS, although appropriate for the OR, was not ideal for
the wards. The discussion then moved to how to correct the imbal-
ance across the weekdays by changing the assignment of OR blocks to
specialties. Modifications to the original MSS were made by consider-
ing what changes were possible within the restrictions of the OR (e.g.
physician schedules and equipment availability).

Eventually, after considering several MSS proposals, the process led
to a MSS (the implemented MSS) which was acceptable to all staff
members. The implemented MSS fit within the restrictions of the OR
and, as illustrated in Figure 6.4, resulted in a more balanced ward
occupancy. Comparing the implemented MSS with the original MSS,
the implemented MSS dampened the fluctuation on Ward A by low-
ering occupancy on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and increasing it
on Monday and Tuesday. With the implemented MSS the model pre-
dicted that no days would require more than 47 staffed beds, which
reduced the maximum from 49 (predicted for the original MSS). Fur-
thermore, the implemented MSS ensured the staffing requirements re-
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Figure 6.4 – 90th percentile of demand projected by the model for
each day of the MSS cycle (Implemented MSS)

mained relatively balanced across the working days for both wards.

6.3.2 Observed results

The ward occupancy was observed over a 33 week period after the new
OR was fully operational. From these data, probability distributions
of beds used for each day of the MSS cycle were derived. Using Chi-
square goodness-of-fit tests [139], these observed distributions were
compared to those projected by the model. For Ward B, six of the
seven distributions (one for each day of the MSS cycle) were found to
be statistically equivalent at a level α = 0.05, while the seventh day
was statistically equivalent at a level α = 0.2. For Ward A, the tests
revealed statistical equivalence at levels α = 0.15 (for three days),
0.25 (for two days) and 0.35 (for two days). At these alpha levels we
conclude that the observed ward occupancy is well predicted by the
model. Explanations for the poorer fit of Ward A data is discussed in
the following paragraphs where the 90th percentiles (desired staffing
level) are compared for the observed and projected results.

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 compare the projected ward occupancy with
the observed ward occupancy during the 33 week period. Figure 6.5
displays results for Ward A and Figure 6.6 for Ward B.

As is observable in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 the data indicates that
both wards have balanced ward occupancies across the week days.
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Figure 6.5 – Comparison of projected and observed ward occupancies
(90th percentile) on Ward A
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Figure 6.6 – Comparison of projected and observed ward occupancies
(90th percentile) on Ward B

However, it is also observable that our model overestimated the num-
ber of beds required in Ward A by approximately 16%. The overesti-
mate is due to an unexpected increase in short stay patients during the
period of measurement. Had this change in patient mix been expected
at the time the projections were made (and model input altered to
reflect it), such an overestimate would likely not have been observed,
and we would expect to have similarly accurate results as those for
Ward B. This highlights how process variables may change over time
and the importance of estimating this and reflecting it in the model
input.

As a final note on the model results, consider if hospital management
decided to staff only for the average number of beds projected to be
needed for 6 ORs. In this case, 32 beds would be assigned to Ward A
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and 29 beds to Ward B. This would have led to a bed shortage on 51%
of the days. This illustrates the importance of considering probability
distributions in hospital planning.

6.4 Commercial software

In this subsection we discuss a commercial software application which
has been developed based on the model described in this chapter. Al-
though the software development is not a contribution of this thesis,
the software does show that the research is not only of theoretical
value, but also of practical value. Furthermore, this software is mar-
keted beyond specialty cancer hospitals demonstrating that the ap-
proach is valid in other hospital settings.

To support future redesign of the MSS, the model described in this
paper is being incorporated into WebFOCUS, which is NCI’s business
intelligence software. In WebFOCUS, the application related to our
model is called “Surgical Analytics.” The retailer and developer of
WebFOCUS (Information Builders) intends to make Surgical Analyt-
ics commercially available to all of its WebFOCUS users.

Following the model described in this paper, the primary role of Surgi-
cal Analytics is to provide ward occupancy projections for given MSS
proposals. All data needed for the model is automatically extracted
from the hospital information management systems. In addition to
ward occupancy projections, Surgical Analytics provides additional
information to hospital managers. This additional information and
additional functionality of Surgical Analytics is discussed in the re-
mainder of this section.

The Surgical Analytics package provides additional ways to evaluate
MSS proposals, including:

• The required number of nurses: Hospitals typically staff wards ac-
cording to a nurse-to-patient ratio. For example, on a medium care
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ward a single nurse can care for three patients, thus if there are 12
patients on the ward then four nurses are needed. Using the ward
occupancy projected by our model, the required number of nurses
for a MSS proposal can be approximated using nurse-to-patient ra-
tios.

• Resource conflicts: Some surgical procedures require specialized and
expensive equipment of which there is a limited supply. This means
that problems can occur when two specialties that typically use the
same equipment are scheduled at the same time. As a result, certain
MSS proposals are infeasible. The Surgical Analytics package allows
resource conflicts to be indicated such that infeasible MSS proposals
can be easily identified.

• Scheduling conflicts: Surgeons typically have commitments in areas
of the hospital other than the OR. As a result, scheduling surgeons
at certain times is not possible and thus certain MSS proposals are
infeasible. The Surgical Analytics package allows physician sched-
ules to be indicated such that infeasible MSS proposals can be easily
identified.

Finding the best MSS (in terms of, for example, ward occupancy)
within these scheduling and resource constraints is a prime area for
further research. The advantages and disadvantages of using a search
heuristic is discussed briefly in the Discussion section.

The Surgical Analytics package reports several performance metrics
derived from the hospital’s historical records. These metrics are not
intended to help evaluate a MSS proposal but rather to provide some
direction as to how the current MSS should be changed. Specifically,
the metrics help to determine if the number of OR blocks assigned to
each specialty is appropriate given, for example, each specialty’s uti-
lization, production and patient waiting times. Some of these metrics
include:

• OR hours used versus OR hours allocated: This metric allows man-
agement to evaluate whether or not specialties are using less (or
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more) OR hours than allocated to them. There can be a variety
of reasons explaining why a specialty used less OR hours than they
were allocated, including a shortage of patients, shortage of staff,
surgeon vacations, etc. Depending on the reason(s), managers may
allocate less OR time to such specialties when redesigning the MSS.

• Completed cases versus production targets: This metric allows man-
agement to evaluate whether or not specialties are on track to reach
their production targets. Specialties not on track may be allocated
additional OR time when redesigning the MSS.

• Patient waiting time: This metric allows management to see how
long patients are waiting for surgeries. Surgical specialties with long
waiting times may be allocated more OR time when redesigning the
MSS.

6.5 Discussion

In many hospitals the surgical department has the foremost influence
on the hospital’s workload. As such, its activities (or lack thereof)
cause a ripple effect elsewhere in the hospital. Upstream processes are
less sensitive to changes, as there is often a waiting list for surgical op-
erations which acts as a buffer, dampening the effect. For downstream
process this is different, as a buffer of post-surgery patients waiting
to be admitted to a ward cannot exist. Since post-surgical activities
are sensitive to the activities in the OR, it is important to derive one
in terms of the other. As described in this chapter, the workload for
downstream departments can be described as a function of the MSS.

With the approach discussed in this chapter, a new MSS was devel-
oped for NCI which reduced the fluctuations in the daily ward census,
creating a more balanced workload on the wards. The roll out of the
new MSS corresponded with the opening of an additional OR which
was expected to overwhelm the wards. By using the process described
in this chapter to develop a MSS that accounted for the inpatient
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wards, peaks in ward occupancy were reduced. As such capacity will
be used more efficiently and the hospital has the means to support the
additional OR without a major expansion in the wards.

The main benefit of the model was the ability to quantify the concerns
of ward staff, thereby providing a platform from which they could be-
gin to negotiate a solution. Staff was quick to embrace the model
output, particularly after seeing several modifications to the original
MSS, at which point they were able to roughly predict the model out-
put intuitively. For example, on Thursdays and Fridays the wards
tended to be crowded with patients. To remedy this, specialties that
completed many cases per OR block were removed from Thursday and
Friday OR blocks and assigned to OR blocks earlier in the week. To
accommodate these changes, specialties which complete a relatively
small number of cases per OR block were moved to Thursday and Fri-
day. Once staff could foresee the impact of swapping one surgical OR
block assignment with another, the implemented MSS came quickly.

In the model described in this chapter, we treated the equipment and
physician schedule restrictions as unchangeable. It is possible that fur-
ther improvements in the ward occupancy could have been achieved
if these restrictions were relaxed. In this way the model can be used
to illustrate the benefits of buying an extra piece of equipment or of
changing physicians’ schedules. An additional restriction, which if re-
laxed may have allowed further improvements, is the assignment of
wards to surgical specialties. In other words, in addition to changing
when a specialty operates, it may prove advantageous to change which
ward the patients are admitted to after surgery. Furthermore, we chose
the best MSS from those created through swapping OR block and sur-
gical specialty assignments. It is possible that a search heuristic may
have found a better MSS, although it would have required the many
surgical department restrictions to be modelled and the more complex
model may not have garnered the same level of staff understanding
and support.

Finally, variants of this model have been applied in three other Dutch
hospitals. At two of the hospitals the model was used to improve the
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workload balance on the inpatient wards. In the third hospital it was
used to evaluate the allocation of beds to wards.
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7.1 Introduction

The chemotherapy day unit (CDU) at NCI is concerned about long
waiting time for patients after they arrive at the hospital. Initial anal-
ysis indicated that a large percentage of this wait is caused by medica-
tion preparation process in the pharmacy. In this chapter we examine
the process by which medication orders are placed by the CDU, and
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filled by the pharmacy. More specifically, we evaluate whether a reduc-
tion in waiting time resulting from medication orders being prepared
in advance of patient appointments is justified, given that medications
prepared in advance are wasted when patients arrive too sick for treat-
ment. We use operational research models to evaluate how changes in
this process affect both pharmacy costs and patient waiting times. The
relationship between the pharmacy and the CDU is described below.

Patients receiving chemotherapy do so over a number of months, with
weekly or biweekly appointments. Each appointment is scheduled at
least one week in advance. On the day of their appointment a patient
either reports directly to the CDU or to the laboratory. Patients re-
porting to the laboratory require a blood test, which is used to assess
if they are healthy enough (i.e. fit) to receive their scheduled course
of chemotherapy. Patients who are fit receive the chemotherapy, those
that are not are rescheduled for a later time. In this case study we
found that approximately 80% of patients require a blood test and ap-
proximately 10% of them are found to be unfit to receive chemother-
apy. Patients reporting directly to the CDU (i.e. patients not requiring
a blood test) receive a quick health check before receiving chemother-
apy treatment. Approximately 5% of these patients are found to be
unfit and do not receive treatment.

Current practice states that chemotherapy medications are only to be
prepared after the patient is deemed “fit” to receive treatment, and, is
present in the CDU. This practice of preparing the medication “on de-
mand” is motivated by the high cost of many of the medications. The
pharmacy does not wish to prepare a medicine before they are sure the
patient can receive it, as this ensures no medicines are wasted. They
argue that since chemotherapy medications can cost up to e1800 per
treatment, it is prudent to be sure they will be used before preparing
them. Unused medicine may contribute considerably into the opera-
tional waste of a hospital [25].

Management of the CDU, on the other hand, argues that preparing
medicines on demand adds an extra process step leading to unnec-
essary waiting for patients. CDU management would prefer if the
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medications were prepared “in advance” of the appointment so that
patients could receive their chemotherapy immediately after they have
been found fit to receive it. They argue that the percentage of patients
found to be unfit is sufficiently low to justify preparing medications in
advance.

To determine which (if any) medication should be prepared in advance,
a number of additional factors should be considered. Different medica-
tions have different shelf lives which can dictate how soon in advance
of an appointment a medicine can be prepared. Different medications
also have different costs; generic drugs are significantly cheaper than
brand name drugs and those which are new. Some medications are
also more toxic, which results in a higher percentage of unfit patients.
Finally, some medications are used more frequently than others which
allows them to be given to a different patient, should the original
patient be found unfit. Because of these many factors and the un-
certainty involved in this process, it is unclear to management which
medicines should be prepared in advance and which medicines should
be prepared on demand.

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, as a case study at
NCI, we define a policy stating which medicines should be prepared
in advance. This policy strikes a balance between the cost of wasted
medicines and the ‘cost’ of waiting patients. The second purpose is
to describe and evaluate an analytical model with explicit expressions
that allows this analysis to be easily repeated at other hospitals.

Using operational research models in health care settings is not new
(e.g. see [91, 165, 179]), however the majority of studies of outpatient
clinics focus primarily on scheduling [39]. Improvements related to
operational processes have seen less attention, and in particular, mod-
els considering the processes of two interacting departments are un-
common [75, 193]. Most closely related to the work presented in this
chapter, is by van Merode et al. [144] where a system dynamics sim-
ulation is used to study cost and waiting times for a wide range of
chemotherapy patient and drug types. Whereas our model is used to
define a policy to guide daily decision making by pharmacists, their
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model considers how different chemotherapy delivery protocols affect
patient satisfaction and costs.

This chapter contributes to the literature of health care management
science through the derivation of analytic expressions for patient wait-
ing times and medication costs, within the described context. Al-
though this context is a specific operational area, our approach pro-
vides an effective and readily implementable methodology for address-
ing the problem. The analytic expressions have the distinct advantage
over simulation techniques in that changes in model parameters can
easily be accounted for without needing to repeat model runs. Fur-
thermore, specialized software and trained modellers are not needed to
repeat the analysis when medication costs change or when new med-
ications/protocols are introduced. In the same vein, other hospitals
with a different patient case mix can easily complete the analysis in
their setting without specific software or simulation know-how.

The chapter is organized as follows. The queueing system and model
are introduced in Section 7.2, the waiting time analysis in Section 7.3,
and the analysis of the cost of wasted medication orders in Section 7.4.
The use of the model for policy decisions at NCI is discussed in Sec-
tion 7.5, and a general discussion on the model’s applicability to other
other hospitals is discussed in Section 7.6.

7.2 Model description

The process introduced in the previous section is examined analytically
and with simulation. In this section we describe the analytical model
(which is an approximation) and the simulation model.

7.2.1 Model flow

The queueing system for medication orders in the pharmacy is de-
scribed as follows: The system consists of two queues leading to a
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server with c pharmacists. Orders O1
t (where t indexes time mea-

sured in days) go to the first queue and wait there until being pre-
pared. These orders are started only after their corresponding patient
is deemed fit and must be finished by the end of the day. Orders O2

t

go to the second queue and are not required to be completed the same
day. These are the orders for patients who will arrive at the hospital
on the next day. At the end of each day orders that are still present in
the second queue, join the first queue the next day. These orders are
called the ‘backlog’ and are denoted by Lt. Orders in the first queue
have (non-preemptive) priority over orders in the second queue, since
their corresponding patients are waiting. O1

t orders are those that are
completed when the patient arrives at the hospital (and is deemed fit
for treatment) and O2

t orders are prepared in advance of the patient’s
arrival.

The queueing system for patients in the CDU is described as follows:
Upon arrival it is determined if patients are fit to receive their sched-
uled treatment of chemotherapy. Unfit patients are sent home without
receiving treatment. Fit patients whose medicine orders are part of the
completed orders immediately receive treatment. Fit patients whose
medicine orders are not part of the completed orders must wait until
their medication order is complete before receiving treatment. Fig-
ure 7.1 depicts the flows of orders and patients.

The decision required in this problem is to determine which medicines
should be denoted as O1

t orders, and conversely, which should be de-
noted as O2

t orders. This decision is evaluated on the resulting waiting
time for patients (Queue 3 from Figure 7.1) and the expected cost of
wasted medicines (medicines prepared in advance for patients who are
later found to be unfit to receive their treatment).

Analytically the system cannot be described in a straightforward man-
ner since it contains two time scales. Orders arrive during the entire
day and their waiting times are measured in minutes. The backlog, on
the other hand, occurs only at the end of the day, creating arrivals to
Queue 1 on the next day.
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Figure 7.1 – The process model

In order to analyze the waiting time in this model analytically we split
it into two submodels. The first submodel observes the process on a
day-to-day level and allows us to determine the expected amount of
backlog on a day. This submodel is described in Subsection 7.3.1. Us-
ing the expected amount of backlog, and given that the arrival rate to
Queue 1 is known, the waiting times of the patients can be determined,
as described in Subsection 7.3.2. An analytic expression to compute
the expected cost of wasted medicines is described in Section 7.4.

The system is also modelled with a discrete event simulation pro-
grammed in MatLab. Each decision denoting which medicines are
O1

t orders (and conversely, which are O2
t orders) represents a “what

if” scenario in the simulation. For each scenario, we simulate 50 repeti-
tions of 1000 days (we use 20 days as a warm up period) to determine
the corresponding waiting time and wastage cost. This led to very
tight confidence intervals for the model output (e.g. for average wait-
ing times, the 95% confidence intervals had a width of less than 0.1
minutes) hence the confidence intervals are not reported in the text.
The results from the simulation are used principly to evaluate the
validity of the analytic expressions.

Both Sections 7.3 and 7.4 conclude with numerical results related to
the NCI case study. In these subsections the simulation results are
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compared to the results from the analytic model. The NCI case study
data used for this purpose is introduced in the following subsection.

7.2.2 Model data

The total number of patients that arrive on a day t is denoted by
Nt, Nt ∼ Poisson(λ) following from the data. In this case study λ =
69.9. A workday of the pharmacy consists of 555 minutes, starting at
08:15h and ending at 17:30h. The chemotherapy appointments begin
in batches every fifteen minutes from 08:15h until 15:30h. Thus, the
arrival of chemotherapy drug orders O1

t are spread over a period of
T = 450 minutes. From the data, we found that the number of arrivals
at a fifteen minute time slot τ has a Poisson(qτ ·λ) distribution, where
qτ is an estimated fraction of patients that arrive at this time slot.
Patients require a blood test with probability 0.8. Patients are found
to be unfit for treatment with probability 0.1 in the case they had a
blood test, and with probability 0.05, otherwise. This results in the
fraction r = 0.8 · 0.1 + 0.2 · 0.05 = 0.09 of unfit patients. In our case
study we found this fraction to be the same for each type of medicine,
although in general it does not need to be.

Let the set of all 52 medicines be denoted by S. The set of medicines
that are not allowed to be prepared in advance (i.e. are O1

t orders)
is denoted by S1. The set of medicines that are allowed to be pre-
pared in advance (i.e. are O2

t orders) is denoted by S2. We assume
that each patient requires medicine i ∈ S with probability pi indepen-
dently of other patients. It follows that the number of patients that
need medicine i is Poisson(λ · pi) distributed. The probability pi is
determined as follows,

pi =
fi∑
j∈S fj

,

where fi is the number of times medicine i was used in a year and
varies between 1 and 2941. These numbers follow from the data of the
hospital. The price of a medicine i is denoted by ci and ranges from
approximately e1 to e1800 per order.
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The preparation times of medicines are independent and identically
distributed (IID) and are denoted by B, which is uniformly distributed
between 5 and 20 minutes, as per the estimation of the pharmacists.
The pharmacy is staffed by c = 2 pharmacists. Medicine orders arrive
at the pharmacy 24 hours before the appointment time of that patient.
The total number of orders that arrive on day t at the pharmacy is
denoted by Ot.

7.3 Patient waiting times

7.3.1 Backlog

In this subsection we describe a slotted queueing model to calculate the
expected amount of backlog. Let Lt be the amount of backlog on day
t, this Lt depends on the number of orders O1

t and O2
t , the amount of

backlog on the previous day Lt−1 and the capacity (in terms of orders)
of the pharmacy Kt. The capacity of the pharmacy is the maximum
number of orders that can be prepared in a single day. This slotted
model, where one slot equals one order, does not take the arrival time
of the patients into account, only the orders, which arrive in a batch
the day before the patient arrives. It is clear that the sum of Lt−1, O

1
t

and O2
t equals the total number of orders that need to be handled on

day t, so the following equation arises,

Lt = (Lt−1 +O1
t +O2

t −Kt)
+, (7.1)

where x+ = x if x ≥ 0 and x+ = 0 otherwise. Note that since each
order corresponds to one patient then,

O1
t +O2

t−1 = Nt.

Assume that on each day
∑

i∈S2
pi orders may be prepared in advance.

Then O2
t−1 and O2

t are identically Poisson distributed with parameter
λ ·∑i∈S2

pi. Following the model assumptions O2
t is independent of
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O1
t . Since the expected number of patients is the same each day, the

following holds,

O1
t +O2

t = Ot
d
= Nt.

Furthermore we make the assumption that the Ot is independent of
Kt, then equation (7.1) can be written as,

Lt = (Lt−1 +Ot −Kt)
+. (7.2)

Equation (7.2) is known as Lindley’s recursion (see e.g. [46]). A way
to approach a solution of Lindley’s recursion is by directly solving
the corresponding Markov chain. The states of this Markov chain are
defined by the number of backlog orders. The transition probabilities
of this Markov chain are given by,

Pij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑∞
k=i P(Ot ≤ k − i)P(Kt = k) if j = 0,

∑∞
k=i−j P(Ot = j − i+ k)P(Kt = k) if 0 < j ≤ i,

∑∞
k=0 P(Ot = j − i+ k)P(Kt = k) if j > i.

Since Ot is Poisson distributed, we have,

Pij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑∞
k=i

∑k−i
j=0

e−λλj−i+k

(j−i+k)! P(Kt = k) if j = 0,

∑∞
k=i−j

e−λλj−i+k

(j−i+k)! P(Kt = k) if 0 < j ≤ i,

∑∞
k=0

e−λλj−i+k

(j−i+k)! P(Kt = k) if j > i.

Following from renewal theory, we model Kt as a normally distributed
random variable. Following from the data, Kt has mean μ = 87.92 and
variance σ2 = 10.66. Renewal theory results imply that the number of
IID random variables (preparation times) that can be fitted in a large
time interval (working day of the pharmacy) is approximately normally
distributed with mean and variance defined by the first three moments
of the preparation times, see e.g. Ross [166, Chapter 3]. In this case
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P(Kt = k) is approximated by P(k − 0.5 < Kt ≤ k + 0.5). To solve
the Markov chain, the chain is considered to be finite with N states,
where N is sufficiently large such that the probability to transit to
states larger than N is negligible. The expected number of backlog
orders (E[L]) follows from the steady state distributions.

7.3.2 Waiting times

Knowing the amount of backlog, the total number of orders in the
priority queue (Queue 1) can be determined and the waiting times can
then be approximated. We explain the approximation in the following
three steps. In the first step, the load on the system resulting from
the different order types is determined. In the second step, we ex-
plain how the batch arrival process can be approximately modelled by
IID random variables. This adaptation of the arrival process makes
it possible to use existing waiting time approximations to solve our
problem. The approximation chosen for our purpose is explained and
formulated in the third step.

Let the expected waiting time of patients that receive a medicine from
set S1 be denoted by E[WS1 ]. This includes the time waiting for the
pharmacist to begin preparing the order and also the preparation time.
This is the only waiting time of concern in our problem as the patients
corresponding to these medicine orders are already present in the hos-
pital.

System load: The pharmacy workload results from the two order types,
Oi

t, i = 1, 2 (see Figure 7.1). Let λi be the average number of new
orders for each i arriving in one day (this excludes possible backlog
from the day before). The orders of type O1

t are prepared by the
pharmacy on day t, only if the patient is found fit for treatment which
happens with probability 1−r. As many O2

t orders as possible, within
the opening hours of pharmacy, are completed on day t. Those orders
which are not completed due to a shortage of time form the backlog
L and are added to λ1 on day t + 1. Furthermore, all orders arrive
during the time period when appointments take place, i.e. time period
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T . Thus, let ρ denote the amount of work offered to the system per
minute, then we can write,

ρ = ρ1 + ρ2,

where,

ρ1 = E[B](λ1 + E[L])(1 − r)/T, ρ2 = E[B]λ2/T

and B is the preparation times of the medicines as introduced in Sub-
section 7.2.2.

Arrival process: We evaluate E[WS1 ] using the approximating formulas
for the GI/G/c priority queue. Note however, that the inter-arrival
times in our model are not IID because patients arrive in batches.
To remedy this, we use two approximation steps. First, we assume
that the fraction qτ of patients arriving at slot τ is the same for each
τ = 1, . . . , T/d, where d is the time interval between two appoint-
ment slots. Then, the number of orders arriving at each slot becomes
Poisson(λslot), with,

λslot = (λ1 + E[L])(1− r)d/T.

Next, we apply the so-called Equivalent RandomMethod. The idea be-
hind this method is to replace a non-IID sequence of random variables
by IID random variables with the same mean and variance, see [200]
for classical references and [128] for recent applications in health care.
Thus, we need to compute the mean and variance of inter-arrival times
in our system and substitute these numbers into the approximation for
the GI/G/c queue.

Let A1, A2, . . . be inter-arrival times between two subsequent patients.
Obviously, E[A] = d/λslot. Next, observe that the inter-arrival time
between two patients arriving at the same slot is zero. Hence, the
renewal theory argument gives that,

P(A > 0) =
E[# non-empty batches in one slot]

E[# patients in one slot]
=

1− e−λslot

λslot
.
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Further, note that if k − 1 slots are empty then the inter-arrival time
between two non-empty slots becomes kd. Thus, we derive,

E[A2] =
1− e−λslot

λslot

∞∑
k=1

(kd)2e−(k−1)λslot(1−e−λslot) =
d2

λslot

1 + e−λslot

1− e−λslot
.

Define c2X = VAR(X)/(E[X])2 as the squared coefficient of variance
of random variable X. Then the calculations above give,

c2A =
E[A2]

(E[A])2
− 1 =

λslot(1 + e−λslot)

1− e−λslot
− 1.

Waiting time: We now provide the approximation for the waiting time
in different scenarios. First we consider S1 = S which means that no
medicines are prepared in advance. Thereafter S1 is considered to be
a subset of S such that S2 = S\S1 is non-empty, i.e. some medicines
are prepared in advance.

In case S1 = S we have a queueing system with c servers (pharmacists)
and IID service times. The number of arrivals per day is λ = λ1, and
by definition in this case E[L] = 0. We evaluate the waiting time of the
patients in this queueing system using the approximation from [201]
for the average waiting time E[W (GI/G/c)] in the GI/G/c queue,

E[WS1 ] = E[W (GI/G/c)] + E[B] (7.3)

≈
(
c2A + c2B

2

)
E[W (M/M/c)] + E[B]

=

(
c2A + c2B

2

)
E[B]c−1 ·D/[1− c−1 · ρ] + E[B], if S1 = S

where c2B is the squared coefficient of variance of the service time and
where D denotes the probability of delay in a M/M/c queue. The
expressions for E[W (M/M/c)] and D can be found e.g. in Tijms [185],
the latter formula being given by,

D =
ρc

c!

((
1− ρ

c

) c−1∑
n=0

ρn

n!
+

ρc

c!

)−1

.
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In the case where S1 ⊂ S such that S2 = S\S1 �= ∅, a priority rule is
used. The medicines that are prepared for patients on that same day
have priority over the medicines that are prepared for the next day.
Because pharmacists cannot shelve unfinished medicine and resume
preparation later, a non-preemptive priority system is used. For this
priority system we use the approach of Federgruen and Groenevelt [73],
which gives the next approximation formula for the waiting time in the
priority queue,

E[WS1 ] ≈
(
c2A + c2B

2

)
E[B]c−1 ·D/[1− c−1 · ρ1] +E[B], if S\S1 �= ∅.

(7.4)

The numerical results in the next section prove that our analytical
model gives a good approximation of the expected waiting times.

7.3.3 Numeric results

Given that there are S medications, and that each could be prepared
in advance, then there are S! different policies to evaluate. However,
in the interest of having an easily implementable policy, NCI decided
that a simple criterion to identify “prepare in advance” medicines (i.e.
O2

t orders) should be used. To this end, the price of the medicine is
used as the criterion to indicate which medicines should be prepared
in advance. Specifically, if the price of a medicine is less than M
euros, then the medicine is to be prepared in advance. This limits
the number of policies to evaluate to at most, S. When M = 0 no
medicine orders are prepared in advance, and when M = 1000 all
medicine orders (which have shelf life greater than 24 hours and are
not extremely expensive) are prepared in advance. The most expensive
medicines (i.e. medicines which cost more than e1000 per dose) are not
considered candidates to be prepared in advance. Should a hospital
choose a different criterion for defining their policy, the analysis of
Subsection 7.3.2 remains valid. The numeric results presented in this
chapter are limited to only 9 policies, but include both border policies,
i.e. M = 0 and M = 1000.
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Amount
prepared in E[L] E[WS1 ] E[WS1 ]
advance: M λ1 (simulation) (simulation) (analytical)

None 0 69.9 0.00 46.1 55.9
10 66.1 0.01 42.3 42.2
20 57.0 0.03 33.7 28.6
30 46.4 0.05 26.3 22.4
40 34.7 0.07 21.1 19.2
100 22.2 0.08 18.0 17.3
200 18.7 0.09 17.3 17.0
500 18.2 0.09 17.2 16.9

All* 1000 6.3 0.09 15.6 16.1

*All medicines which have shelf life greater than 24 hours and are
not extremely expensive

Table 7.1 – Waiting times for different policies M

Table 7.1 shows for a chosen M the resulting λ1, the amount of back-
log and the expected waiting times of patients. The waiting times
computed analytically and with simulation are displayed.

The expected volume of backlog increases as more medicines are pre-
pared in advance. This is in line with the observation that if none of
the medicines are prepared in advance then there are no medicines in
the second queue and there will be no backlog. In all cases, patients
only have to wait if their medicine was not allowed to be prepared in
advance, or if their order was backlogged at the end of the previous
day.

It is also not surprising that waiting times are smallest in the cases
where most medicines are prepared in advance. In this case only those
people requiring a medication with a shelf life of less than 24 hours
(or an extremely expensive medication) wait for their medicine to be
prepared. The results show clearly that preparing more medicines
in advance results in lower waiting times. The difference between
the numerical and analytical results is due to the two approximations
in (7.3). The first approximation replaces the original batch arrival
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process with IID arrivals, which may result in an error of a couple
of minutes. We refer to the comments on formula (70) in [201] for
the conditions under which the approximation for E[W (GI/G/c)] is
sufficiently precise.

7.4 Cost of wasted medicine

The downside of preparing medicines in advance is that these orders
risk being wasted, resulting in additional costs for the pharmacy. In
this section we formulate an expression to compute the expected cost
per day E[C] of wasted medicines for a given Policy M . First, we
assume that all medicines prepared in advance are wasted when the
corresponding patient is found to be unfit for treatment. In Subsec-
tion 7.4.2 we assume that these orders can be stored and later given
to a different patient.

The expected cost per day E[C] can be calculated in straightforward
manner. Recall that S2 denotes the set of medicines that are allowed
to be prepared in advance and let ci be the price of medicine i and ri
the probability that a treatment with medicine i is wasted due to a
patient being found unfit for treatment. Then the following holds,

E[Corder] =
∑
i∈S2

ci · ri · pi + g · ri (7.5)

where g is the non-material cost to pharmacy to prepare an order (i.e.
overhead costs and staff wages). In the NCI case study g = 0 (without
loss of generality) since there was no intention to reduce the number
of pharmacy staff and therefore g was considered an irrelevant sunk
cost.

Knowing the cost per order and the frequency of orders, the expected
daily cost can be computed as follows,

E[C] = E[Corder] · E[Nt] =
∑
i∈S2

ci · ri · pi · λ. (7.6)
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Amount prepared E[C] E[C]
in advance: M (simulation) (analytical)

None 0 0.0 0.0
10 1.9 1.9
20 11.3 11.3
30 35.4 35.4
40 71.2 71.1
100 124.9 124.9
200 167.6 167.5
500 185.4 185.7

All* 1000 897.1 900.0

*All medicines which have shelf life greater than
24 hours and are not extremely expensive

Table 7.2 – Expected daily cost of wasted medicines for different
policies M

7.4.1 Numeric results

In Table 7.2 the expected costs computed by (7.6) and by simulation
are shown for various policies M . From the table, it is clear that when
all medicines are prepared in advance, the costs are very high. These
high costs motivate us to analyze storing the medicines from cancelled
treatment to “reused” by other patients.

7.4.2 Reuse of medicines

Reusing medicines causes fewer to be wasted and therefore reduces
the cost for pharmacy. However, given the complications (and pos-
sible risks) associated with managing an inventory of “to be reused”
medicines, it is likely that only expensive and frequently used medicines
will be stored for later use and the others will be discarded.

Let E[Ci] be the expected daily wastage cost of the medicine i where,

E[Ci] = ci · ri · pi · λ. (7.7)
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To investigate the effect of reusing medicines, we introduce policy F .
Let policy F indicate which medicines can be stored for reuse (and
conversely, which cannot be stored for reuse) after a treatment is can-
celled. We define F such that if the E[Ci] of medicine i is higher than
F , then that medicine can be stored for reuse (should a hospital choose
a different criterion for indicating which medicines can be stored for
reuse, the following analysis remains valid). Let SF denote the set
of medicines that are to be stored for reuse. In calculating the ex-
pected cost resulting from policy F we make the assumption that SF

medicines are never wasted, and compute the cost as follows,

E[Corder,F ] =
∑

i∈S2\SF

ci · ri · pi + g · ri (7.8)

Note that the expected daily cost associated with policy F is computed
with (7.6) by substituting E[Corder] with E[Corder,F ].

To test the validity of our assumption that SF medicines are never
wasted, we use a Markov model. Consider medicine i in SF which
has a shelf life of two days, that is, it is prepared one day before a
planned treatment and can be used either on the day of the treatment
(t) or the day after treatment. For this medicine we describe the state
of the Markov chain with vector (x, y) where x + y is the number of
unused orders of the medicine in storage at the end of day t (x orders
can be reused the day after, and y orders cannot be reused and thus
are wasted). The transition probabilities from state (a, b) to state
(c, d) depend only on the number of orders for day t + 1 and can be
found explicitly. Using this model, the probability of wasting a stored
medicine was found to be negligible. The same observation followed
from the simulation runs for the range of policies considered in the
NCI case study.

Alternatively, in other settings, the cost of wasted medicines computed
by (7.8) should be considered the best case (i.e. a lower bound of
the cost). Intuitively, note that a medicine with a two days shelf
life prepared for day t is wasted only if the number of fit patients
requiring the medicine on day t+1 is smaller than the number of unfit
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Amount
prepared in F
advance: M 300 100 50 20 10 5 1

None 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 0.6
20 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.2 11.3 11.3 1.5
30 35.4 35.4 35.4 35.4 35.4 20.8 2.3
40 71.1 71.1 71.1 71.1 44.4 22.8 2.3
100 124.9 124.9 124.9 79.2 52.5 30.9 3.6
200 167.5 167.5 167.5 94.4 67.6 36.2 3.6
500 185.7 185.7 185.7 112.5 73.7 42.3 4.2
1000 371.1 252.4 188.0 114.9 76.1 44.6 4.2

All* 2000 705.2 290.2 225.9 127.8 76.1 44.6 4.2

*All medicines which have shelf life greater than 24 hours

Table 7.3 – Expected daily cost of wasted medicines for different
policies M and F

patients requiring the medicine on day t. Furthermore, the probability
of wasting a medicine is even smaller for medicines with a shelf life of
more than two days. Hence, if ri is small relative to the number of new
orders for medicine i (as in our case study) then the event of wasting
a medicine is highly unlikely. Therefore, the lower bound (7.8) gives a
good indication of wastage costs for a wide range of scenarios.

Finally reused medicines require approximately the same amount of
preparation time by the pharmacists (e.g. to check or adjust the dosage)
and therefore the waiting time for patients is independent of F . Ta-
ble 7.3 shows the expected cost for the pharmacy for a variety of polices
M and F .

7.5 Application

The numeric results in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate how the decision
to prepare medicines in advance influences both the waiting time for
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Figure 7.2 – Costs and waiting times for different policies M

patients and the costs for pharmacy. We represented this multiple
criteria decision [204] graphically (see Figures 7.2 and 7.3) to allow
management to see the relative advantages and disadvantages of each
policy decision. By showing this tradeoff between the waiting time for
patients and the cost for pharmacy, the hospital was able to make an
informed decision.

In September of 2009, after considering the results presented in this
chapter, management from the pharmacy and the CDU agreed that the
shorter waiting times justified preparing certain medicines in advance.
Furthermore, they chose to reuse their most expensive medicines. Based
on this research the hospital is currently preparing approximately 80%
of all medicines in advance. In this section we discuss and highlight
the improvements resulting from this policy change.

To compare different values of M independent of F , Figure 7.2 plots
M as a function of both waiting times and costs. The results from
both the simulation and analytic approach are shown. The policies of
the hospital in 2008 and 2010 are also shown.
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Each point on Figure 7.2 represents a different policy M . In general,
results from the analytical model give a lower estimate of the waiting
times. However the analytical results are close to those obtained by
simulation when preparing multiple medicines in advance. The figure
shows clearly that the new policy (Policy 2010) decreases the expected
waiting time from 45 minutes to 23 minutes at a cost of e105 per day.
It is important to realize that waiting patients occupy a place in the
CDU, which is an indirect capacity loss. In our case study, a gain of 20
minutes per patient saves approximately 23 person-hours of waiting at
the CDU each day. This capacity can be used for handling more pa-
tients, thus yielding obvious benefits for the hospital and/or ensuring
a high service level such that the patients receive their appointments
without delay. On the other hand, the cost borne by the pharmacy
is reasonable, considering that the pharmacy prepares approximately
e8,000 worth of medicines each day, meaning the new policy accounts
for only a 1-2% percent increase in its costs.

Figure 7.3 also plots M as a function of both waiting times and costs.
The difference, however, is that in Figure 7.3, we consider a policy
F ≈ 20 such that the most medicines are reused.

Figure 7.3 shows clearly that lower costs can be achieved by reusing
some medicines. Specifically in this case, a waiting time of 23 minutes
can be achieved at a cost of e70 per day. This is e35 cheaper than in
the case where no medicines are reused.

7.6 Discussion

Initially this system at NCI was analyzed with a simulation model.
This approach was chosen due to the multiple time scales and because
hospital staff were more familiar with this approach. However, when
the case study component of this work was completed and it became
apparent that improvements would be realized, we sought to formu-
late an analytical solution which would be easily reproduced in other
settings or when prices of medicines change. As such, other hospitals
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with similar practices as NCI can use the same methods to determine
the waiting times of their patients and the cost to the pharmacy.

In case no medicines are prepared in advance, equation (7.3) gives
an approximation of the waiting times. If a hospital has a policy
of preparing multiple medicines in advance, equation (7.4) should be
used. Equation (7.6) gives the cost to the pharmacy for each policy.
The plots in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 can easily be reproduced in other hos-
pitals to illustrate the costs and waiting times associated with various
policies M and F (and likewise for the current policy). This approach
leaves the decision autonomy with hospital managers, allowing them
to decide how the waiting times of the patients and the cost of the
pharmacy should be balanced (i.e. which metric should be given more
weight).

The interactive nature of these two departments is a prime area for
further study. The two departments have different and sometimes
competing objectives and models, such as the one presented in this
chapter, are needed to quantify the concerns of both. As shown, sig-
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nificant improvements in patient waiting times can be gained at a
modist cost for the hospital.

A topic for future research could be to examine possible implications of
our research on appointment scheduling at the CDU. In this chapter
we considered the appointment schedule as given. However, one can
imagine that changes in the appointment schedule will affect the work-
load at the pharmacy. On the other hand, the pharmacy could develop
a medicine preparation policy based on the appointment times of the
patients at the CDU, for instance preparing medicines in advance only
for patients that are scheduled in the morning.

In this analysis, M is defined such that once we indicate that a medicine
is to be prepared in advance, all orders for this medicine are prepared
in advance. It is likely that further improvements are possible if we
relax this restriction and further specify this policy. For example, we
could choose which orders to prepare in advance based on all out-
standing orders by taking the length of the queue into account. This
more complicated situation would better reflect the current state of
the system, however it would likely require a model in real-time. How
to incorporate a real-time policy into current practice, and examining
if the gains justified the more complex policy, are additional areas for
further research.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and outlook

In the introduction to this thesis, we argued that decisions made in
health care are often made without explicit consideration for their
impact on the whole system, i.e. the management style resembles a re-
ductionist approach instead of a systems approach. We claim that this
is in response to two adverse, but common, characteristics of health
care. The first is complexity and the second is uncertainty. The re-
search in this thesis illustrates example problems where these char-
acteristics were present and provides solution approaches and general
results to support decision makers coping with complexity and uncer-
tainty. In this way, the research supports hospitals transitioning from
a reductionist, to a systems approach to management.

To conclude this thesis, we discuss how the models of Chapters 3 and
4 aid in reducing complexity and uncertainty and how the models of
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 aid in coping with complexity and uncertainty.
Furthermore, we make conjectures regarding promising future areas of
research related to these topics.

Reducing complexity and uncertainty : Chapters 3 and 4 analyze strate-
gic decisions that can lead to less complex and more predictable hospi-
tal environments. Both chapters relate to limiting the range of treat-
ments and services (i.e. specialization) offered by the hospital. By
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supporting decisions to achieve a specific (or specialized) case mix,
the model of Chapter 3 can help hospitals specialize. By analyzing
the effects of pooling resources by patient diagnosis (i.e. creating fo-
cused factories to provide specific treatments to a homogeneous patient
population), the model of Chapter 4 can help a hospital become more
specialized. Through limiting the range of treatments, complexity is
decreased and the patient population becomes more homogeneous (i.e.
less uncertain). Given that hospitals are notoriously complex and un-
predictable, and since specialization can remedy this (to some extent),
hospitals are well motivated to specialize.

Hospitals have other incentives to specialize as well, in particular fee-
for-service financing. With fee-for-service financing comes a motiva-
tion for hospitals to offer certain treatments through specialization.
There are numerous examples. Hospitals that are for-profit will likely
specialize in the most profitable services. Hospitals that are not-for-
profit may specialize and use a profit in some services to fund other,
less profitable, services. Hospitals may specialize in the most prof-
itable services to fund innovation. Determining which services are
“most profitable” for a given hospital depends on the expertise and
infrastructure of the given hospital.

Looking to the future, hospital actions related to specialization offer
potential opportunities for future research. From the hospital perspec-
tive, models such as that of Chapter 3 can support management in
determining to what extent they should specialize. From a regional or
national perspective (where population health is the objective), opera-
tions research models can be used to proactively identify service short
comings and ensure that specialization of hospitals does not exclude
important services. As such, exploring the benefits and disadvantages
of specialization is a promising area for further research.

Coping with complexity and uncertainty : The problems addressed in
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 are complex managerial problems that are plagued
with uncertainty. Chapter 5 addresses a single departmental problem
over a long time scale and Chapters 6 and 7 address multiple de-
partment problems over a shorter time scale. All three problems are
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examples of using operations research models to solve complex and
uncertainty problems.

Methodologically, the three models used in these chapters are different
from each other. For example, in Chapter 5, queueing network models
are used, in Chapter 6, the underlying model uses binomial distribu-
tions to model recovering patients, and in Chapter 7 simulation and
approximations from queueing theory are used. Hence, using various
techniques to cope with complexity and uncertainty is possible and
often necessary.

Looking to the future, the thematic problem of Chapter 5 (namely that
patients with chronic diseases require ongoing care for many years), is
a promising area for further research. Since the prevalence of patients
with chronic diseases increases as people live longer, more hospital
resources are being used to care for people instead of curing people. If
not appropriately controlled, this creates system congestion. As such,
future health care logistics research should focus on system congestion
and evaluate its impact on the overall performance of the hospital.

In addition to coping with complexity and uncertainty, the problems
addressed in Chapters 6 and 7 are examples of the expanding scope
taken by hospital decision makers. In both cases we see how a de-
cision made by one department influences the operations of another.
The models capture this interaction and quantify the effect of the de-
cision on both departments, i.e. the models allow decision makers to
consider the influence of their decisions on multiple components of the
system. They still represent only a part of the entire system, how-
ever the scopes of the presented models are larger than that of many
models presented previously in literature, and represent a step toward
managing hospitals with a systems approach.

Looking to the future, the managerial style of hospitals will likely con-
tinue toward the systems approach. As a result, further modelling
of the interactions of multiple departments will be a promising area
for further research. Solving specific problems, as is done in Chap-
ters 6 and 7, but also deriving more general results and frameworks,
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is necessary.

Complexity and uncertainty in hospital processes is a key barrier in-
hibiting managers from using a systems approach. Operations re-
search scientists can help eliminate this barrier by analyzing strategies
to reduce complexity and uncertainty (e.g. by specialization) and by
supporting managers in making sound decisions in the presence of
complexity and uncertainty. The body of work in this thesis not only
confirms that hospitals are very complex and that patient flows are
uncertain, but also that operations research models are well equipped
to deal with these characteristics and to evaluate initiatives to reduce
them.
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Summary

In this thesis we address a number of challenging problems related to
health care logistics. These problems are motivated by hospital man-
agers who collaborated in the research, and the results are applied at
their hospitals. The general results and solution approaches presented
in this thesis are also valid in other hospital settings.

To position the research we review quantitative health care literature
to examine the extent to which models encompass multiple hospital
departments and account for department-to-department interactions.
We provide a general overview of the relationships which exist between
major hospital departments and describe how these relationships are
accounted for by researchers. Our review of literature found that re-
searchers often confine models to single departments due to system
complexity and the uncertain nature of patient flows (Chapter 2). Us-
ing and developing techniques from queueing theory, mathematical
programming, and simulation, we demonstrate how these character-
istics can be coped with by solving multiple strategic, tactical, and
operational problems faced by our partner hospitals.

Using queueing theory we model the complex and uncertain relation-
ship between capacity, case mix and patient mix. With parameters
provided by this queueing model, we formulate a combinatorial op-
timization problem to maximize the hospital’s remuneration under a
fee-for-service financing system. We thus provide a methodology for
optimizing strategic capacity and case mix planning decisions. Ex-
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act solutions can be found with integer linear program solvers and
approximate solutions with dynamic programming (Chapter 3).

A second strategic problem is deciding whether (and to what extent)
to pool resources within hospitals. Due to the uncertainty of patient
arrivals and the economies of scale found in the pooled departments,
access time will typically be worse in unpooled departments. However,
if the service time is sufficiently lower in the unpooled departments,
due to more focused care, the opposite is true. Using queueing the-
ory we derive general results stating the extent to which focused care
must decrease service time in an unpooled department in order to
compensate for the lack of economies of scale. The main characteris-
tics influencing economies of scale losses are clinic load, proportional
size of the patient groups, resource divisions and appointment length
variability (Chapter 4).

At a tactical level, physicians and hospital managers must decide how
many patients a single physician can effectively be accountable for
(i.e. panel size). We formalize an extension to existing models al-
lowing the panel size to be a random variable which accounts for the
uncertainty in patient flows. Using queueing theory we provide general
results related to capacity planning and provide strategies for reaching
and maintaining a panel size that meets certain performance criteria
(Chapter 5).

Developing a surgical schedule that does not overwhelm inpatient
wards is a complex problem, given that surgery durations and patient
length of stays are uncertain. Using applied probability, we develop a
solution approach for the tactical level master surgical scheduling prob-
lem. Our approach, used to develop a new master surgical schedule at
the collaborating hospital, is readily repeatable and has been used at
multiple Dutch hospitals. Using a case study, and by comparing pre-
dicted ward occupancies with post-implementation ward occupancies,
we validated the approach (Chapter 6).

An operational level problem faced by many pharmacies is deciding
when to prepare medication. This problem is complex because medica-
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tions are expensive and have a limited shelf life, and uncertain, because
patient no-shows are common in hospitals. Analyzing this problem
for a chemotherapy pharmacy, our case study predicted waiting times
could be decreased by 30 minutes while only increasing pharmacy costs
by 1-2%. The research led to analytic approximations (validated with
discrete event simulation) usefull for predicting patient waiting times
and costs in any pharmacy. Our analysis in Chapter 7 led to a new
pharmacy policy which has been implemented at the collaborating
hospital.
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In this thesis a number of challenging problems related to health 
care logistics are addressed. These problems are motivated by 
hospital managers who collaborated in the research, and the 
results are applied at their hospitals. The general results are valid in 
other hospital settings and the solution approaches used to cope 
with system complexity and patient flow uncertainty are novel. 
Using and developing techniques from queueing theory, 
mathematical programming, and simulation, multiple strategic, 
tactical and operational problems are solved, demonstrating how 
complexity and uncertainty can be coped with in health care 
settings.
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